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i-'T Interchange freeze demanded
by Valorie Lennox 
The Review
An immediate freeze should be 
placed on a loop interchange 
planned for Beacon Avenue and 
the Pat Bay Highway, says a local 
woman representing businesses 
unhappy with the design.
Marie Rosko, also chairman of 
the Saanich Peninsula Chamber of 
Commerce transportation commit­
tee, said the proposed loop will 
destroy Sidney’s village charm. 
She wrote the ministry request­
ing the freeze and consideration of 
a bypass that would move the 
highway away from Sidney.
A public meeting to dis­
cuss alternatives to the pro­
posed interchange will be 
held Thursday at 7 p.m. in 
Sanscha Hall.
In meetings with local business 
people and residents July 20 and 
24, Rosko discussed one alterna­
tive: a re-routing of the Pat Bay 
highway along East Saanich Road, 
a proposal by Sidney resident Art 
, / Gaidnen'--^ ■ :'
Gardner proposed the realigned 
highAvay, which would include an























BATJER UR two-year-old Brendan O'Sullivan of Victoria tries the swhg on his cob of 
corn at Central Saanich Days Saturday, The tot may have been hfluenced by the 
softball tournament held durirrg the Central Saanich Lions sponsored event.
by Glenn Vi^etkman ciineni lkC, Ferries icnniiial iiiul
The Reviov/ protccl the Curieis I‘uini ncighhor-
-------------------------------- ------------------------ 1)00(1,
An MLA, n retired planner itiid Bni a nteniher of the Cnricis 
a n.C. Rnrics captain hjtvc jnmited Point Coniinniiiiy Association,
aboard a protc.si iigainsl proposed who i.s tdso a B.C, Ferries captain,
upgrading of the Swan/Bay ferry has completeil ti tough drawing
icririimil and tlieadjiiccnt highway, wiricli would leave the trees 
"The Ministry (of Transporta- untouched, 
lion) clearly understands they Philip Vandcr Wcrf’.s counier- 
can’l rant rod anything through, plan is for iin overpass ((lanncd to
given the. opposition of the two 
MLAs and tlic concern of the 
rc si do n,t.s," .said Finance Minister 
Mcl (iktuvclicr.
"We’ve got to havtr more dia­
logue.’’ .said the Saanich and the 
Islamis MLA.
Couvclicr wouldn’t comrnii 
himself to projxrfdng a solution to 
save a grove of trees cast of the
go at Land.s End and Tryon Roads 
on the highway would IxJ moved to 
the arc.'t we,si of Dolphin Road.
"The overpass would he right 
across the terminal," .said Vandcr 
Werf.
Mis plans include a tunnel at 
lairids lind for highway tralfic to 
go underneath and cro.ss uid'llc to 
go overtop, tising a higti grade ihitt
cuiTcnily e,si,st.s.
"The. terrain is excellent for a 
tunnel except the .soil is un.stahle,’’ 
Vander Werf stiid.
lie- also pro|)0.ses; fniilding a 
third lane for ferry Iraffic instead 
of using llic entire, highway; mov­
ing the CP ferry terminal away to 
give B.C. Fcrric.s more room; and 
hnilding a douhlc-deckcr paikade 
closer to die water than flic vurrent 
pay ptirking area.
Vandcr Werf spent alioiU a week 
looking at Ministry of Transporta­
tion and nighway.s rawings and 
sketching ill liis own ideas. T he 
plan is now licing considered by 
the depaiimcnt,
"They asked me to leave the 
plan will! them, so I gucs.s they 
Cuntimied on Page A2
ISidney’s yoluniccr firemen will be stretching but in a new;
11 .OOOysq uare^fbot fi irehall, 
which opens this Saturday at 11
a.ni.;;;yV;;LT''L:;";';'':'L'-
T^ replaces die old
5v600*si3uafc-fbc)i firchally 
wh ich was dcfnblishcd last fall.
Fire ChicT Mel Baldwin 
expects the cost of the. new hall 
lo be under the $950,()00 
approved by referendum.
In addition lb a larger area for 
Ijruck-s and cqinpmcnt and more 
stofage space, the new firehall 
adds a disp 1 ay area for fire 
proven lion, a ni iisior and rccrc- 
ailon room, a cominiiiec room 
and a pre-planning room.
Showering facilities were 
improved and the kitchen was 
enlarged, to pibvidc a facility 
nl)la to fecd inany pcbplo in itn 
enicrgency. TTic main hall 
would also htiuso iieopio in im 
emergency.
The building Is designed It) 
withstand an earthquake, Bal­
dwin said.y^'i
the hose towiSr Includes bal- 
conie^s wliich will be u.scd for 
imining, he addwl.
Following the official cere­
mony at 11 a,m., rc.siclcnLs arc 
invitcll to tour the new hall 
until 3 p.m.
For more. It^imnarhn on the 
halt, the dcparment'.H 75ih 
anniversary and laral firefipht- 
if/ig history, sec:pa}>e,s BI61B,
TERMINAL
Continued from Page A1 
were inicrcstcd,” Vander Werf 
said.
“I’m not against the ferries but I 
am for Curteis Point,” he said. 
“The third crossing is really the 
salvation.”
He said transportation projec­
tions used to justify the need for 
expansion don’t make sense. With 
52,000 cars per day 25 years from 
now, there would have to be ferry 
sailings departing every 15 min­
utes — a flow that Active Pass 
could not accommodate.
“Expansion would not be nec­
essary if the third crossing was 
taken into account,” Vandcr Werf 
said.
Retired planner and resident 
Rod Clack agrees. He said that 
one, 400-vchiclc ferry would have 
to have to leave at 19-minute 
intervals continuously for 18 hours 
from 6 a.m. until 12 midnight.
Clack suggests, “If lesser but 
more realistic traffic projections 
were used in the design criteria ... 
then less complicated and less
costly roadworks and interchanget 
would be required.”
Clack said panels at recent pub 
lie information meetings shower 
no concern for the environmen 
along or affected by roadways o; 
the interchanges.
Couvelier told North Saanicl 
residents in a letter last week tha' 
B.C. Ferries is now considering 
new information and proposah 
and are planning another public 
information session to present 
revised options and seek furthei 
input in about three months.
U.S AIR FORCE member pauses in cool shade within gigantic cargo aircraft, on 
display Monday at the Victoria Airshow.
Tax hearings in September
Reformers will 
be heard
Residents opposed u,> lltc present 
property lax system will be able to 
voice their objections at a provin­
cial hearing in Saaniclt Sept 14.
Before tltc meeting, background 
information on taxation will be 
made available.
On llic proiTcny tax review panel 
arc provincial Finance Minister 
Mel Couvelier, Municipal Affairs 
Minister Rita John.ston, Union of 
B.C Municipalities president Mar­
ilyn Baker and tax icform activist 
Conrad Adam.s,
‘‘Properly tax increases have 
causc^l a wave of concern across 
the province. Wc want to get to the 
root of that concern and go If) 
people for workable solutions," 
said Couvelier, one of the Saanich 
and the Islands MLA.S.
The meeting will Ire an open 
forum, with residents invite to 
suggest ways of financing local 
government services like school.s, 
ix)licc and fire protection, roads, 
parks and recreational facilitic.s.
‘‘Properly taxes arc meant to 
give l(x:ally-clccicd governments 
the means to fairly distribute line
costs of services they provide. We 
want to determine if this objeciivc 
is being achieved,” said Johnston.
Tlic background information on 
property taxes, now being prepared 





From Tots to Teens
HOURS; Mon. to Sol. 9:30-5;30 
Sunday 12:00-4:00





Patrons of public parking lots 
in Sidney will only be allowed 
a two-hour stay as of Monday.
New parking regulations 
limit parking in the public lots 
to two hours. Parking on Bevan 
Avenue will also be limited to 
two hours.
Another parking commis­
sioner has been hired to enforce 
die parking restrictions.
The municipality has public 
lots at 2nd Avenue and Bevan, 
behind McLeod’s on Beacon 
Avenue, across from the 3rd 
Avenue municipal hall and next 
to the Robinson store on Bea­
con Avenue.
Offenders will face fines of 
$10, reduced to S3 if the ticket 




Transport Canada officials anti­
cipate awarding a lease agreement 
for a private company to build and 
ojieratc an 18-holc golf course on 
Pat Bay Airport land, the airport 
manager said Friday.
Proposals arc now being consid­
ered by an ad hoc committee from 
the federal Treasury Board in 
Ottawa and it is hoped work on 
airport land will begin later this 
summer, Dez Easunan said.
The ad hoc committee was 
expected to meet for a review and 
subsequent awttrding of a contract 







ies, will cover residential and com­
mercial ratepayers’ concerns, his­
torical background and possible 
allcmativcs.
The c.xaci time and place of tlic 


















BEFORE LEAVING LET US 
ARRANGE YOUR 
TRAVEL INSURANCE — 
ITS PART OF OUR BUSINESS!
WE ALSO CARRY 
A FULL LINE OF 
INSURANCE PACKAGES 















RIBBONS OF WHITE SMOKE ore left in the troiiof the Canodion Forces Snovybirds 




A Peninsula resident’s family deposited 
$110,000 in a Principal Trust company that has 
since collapsed — and today he wants it all back.
“I think we’re being very reasonable if wc take 
100 cents on a dollar,” said Saanichton resident 
Ronald Thiel, 57,
But he knows that getting a full return on tlic 
money originally deposited with First Investors, a 
subsidiary of Principal Trust, will take time.
“I think we’ll sec this go on for a number of 
years yet,” Thiel said.
B.C. Finance Minister Mcl Couvelier said 
Friday the B.C. government is working on a way to 
top up the Albcrut government’s compensation 
offer. But a legal barrier could prevent it.
“Investors will have to sign a form, which 
could have the effect that any lopping up will flow 
into the Alberta treasury,” Couvelier said. "That 
means the only beneficiary wiuld be the Alberta 
government."
Couvelier, an MLA for Saanich and The 
Islands, said his government cannot lake responsi-
Trusi companies were hampered.
"Our regulators of the day were refused infor­
mation so wc feel wc have ti strong case that the 
Alberta government is 100 ix:r cent resixmsible," 
Couvelier .said,
He .said the Allreria government's smtentent
that they’ll cover 75 per cent of the loss by 
investors is misleading,
“It still covers less than half the loss (bcfcausc) 
proceeds from Uic sale of assets arc part of tlic 
(compensation) formula,” he .said.
Thiel, his wife and his mother arc getting by on 
money set aside for travel. But he says other B.C. 
investors arc worse off.
So far B.C. investors in Principal Trust compa­
nies have received 35 cents for each dollar 
deposited. Another nine cents per dollar, cuirenUy 
being distributed, is cxpcctal to arrive soon.
Couvelier said: “We have a view Uiat they arc 
legally responsible for 100 per cent of the loss and 
they arc morally re.spon.siblc for 100 jxir cent of 
the loss,
“The Alberta govcrnincnt hasn’t done that 
much (to compensate investors),” Couvelier said.
The B.C. government is working towards a 
solution by researching legal cases and gathering 
information. There is the po.ssibility that the B.C. 
government will launch legal action against 
Alberta, Couvelier said.
"The investors have suffered enough without 
another five years of legal arguments,” he said.
Thiel is one of about 1,000 Grctiler Victoria 
investors in the Principal Trust companies.
Couvelier .said the Albcrut ombudsman’s rcporl 
is due in two weeks anil the B.C. ombudsman’s 
report is expected to follow two weeks later.
CAS STATION URKAK-IN 
A w,indow was smtished and 
entry gained into Gurion’s Ganigc 
on East Saanich Road and McTav- 
i.sh Road in North Saanich over­
night Monday-Tuesday, Sidney 
RCMP report.
An unsuccessful attempt was 
^madc to pry open the cash register 
'^ai'id the safe inside the garage, 
police .said, Appaicntly nothing 
Vr’as stolen,
"Our beautiiul Sea View is Back”
10% Discount 
for Seniors
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lunch & Dinner
25S4 Bov,in Avo. 
Sidnoy, 13,C.
656-4640
A New Service to 
Central Saanich
PROVIDING
• Volume Photocopying • Printing
• Typesetting • Halftones
• DeskTop Publishing • Page Layout
7174 West Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay 652-5894
Dorman’s 
Carpet Cleaners
• CARPET CLEANING 
. UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Wilt Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 6564754 - 30 Years Experience
JUST US
PUBLIC DENTURISTS
B.L. RICARD E.M. CLAUSEN
COMPLETE DENTURE SERVICE
DENTURES -;!C- RELINES S:- REPAIRS
ALL DENTAL PLANS ACCEPTED
^650”3523 — 24 hrs. access phone
2494 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY
(Between MacLeods & Pier One)
STRAITH & COMPANY
Barristers & Solicitors
William T. Straith Q.C. (1980) Herbert L. Matthews (Ret’d) 
William A. (Bud) Buchan Michael DW. Young 
Michael a Ellis Robert K. Bryden
Graham J. Underwood Bruce D Webber
is pleased to announce that
RODERICK i. I MacDONALP
has joined the firm as an associate
' at ■ ■ ■ .
600 - 1070 Douglas Street 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2C4 
(604) 386-1434
SGOn-MONCRIEFF & COMPANY
Barristers and Solicitors 
Are pleased to announce that
IAN C. MORLEY
Has joined the firm In the 
practice of law.
SCOn-MONCRIEFF & COMPANY
Barristers and Solicitors 





BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS & NOTARIES 
GEORGE E McKIMM
NICHOLAS W, LOrr CHRLSTOPHER .S. LOFT
R.G. WITT LAPPER TIMOTHYTvLOIT
D. MAYLAND MCKIMM GRANT'S. WARRINGTON
Personal Injury I Real Estate 
Criminal Law / Wills & Estates 
Family Law I Commercial & Co, Law 
Municipal Law
FIRST 1/2 HOUR CONSULTATION FREE
9830 FOURTH ST. 
SIDNEY, B.C
656-3961
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Free business facfs a keystroke away
A wealth of information for 
local business is available at the 
push of a key, says Marilyn Leo, 
general manager of the Saanich 
Peninsula Chamber of Commerce.
Lee attended a provincial and 
federal government sponsored 
workshop on gaining access to 
business information, held July 24 
to 28 in Vancouver.
Participants in the workshop 
included the Ministry of Interna­
tional Business and Immigration, 
the B.C. Trade Development Cor­
poration, the Ministry of Regional 
Development and the Federal 
Development Business Bank.
“I found the absolute wealth of 
information that is just available 
through the B.C. business network 
at the push of a button,” said Lee, 
She hopes the chamber will 
acquire a computer capable of 
linking with the network to make 
the resource available to local 
business.
Ideally the computer would be 
part of a chamber operated busi­
ness information centre which 
would open during Small Business 
Week in October.
The business network contains 
lists of those wanting to do busi­
ness in other countries and lists of 
those willing to act as agents for 
business in addition to statistical 
data.
“I was just overwhelmed at how 
much information tlicrc is availa­
ble.”
One impressive demonstration 
used statistical and demographic 
data to create a community profile 
of one neighborhood. Such an 
exercise, Lee notes, could help 
predict the demand for a business 
or a service in a specific area.
A toll-free line provides statisti­
cal information on business.
Another demonstration used an 
interactive laser video to draft a 
business plan. The program guides 
the prospective businessman 
through all of the required deci­
sions, predicts outcomes and pro­
duces a completed, tailored busi­
ness plan at a fraction of the usual 
cost.
Eventually, Lee hopes the pro­
gram will be available in the south 
Island. .
“It’s just exceptional,” Lee 
said. The program can now be
used free of charge by prospective 
business people able to visit Uie 
B.C. Trade Development Corpora­
tion (former Enterprise Centre) in 
Vancouver.
There are samples of business 
plans and listings of businesses 
available. Using all the available 
information can increase the 
chance of business success and of 
financial backing for tire venture.
“The secret to a successful busi­
ness is to think it through properly 
and understand some of the pit- 
falls,” said Lee.
Lee also found a wide range of 
government pamphlets, periodicals 
and publications, some of which 
she hopes will be stocked by the 
local chamber.
“I was impressed by tlie amount 
of energy and focus going into 
business development offshore by 
the federal and provincial govern­
ments,” she said.
Local business people will be 
able to quiz Canadian trade com­
missioners on overseas market this 
November, when eight trade com­
missioners are expected to visit the 
Peninsula as part of a Canada- 
wide federal program to encourage 
international trade.
ACCESS ALTERNATIVES to the proposed interchange at 
Beacon Ave. and the Pat Bay Highway are discussed 
by Marie Rosko and Art Gardner.
FREEZE
No Newsworld Is bad news for Shaw Cable
Network not 
negotiated
Snagged negotiations delayed 
introduction of CBC Newsworld 
on Shaw Cable July 31, despite 
company promises that the all­
news channel would debut last 
ihonth.
“It’s kind of unusual,” admitted 
Shaw Cable system manager Jim 
McHugh, “It was our intention 
and our hope that the negotiations 
would have been concluded by
July 31 and we would be carrying 
it.”
Shaw Cable concluded agree­
ments with other new channels, 
such as the weather service and 
youth television, before the sched­
uled introduction of the service.
McHugh said he knows of no 
agreement between CBC and any 
Canadian cable network to carry 
the new service.
Although some cable compa­
nies are offering CBC Newsworld, 
McHugh said Shaw Cable will not 
introduce the channel without an
Red tide hits Saanich inlet
Red tide has struck the entire 
Saanich Inlet.
High shellfish poisoning read­
ings were recently taken from 
clams, oysters, mussels, scallops 
and other bi-valvc mollu.scs, offi­
cials said.
Federal Fisheries and Oceans 
has closed the entire inlet, south
from a line drawn between Hatch 
Point and Moses Point, for har­
vesting of any kind of bi-valve 
mollusc.s, effective immediately 
until further notice.
Red tide readings of 370 micro­
grams per 100 grams of mussel 
meat were recorded in Saanich 
Inlet waters by fisheries officers.
agreement in place.
Broadcasting the channel 
implies a commitment to continue 
carrying the channel, he said.
CBC has applied to the Cana­
dian Radio-television Telecommu­
nications Commission to increase 
the charge for the channel to 43 
cents from 27 cents per subscriber 
each month.
The latest Shaw Cable rate 
increase, also before the CRTC, 
includes an additional 43 cents to 
cover the Newsworld channel cost. 
That increase is to take effect in 
September.
If an agreement to carry CBC 
Newsworld is not reached, 
McHugh said the 43 cent charge 
would be refunded to subscribers 
for each month CBC Newsworld is 
not carried by Shaw Cable.
Continued from Page Al
“I looked at the two interchange 
alternatives and I started to sizzle 
inside,” Gardner said. He advo­
cates realigning the Pat Bay high­
way along East Saanich Road from 
just north of Glamorgan Road to 
McTavish Road.
Re-routing objections raised by 
the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways include the cost of a 
tunnel under the airport, the 
amount of right-of-way required 
and the use of local streets for 
highway traffic.
But the ministry agreed the 
re-routing would improve align­
ment of the highway.
Gardner said the existing sec­
tion of highway would become a 
local road, providing more resi­
dential and commercial space.
If the highway was moved, the 
sections of Sidney divided by the 
present Pat Bay Highway would be 
reunited.
Gardner fears plans to upgrade 
the highway to freeway standard 
would further divide the commun­
ity
“The design now will put three 
acres of blacktop in the middle of 
Sidney,” he said.
Officially, the Chamber of Com­
merce still supports the loop inter­
change proposed by the Ministr>' 
of Highways. Chamber president 
Hank Vissers said the oiganization 
will receive a report from Rosko 
and then consider the issue.
“This is not an easy decision,” 
said Rosko. “Going against coun­
cil or city hall is putting myself 
and the chamber on the line.”
Most traffic using the Pat Bay 
Highway is bound for Victoria and 
does not stop in Sidney. Yet the 
highway bisects the town, Rosko 
said.
“They’re going from Vancouver 
to Victoria and in the process they 
are going to spoil our little town.” 
Rosko said many business people 
and residents fear the impact of the 
interchange on Sidney.
The community’s revitalization 
plan stresses the importance of 
maintaining the present village 
atmosphere. The proposed inter­
change would create an urban 
image for Sidney, Rosko' said.
If the highway is moved the 
present Memorial Park and Sans­
cha Hall entrance to Sidney would 
remain.
Gardner predicted property val­
ues surrounding the interchange 
would deteriorate, damaging Sid­
ney’s image.
Rosko was told objecting to the 
proposed interchange could harm 
Sidney’s chances for provincial 
funding.
“ Wc would just as soon not have 
anything happen there if it is going 
to be as great a detriment as this 
proposed interchange,” she said.
“Until the first bulldozer is out 
on the road, I think we have a 




“Luxury living in a natural setting”
a unique blend of 75 adult orientated carriage 
homes nestled throughout 75 acres of manicured 
and prostino parkland.
OPEN DAILY 10-5 
1255 Wain Road, Sidney 655-3111
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EVERYTHING FOR THE CONTRACTOR OR HOMEOWNER
We have everything you need to get that gardening or 
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Klorth Saanich couple can 
travel before cocaine trial
)m\ North Saanich couple accused of conspiring to import 91 kilograms
cocaine are free to travel within Canada for 14-day periods after bail 
conditions were recently varied, a court registry spokesman said last 
week.
Bail for Helen Mtirgaret Radok, 41, was also reduced to $50,000 from 
$100,000 by Judge Robert Metzger. Co-accused Raymond Marvin 
Joubert, 41, both of Moses Point Road, is free on a $200,000 bail surety.
Both had been restricted to travel on Vancouver Island but a provincial 
court judge had vimicd Joubert’s bail conditions two weeks ago to allow 
him to travel within Canada.







The Lau’welnew Tribal School 
in Brentwood Bay was broken into 
just two weeks after it was offi­
cially opened.
Sidney RCMP report that an 
Apple computer printer valued at 
$1,200 was stolen sometime 





9843 SECOND STREET PHONE; 651
investigating.
Repeated harassment of a wait­
ress in a Ganges Restaurant 
resulted in a $100 fine and six 
months probation for a youth, 
sentenced Thursday in Sidney pro­
vincial court.
The youth pleaded guilty to 
causing a disturbance.
Crown counsel Richard 
Schwartz said the youth first 
entered the restaurant at 5:15 p.m. 
Oct. 28. He went behind the 
counter to use the phone and was 
stopped by the waitress.
Saltspring Island and working full­
time, earning $1,000 per month. 
Previous problems have only 
arisen when the youth has been 
drinking.
Judge Michael Hubbard placed 
the youth on probation for six 
months, with instructions to main­
tain employment and accept alco­
hol and drug counseling. The 
youth was also ordered not to use 
alcohol during the period of pro­
bation.
*^He then began harassing the 
waitress, poking at her and slapp­
ing her. The waitress tried to shield 
herself with a plastic bucket and 
then picked up a paring knife.
HERBERT K. WEST
DENTURIST
The youth look the knife from 
the waitress and threatened her 
with it before leaving the restau­
rant.
“A DENTURIST IS A DENTURE SPECIALIST” 
COMPLETE DENTURES, RELINES, & REPAIRS
'^le returned to the restaurant 
l]iree times in the next hour and 
continued to harass the waitress. 
^ appeared intoxicated, Schwartz 
noicl
The youth is boarding
:#-1Boaoori 
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PRICES INCLUDE INSTALLATION 
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SUPER SPECIAL 
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lEditorial Comment
Alien ordeal:
Review survives tab change
No, aliens have not messed with the minds of Review 
staffers. We will not be seeking photos of Mel Gibson in 
bikini briefs, and we’ve canned the idea of an exclusive 
interview with Elvis.
The tabloid you hold before you wiU, we hope, be an 
improvement over the broadsheet format. We’ll still be a 
paper dedicated to thorough coverage of Peninsula news and 
community events; the paper’s focus will not change.
The paper will be thicker — smaller pages, but more of 
them. It will be graphically more interesting — more pages 
mean more photos. And it will be more colorful and 
attractive — we’ve completely redesigned the newspaper, 
including the masthead, and we’ll be using front-page, 
full-color photos regularly.
One side effect of the change will be more full pages on the 
inside of the newspaper dedicated entirely to editorial 
coverage. We plan to make use of this space for in-depth 
analysis and opinion articles, written by the staff and by 
readers.
So we hope you’re enjoying our first try at the tabloid 
newspaper business. And if anyone has seen Elvis lately, 
we’re not interested. Unless it happened on the Peninsula.
Bike safety:
Racing with death on 
Peninsula roads
TheReview
Organizers of bike races on Peninsula roads are taking 
some definite chances with safety.
A Sunday morning event had no spotters working tlie 
comer of McTavish Road and West Saanich Road, at the time 
a Review staff member drove past. Although signs warn 
drivers of the hazards, we don’t think this is quite enough. In 
fact, the scene on West Saanich Road was frightening.
Picture cyclists in the heat of competition, rounding a 
comer, side by side, approaching the crest of a hill. That 
scene, when combined with a car coming the other way, can 
easily end in tragedy. Cyclists are told to stay on their side of 
the road, but it doesn’t always happen that way. They are, 
after all, racing.
The Peninsula’s curving, mral roads are perfect for racing. 
Their appeal is understandable and tlie use of the Peninsula 
for biking is certainly welcome. It may even earn the district 
a venue in the 1994 CommonwealUi Games.
But bikes and cars don’t mix well on a nanow country 
road, even when the cars arc sticking to tlie speed limit and 
the bikes aren’t racing. The roads should be closed during 
races, traffic should be rerouted or stopped intcnnittcnily, or 
Uic races should be kept to less traveled areas, Tlic way things 
are right now, there arc loo many dangers.
The editorials in this space, the left-hand 
side of Page A6, are those of the 
newspaper. They are written by the editor 
or under the editor’s direction, and the 
opinions expressed are independently 
developed by the editor and The Review’s 
editorial department.
Serving The Saanieli Peninsula 
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9781 2nd Sireel
Sidney B.C VSL 4P8
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Sidney B.C V8L 3S3
Second Class Mail Registration 710128
656-1151
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It was fortunate for the free 
world and for Rian H. Martin, who 
discussed Aid. Ron Kubek (“He’ll 
be missed,’’ Readers’ Mailbox, 
Tlie Review, Aug. 2), that Winston 
S. Churchill did not quit and enjoy 
his twilight years.
He was 67 years of age when he 
became the Prime Minister of 
wartime Britain. He then mobi­
lized the English language, and 
sent it off to war. The majority of 
tlic world’s great achievers have 
been mature persons with the wis­
dom of age and experience.
Perhaps one day Rian will akso 
achieve age and experience.
Cy Relph 
Sidney
Blue Hyundai Pony wouldn’t start 
—- the key wouldn’t turn. The ser­
vice station, as with all bad luck, 
closed for the night.
A kind gentleman came to our 
assistance and although he 
couldn’t fix the car, he offered to 
call a mechanic friend of his. The 
friend came down and kindly 
rigged the car so we could at least 
get to our next destination.
It took less than 35 minutes to 
gel us back on the road, but our 
words of gratitude could lake us 
over an hour to speak.
It is so nice to know that 
chivalry and good old fashioned 
kindness has not gone out of this 
world.
S. Woodrow & L. Scott
refuse on the road allowance 
where it fronts agricultural land.
Are these people too laz>^i^|
0'^compost properly in their ov 
yards, loo cheap to take a $3 trip to 7 
the dump, or afraid to. beep 
stuff in their own yard because it is 
covered with herbicides or pestic­
ides?
If the last case is true, I fear for 
the safely of my curious, two-year- 
old and the dozens of other chil­
dren and pets in die area.
If lhe.se residents don’t want this 
unsightly and potentially hazard­
ous material on their own property, 
what makes them think Uic rest of 











At approximately 6 p.m. on July 
25, my friend and I were stuck on 
tlie Brciiiwood ferry dock, as her
Editor:
1 walk daily with my two-year- 
old in the Jcltrcc-Larkv^Uc area of 
Saiinichlon.
Certain rc.sidcnts of this area 
find it convenient to dump their 
grass, hedge clippings and other
Editor;
Amusing is the only word for 
the raniblings of the Icitcrs in 
editions ofThe Review in regard to 
Aid. Ron Kubek’s resignation.
Continued on Page Jt.7
Top of the Pile
The chaos of change — during holiday season
NORMAIJ.Y, CIIANGKS ill a ncKpa|vr hap- 
pen gradually. Things Just son of evolve. But once 
in a while, the [lapcr i.s reformatted entirely; tlie 
look changes dramatically, in one issue of the 
paiKT, 'niai's wliai wc’vc chosen to do with 'llic 
llevicw. And it wasn't easy. The luan wliuse 
.shoulders much of the load landed upon was 
Koglen Moodley, produciiori manager. He cut 
short his hoIid;iys to toy with type race.s, column 
widths, and a finicky editor’s rniiul, Moodley 
even designed the sailboat logo which now 
apivars on tlie masthead, After searcliing far and 
wide for the perfect picture, editor (leorge I.ee 
told Moodley what he wanted. A few inclies of 
border tape and two minutes later, The Review 
had its saillmat.
Hi • Xt
SAANICH AND The Islands MLAs Mcl 
Couvelier am! 'Terry Huberts were at the new 
Lau.welnew Scliool on West Saanich Road in 
Brcniwooil Bay, yesterday afternoon to present a 
$.50,000 chetiuc of Go B.C. grant money to the







CTH-DIT FOR our design change also goes to 
I'red Arinsinmg of Foil Moody, wlio was lured 
to design the overall new look. Armstrong g;ivc. us 
mock-ups of key Review pages, based on the 
latest in moilular tabloid tiesign and on the past 
look of tlic paper.
..
RSUliUI
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No such thing as a free lunch
Lasi week i watched an anl carry a Hy. It was a 
normal black am; and it was yoiir nin-of-the-niil! 
dead liousc fly. 1 watclicd tlicm for an hour.
The am found liis delicious prize on the inside 
of iri>' bedroom window. The anl imisl have 
wandered into the house through an open door, 
then found his way across the floor and up the 
wall to the window ledge where lie stumbled upon 
the fly.
“Wow!” the anl must have said to himself. 
“Wail til the boys back al the hill sec lliis big 
sucker. I can hardly wait lo drag it home.”
He picked up the fly by clomping his pincers 
into iLS belly and suirled off — bang, siraighl al 
the window screen. “Oh dam,” he said. “Where 
did ibis thing come from?”
I suspect an exciting vision of a fat fly lying 
smack in the middle of his dining room table, 
friends gathered around drinking fermented 
liquids and complimenting him on his wonderful 
contribution to the banquet, had short circuited 
his memory.
This happens quite often with ants. All kinds of 
scientific surveys have proved that ants, after they 
find the food they set out to look for in the 
morning, simply forget which direction is home 
by late afternoon.
Humans have similar problems; particularly 
husbands sent lo buy groceries. They stop at a 
pub, hoist a few with other husbands and before 
you can say “Time Gentlemen, Please” they’ve 
forgotten everything, including their names and 
groceries, and arc sent home in a taxi.
But this ant didn’t forget his grocery. He 
grasped it firmly and trotted off down the window 
sill bumping from lime to time into the screen 
hoping to find a weak link. The screen bent but 
didn’t break.
Undaunted, the ant continued to the end of the 
sill and then straight up one edge of the screen 
toward the top of the window. Still no hole big 
enough to drag a fly through. Half way up one of
the fly’s wings caught a loose hair.
Annoyed al this extra burden, the anl shook his 
fly and the hair fell onto the sill. 1 scooped it up
and dropped it into the wastebasket.
The fly-carrying anl circumnavigated the 
screen twice without slowing down and was 
heading around for the third time when one of tlie 
fly’s wings jammed behind a liny plastic loop 
used to lift the screen out at house cleaning lime.
“Hot spit!” 1 heard the anl miiiier. He tugged at 
the lly and succeeded only in jamming it lighter 
bchiiul the loop. “Right now 1 just don’t need all 
this aggravation.”
He pushed and pulled, twisted and turned, 
jumped up and down and used four letter anl 
words but the fly refused to come loose. You’d 
think he’d give up, go home and selilc for cold 
soup for supper, wouldn’t you?
“Hey stupid,” I yelled at the ant. “Forget the 







. FREE WATER ANALYSIS
kXJATERTECH
But did he listen to me? Not this little jerk. He 
chomped off the jammed wing and was soon 
racing around the .screen faster titan before.
Perhaps you know people like that. Frusunlcd 
by a lack of success and unable to realize that a 
different approach lo a problem might jtroducc 
belter results, they redouble their efforts. Wc call 
them fanatics — or politicians.
Al this point 1 was called lo my own dinner. I 
mentioned to my family that I’d been watching an 
ant carry a fly around and around a window for 
close lo an hour. They looked at me in a manner 
that suggested an hour was 59 minutes too long 
for that sort of activity.
I said 1 was doing market research. Tltey said I 
was a candidate for a tight w'hile jacket wdlh very 
long sleeves.
Dinner over, I returned to The window. No 
movement on the screen. 1 have a TV like that.
But a black ant lay on its back in the dust at the 
bottom of the screen; all eight legs pointed 
straight al the ceiling. His pincers w'erc worn and 
bent. A one-winged fly lay at his side.
Moral: learn when to cut your losses and go 
home. J
Readers’ Mailbox^
Continued from Page A6 
^ I think it is in extremely poor 
taste that someone would suggest 
JT' that Ron is not resigning before 
September due to a need for the 
stipend he recieves for council 
duties, (“Advance date,” Readers’ 
Mailbox, July 26).
Kubek has a schedule that most 
of us would find impossible to 
maintain; he is in his office 
usually by 7 a.m. or before and 
very often is .still conducting busi­
ness at 11 p.m., and that includes 
both Saturday and Sunday.
^ Kubek has been asked to 
^ instruct courses for the Ccriiricd 
Commercial Investment Council, 
of which he is a member, and the 
^ instruction of these courses is in 
^ both the US. and Canada. Ron will 
be out of town most of September, 
October and November instructing 
and felt it was in council’s best 
inicrcst.s to resign,
Last but not least, he would like 
U) .spend more lime with hi.s fam­
ily, whidt up until now has alrno.st 
been imiKkssiblc,
gg, People should walk a mile in 




the proposed John Road inter­
change.
An area of approximately 12 
acres, bounded by John Road East 
and McDonald Park Road and 
buffeted from the Pal Bay High­
way by the parkland under llic 
jurisdiction of llic Memorial Trust, 
w'as rc/.oiied to miilliplc residen­
tial.
This area is ideal for a develop­
ment for low-cost housing but 
developers have been consistently 
denied a coiiiieciion lo the existing 
sewer, wliicli is under the jurisdic­
tion of Sidney, and the i>rcscnl 
lime .services iTiiklaiid School mid 
Kiwanis Village.
Tlic comtminily plan proposed 
by the present North Saanich 
council has downgnidcd the zon­
ing to country residential with a 
minimum lot size of one acre.
Hie downgrading of llic zoning 
combined Willi the proposed inter­
change would negate any possibil­
ity of a low-cost bousing develop­
ment which appears to me to be 
more important than the conver­


































1 !im taking this opportunity lo 
voice ray objections to the Depiin- 
iiienl of Ttaiisporialion and lligh- 
'IH waj's proposals lo upgrade the Pat 
Bay Highway,
My specific objection relate.s' to
Editor:
Your cdiinrial in The Review of 
July 26 ("Careful refortn needed") 
was severely critical of the pream­
ble to Uic i>eiiiion which we have 
olfcrcd to taxpayers a.s a scttlemcru 
of our vicw.s. Pcili.ips wc may be 
permitted to rcsixMitl to your com- 
nieniss
TO OUR JAMES ISLAND FRIENDS
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND A HIGH FIRE HAZARD 
MAKE IT NECESSARY TO ASK OUR VISITORS 
TO RESTRICT ACTIVITIES TO THE BEACHES 
AND NOT BUILD FIRES UNTIL CONDITIONS 
RETURN TO NORMAL.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
PACIFIC PARKLAND
JAMBS island: B.C
On the question of the statement 
Ural “services arc for Uic people 
not properties,” this is not ju.sl a 
question of semantics as you sug­
gest. It is true Uiat some services 
such as sewers benefit homeow­
ners, and wc have never main- 
tiiincd that homeowners should not 
be called upon to pay for services 
that benefit them directly. What wc 
have maintained is that ilicrc arc 
many, many people who arc get­
ting the benefit of municipal ser­
vices of liiffcroni kinds, but who 
arc not called upon lo pay directly 
for ibcm as boincowncrs arc.
On your second jxUnI regarding 
B.C. school boards, wc do not 
maintain that liomcowncr.s arc the 
only group which contributes to 
cducai ion co,sLs, They arc, however 
the only group to which school 
board.s have the right lo apply 
direct taxation lo fund additional 
education costs which may not be 
reasonable.
Your third criticism fr a matter 
of semantics, and .should lie cor­
rected in the pc4ilion; our u,sc of 
Uic word “only" wa.s intended to 
differentiate honicawncr.s from 
other group,s in the province such 
as boat owners, car owneis, and the 
owncr.s of other types of wealth 
whose property i.s not subject lo 
taxation of Uii.s type, and peritKlic 
rcas.scs.smcni.
Tlic point is that the posscs.sion 
of real estate as an asset, due to its 
fixed nature, mtikes homeowners 
an easy target for taxation.
Obviously Uic whole (jiiestion of 
municipal taxation should be 
reviewed.
It is rather suiinising that no 
Continued on Page M7
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* I'm soity, it's out of ptinl." k o pluoso book 
lovott diood, Out of Ptinl boob con Iw next lo 
imponililo lo find unlnw you Oo Torinon; n 
Booksiote and More.




Hk) oxpotliso of IwiflQMl wHli llio 
tonvcrdtinco of InrmtHS odds up to Improwl 
swvico for youl
ANY BOOK, ANYWHmiN THE WOHLDIJUSTCALL TANNEBS 
AND GET TO KNOW THE PEOPLE WHO KNOW BOOKS
A BOOKSTORE A MORE
\ 2136 Beaton Avenue • OPEN 'Til TEN - 656-2345«ai
ilill
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Fun in the Central Saanich sun
CELEBRATING CENTRAL SAANICH DAYS ore (clockwise 
from fop)Gerry and the Night Owls, a Sooke band 
which performed at the beer garden: year-old Mat­
thew Verhogen and mother Lisa of Brentwood, enjoy­
ing the Lions' pancake breakfast; Matthew Trombley, 6, 
of Courtney, creating a splash in the wading pool; John 





Insects attacking oak trees
Garry oak trees in the Greater 
Victoria area have been hard hit by 
two insect breeds this summer, 
resulting in premature browning 
and an early loss of leaves, Fores­
try Canada said.
Calls to the Pacific Forestry 
Centre complaining about the 
insects have increased si.K limes 
over last year.
“It appears the two insects, a 
type of aphid (oak leaf phyllox- 
eran) and the jumping gull wasp 
arc on the increase iliis year and 
causing more widespread and 
noticeable damage,” said Bob 
Duncan of the Forest Insect and
Disease Survey unit.
Damage first appears in mid- 
June as a yellow to brown spotting 
on the foliage. By mid-July 
affected leaves arc mostly brown 
and have begun to drop.
In August the defoliated trees 
often produce a new but weaker 
replacement flush of leaves.
Damage caused by these insects 
can be readily distinguished by 
examining the lower surface of 
affected foliage.
Aphid-injured leaves arc cov­
ered with numerous minute orange 
insects. Foliage affected by the 
jumping gall wasp have large num­
bers of small tumors.
“Damage caused by the gall 
wasp has only been rci)oricd dur­
ing the past three years and 
appears to be increasing each 
year,” Duncan said.
Although Forestry Canada has 
not had reports of trees dying 
because of these attacks, many 
u-ccs affected appear to lack vigor 
and arc sliort on leaves.
No insecticide is specifically 
registered for use lo combat the 
two insects and Forestry Canada 
advises iltat occasional deep irri­
gations may be useful to increase 
the vigor of affected uces.
AIV SHUCKS, another box of corn is skinned by volunteer 
corn-shuckers Gail Wolf of Central Saanich and Lion 
Club member Eric Badminton of Central Saanich. The 
Lion Club's butter-dipped corn-on-the-cob was a best­
seller at Central Saanich Days last weekend.
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Lamb Chops .f ;; ■ ;
Double Loin, Australian Range 10.98 kg ’ ■ j., r . v lb.
Leg of Lamb - an
Somi-Boneless, Australian Range 8.80 kg !b.
Rack of Lamb
Australian Range 13.18 kg
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Bel-Air Frozen Concentrate 
Limit 2 with family purchase 
Over Limit Price 1.19 ea.
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August 9th to August 12, 1989
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ISLAND FARMS OLD STYLE 
FLAVOURiO 
YOCUKT 500 g.
ISLAND FARMS OLD STYLE
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CHOC. CHIP, OATMEAL/VANILLA 
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100 g. NESTEA . LEMON, TROPICAL 
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fl ISLAND’S HOME GROWN FOOD STORES
Thrifty Foods supports the 
VICKI KEITH
JUAM DE FUCA STRAIGHT SmM 
to raise funds for 
VARIETY CLUB. CFAX 
SANTAS ANONYR^OUS and 
QUEEN ALEXANDRA HOPSITAL 
FOR CHILDREN. 
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NALLEY'S ^CHEESE PLEEIEKS  3 W
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COUNTRY CREAM
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PINT JARS 12 jars 11#
I W. CHEESE, SWEET H SOUR, #ii A
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SHAVED OR SLICED SMOKED
MONTREAL BEEF 4,50 lb. 100 g,
FLFETWOODS
GENOA, CERVELAT, HUNGARIAN
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Crows abound, snails threatened
"And then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel 
And shining morning face, creeping like snail 
Unwillingly to school."
-Shakespeare
The snails which occurred in great abundance and 
variety along our shores only a few short years ago seem 
to be disappearing rapidly. A few days ago we walked our 
beach at low tide and were amazed at the shortage of 
snails and their customary egg masses, or oats as they are 
often called, which we usually found in great numbers on 
the undersides of rocks at this time of year.
Then we noticed the multitude of crows pecking snails 
off rocks and then holding them between their toes as 
they somehow retrieved the soft bodies with beak and 
tongue. Live snails were few and far between.
ESCARGOT, ON THE HOOF CyHompson photo
Evidently the crows have been exerting extreme 
pressure upon the snail populations, just as they have 
upon the heron eggs on Sidney Island. Would that 
someone could come up with a solution to the burgeon­
ing crow populations which have become such unwel­
come guests!
Snails and their close relatives are very interesting 
animals and have had a very long history upon our planet.. 
At the beginning of the Cambrian about 500,000 years 
ago, life had existed upon the earth for perhaps a 
thousand million years.
Although exceedingly rare before the Cambrian, fossils 
suddenly appeared in great abundance and variety as 
though a curtain had suddenly been raised upon a stage 
which had been occupied for a very long time. The 
Burgess Shale near Field, B.C, is renowned the world 
over for its miraculous deposit of black shale in which 
soft-bodied organisms were preserved as carbonaceous 
films depicting the great variety of life present on earth 
during that early time.
Sponges, marine worms, jellyfish, seaweeds, protozoa, 
trilobitres, brachiopods, well over a thousand different 
kinds of life including our lowly snails!
Most of the earlier forms were soft bodied but the 
secret of preservation and survival of the hosts that 
followed seems to have been the development of some 
sort of armor or hard parts. It is no coincidence that 
virtually all of the dinosaur fossils consist of bony parts 
of the skeleton and enamelled teeth.
Here, our early snail was remarkably well designed to 
withstand intensive competition. Upon his back he 
carried an extremely hard shell, equalling more than his 
own weight, into which he could retreat securely in time 
of danger. As well, the shell provided an almost perfect 
sarcophagus, readily preserved after the death of the 
inmate. Remember the Egyptian mummies and King 
Tutankamen?
As the snail progresses, gliding fashion, over a surface, 
it secretes a fluid in front, lubricating his pathway in 
advance thus smootliing sand grains and pebbles ahead 
and thus allowing the snail to arrive at its destination 
clean and fresh. /
An Eskimo’s komatik could easily be drawn over the 
dry tundra of summer were the runners equipped with 
instant ice-producing machines which could lay down 
slippery ice-paths immediately ahead.
Should a potential predator encounter a snail during the 
latter’s peregrinations, the latter has only to draw its body 
into the shell and close the tiny door or operculum which 
seals the entrance. However in our case, the crows were 
tearing off these sealing lids and then removing much of 
the snail’s body.
Strange as it may seem, some snails, such as the large 
white moon snails of our coasts, have encountered other 
marine forms which are also encased in firm shells and 
yet solved the puzzle of gaining access to the potential 
food stored within. The moon snails are burglars, 
safe-crackers with little compunction and an array of 
efficient tools designed for felony.
A moon snail will climb upon a sealed clam and 
immediately apply his sharp-toothed drill and bore a neat 
hole through the clam’s shell, as neat and smooth a hole 
as ever an experienced burglar can achieve.
Then, not having immediate access to ^ powerful 
explosive, the moon snail inserts a set of fine shears on 
the end of its long proboscis and promptly cuts the clam’s 
body into small bits. The pieces are then sucked quickly 
out and the snail has dined at the Waldorf Astoria. On 
escargot, by Jove!
Though diminutive and relatively simple in the Cam­
brian, snails have radiated into a host of large, attractive 
and complex forms. The shells themselves have become 
masterpieces of architecture as seen today in our photo of
a large conch. _ _ ___ ___________ _
““Kathl^iTJohannes, Burgoyne Place, reports a hand­
some western tanager on the southerly slopes of Mt. 
Newton and many have reported the drab, diminutive, 
orange-crowned warbler with its thin little song. Johannes 
mentions that a small group of enthusiastic birders are 
meeting for outings at 9 a.m. every Wednesday at the 
Panoraina Leisure Centre, and would welcome any others 
who would care to join them.
20 words maximum, non-commercial ads || 
only. If your item hasn’t sold in 4 weeks, || 
call us and we’ll insert it 4 more times.H
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i^evenue Canoda closes Sidney boatbyllder
' Over 40 Peninsula steel and 
t aluminum labricators are out of
■ Aork after Revenue Canada closed
the Henry Avenue doors of West- 
I ern Aluminum Craft last week.
Company director John Stanners 
said Tuesday the thrcc-ycar-old 
boatbuilding company did have
■ management problems but were 
working them out. The company 
had assured Revenue Canada that 
about $122,000 in employees’ 
remittance taxes would be paid 
before the company’s assets were
. seized, he said.
:. “Wc have about $280,000 worth 
■^of asscLs that will probably go for
half price, or $100,000, if we’re 
lucky,” Sumners said. “That will 
just cover the amount wc ow'c 
(Revenue Canada) but not the 
landlord or the employees.”
The company was working on a 
financial agreement — but the 
sheriff arrived a half-hour after the 
agreement fell through.
“The biggest problem is they 
want a lot of money each month,” 
Sumners said. “Wc didn’t have the 
casli flow and had to do a long- 
mrm deal.”
During petik times the company 
employed 60 people, the majority 
from the Sidney area, with average
payrolls twice-monthly of $50,- 
$60,000.
“If wc had a couple of more 
months in business wc would have 
been able to clear up a lot of 
problems,” Sumners said.
A major stumbling block for tlic 
company happened last fall after 
the owner of a Mississippi-stylc 
riverboat the company built 
refused to pay about $250,000 in 
extras.
A court ordered Western Alu­
minum Craft to release the boat to 
the Yukon-based owner but did not 
order the exuas to be paid. A civil 
court case to settle the dispute has
yet U) be heard.
The company recently com­
pleted a million-dollar herring 
seiner for B.C. Packers and still 
has two unfinished fishing boats, 
including a 50-fool herring seiner, 
in its Henry Avenue shop.
“It’s out of our hands and wc 
can’t work lo generate revenue,” 
Stanners said.
He is concerned about creditors 
on the Peninsula, which add up to 
about $50,000, and is upset about 
a lack of consideration by Revenue 
Canada.
The company, formed in 1986 
by Sumners, 30, and Russ Craw­
ford, 26, was turning over just 
under $3 million worth of work 
ixr year.
Based on a formula of detennin- 
alion, enthusiasm and a positive 
attitude, Sumners .said, employees 
worked six days a week, 10 hours a 
day, to get large projects com­
pleted.
“The company can do the work, 
wc just lacked the skill in the 
managcincni end of it,” Stanners 
said.
A mcic w.ilk 10 the iflrigvr.uor is ,i p.iinful 
exercise Ibi 72-yiMt-old Allied Durden ol Victoria, 
He has .inhriiis .md needs .m .iriilidal knee.
Only instead orhciirg ssjiisked to surgery.
I l iis loiigiiirie conirilnilor to the B.C, Medic.tl 
Services I’laii has been languishingonavvaiiinglisr 
since last Oetoher.
Ten long, ae.oni/iny, inontlrs.
1 le’s one ol tlitHisands o| patients all over 
our pun'ince who ,ue in desperate neeti ol every' 
ihingfroni radiation treatments lobsp.isHsurgery. 
And it's all because ofyovermnent nndeiluniling,
I’inance Minister Mel Couvelier’s crusade to limit
he.ilih care s|n;nding is t rippling our hospitals 
and medical procedures,
Mr, Cr.iuvelier claims health c.ire is too 
e.'spensive. In fact, since IbHJ,government revenue 
I'las inrreasedyc'rsrer than he.ilth care c'osis-ti,y''/ri 
a ye.u oiinpared loTTVii.Gnvernnrenl is spending 
a smiilli'r, not latgei portion oi'the budget on 
our I'lealth,
Tile H'sults nl’tlie Isudget restrictions are all 
Uki predictalile.
In Kamlooi'is, .Tint) patients aie sv.uiitig up
to 12 months for operatioirs, I’sychoiic patients 
in Vietori,! can spend up to ,16 hours in emergency 
sssuiing moms because ofa lack oi'beds, In 
CtHiuitl.trn, os'eiilosv p.itients .ue spending nights 
in,/(tr7cel|s. ^
"I'lie wail (or |>alients with lifc-tlireaic'iiiiig 
discsi'cs in Wmion is up to nine momlis, And up to 
am care in Chilliw.ick,
in Viemria must change their thinking on 
he,dill cate and avoid the restrictions and quotas 
on important medical iirocediircs,
VCdiat siejis c.m you take to help? Visit your 
doctor and sign our petition demanding better 
lieaimeni,
A lot df peo|-i!c are counting on you. 
ncluding Allred.Av'incuo lor long-le
I'aiiems III lire Caribot,! and .Shuswapliave OniTISMCOLUMOIAMEDICAU ASSOCIATION 
actually r//(v/walling lor operations.
’Tlu'honor smiiesgoon.fiiil one 
simple tact lemains, Our jniliiicLun
\bur health is on the line.
mamm___ iBIillnmiBiiiii ■iiHimmMniimiinilIP|D•nfwnf'wwi iHilmRl BmM Hm w||mH Mliii i
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YOUR
MUSIC
2447 BEACON AVENUE (across from TANNERS)
e e 9
STORE
AND A LOT MORE
Thousands of cassettes! Hundreds of LP’s!
Hundreds of Compact Discs!
We have all the top selling, chart hits^ all the 
recently popular hits, PLUS oldies, country, 









DU70 OFF $099 $799
Hurry — we only have £m \<3 1
about 100 left! Rock, Country, Classical, Instrumental |
Check our selection 
when you’re shopping 
for a gift. Everyone 
appreciates music!
We also have a huge inventory of T-Shirts, Tank Tops, Sweat Shirts and 
a selection of kiddies and youth sizes too! We sell pre-printed, or you 
can choose a design from oxu* transfer design display and we will heat 
press a transfer design onto a blank shirt.
YOU HAVE ALL THESE CHOICES IN ONE STORE! • 
PLUS hats, caps, posters, baUoons ... “and more to come” 
COME ON IN SOON—WE THINK YOU’LL ENJOY OUR STORE! 





























“Hundreds of them” 
• 10" Balloons
• Big 18" Mylar Balloons 




... birthdays, weddings, got 
won, rotlromonf, anniversary 
and lots more!
OPEN 7 DAYS 9 A.M.-5:30 P.M. (SUN. 11 A.M.-5 P.M.)
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Media missed new school act
VICTORIA — Education Minister Tony Brummet is 
still scratching his head, trying to figure out why the 
media all but ignored Bill 67, the first major revision of 
the School Act since 1958.
There was considerable coverage of the minister’s 
stand on condom-dispensing machines in highschools. 
No, he doesn’t really support the idea, but he leaves it up 
to the local school boards to decide whether or not 
students can get safe-sex merchandise in the school 
washrooms. No, he would not punish school boards that 
implement the scheme; his opposition to it was Just his 
personal opinion.
But no matter how diligently his staff searched for 
stories on the new school act, except for a few lines here 
and there, they came up empty. Brummet wonders why, 
because the new legislation, now in effect, is more than 
just a tune-up job on the old one. It’s the first significant 
overhaul in 31 years.
The fundamental change is the new act’s approach to 
public education. Following the advice of last year’s 
Royal Commission on Education, the act provides for 
much greater flexibility in education.
The emphasis in education will no longer be on the 
curriculum but rather on the learner. The new act will 
allow students to develop specific talents, instead of being 
pressed into a prescribed mould.
For the first time, parents have the right by law to 
establish advisory councils for their schools. These 
councils will advise principals, school staff and school 
boards on issues relating to the schools in their 
communities.
Properly run, these councils could make a big differ
ence in the education of our students. They are certainly 
an improvement over the old and largely ineffective PTAs 
whose main occupation was the organization of bake- 
sales and school bazirars.
The new act also gives students and parents the right to 
appeal decisions of school board employees. Such 
appeals can be launched whenever a decision of an 
employee, say a teacher or a principal, affects the 
education, safety or health of a student. Any parent 
whose child has ever been suspended for whatever reason 
will appreciate that change.
The act also stipulates that student records must be 
kept confidential, but allows students and parents access 
to all relevant records. The only proviso is that a school 
official must be present to interpret the records.
For the first time, B.C. school law recognizes minority 
language rights. Every student is not only entitled to 
instruction in the English language, but students whose 
parents have language rights under section 23 of the 
Charter of Rights are entitled to instruction in that 
language. And with permission of the minister, school 
boards may provide instruction in other languages, 
including aboriginal languages.
School boards will welcome the increase in their own 
authority, albeit accompanied by a provision for greater 
accountability to the public. Boards now have more 
discretion in how to administer their districts. They may 
implement local programs without ministry permission. 
On the accountability side, school botu-ds will now have 
to publish annual reports on the general effectiveness of 
educational programs in their district.
Also for the first time, parents have the right by law to 
educate their children at home. Parents wishing to do so 
must register the child with cither a puoljc scliuol, an 
independent school, or a regional correspondence school 
Brummet isn’t bashful when he talks about the nev/ 
legislation. The act, he says, will make the best education 
system in Canada even better.
“It (the act) will become the foundation for an 
education system that will prepare today’s students for 
Uie challenges and opportunities of the 21st century,’’ he 
says.
The changes brought about by the new act are probably 
more representative of “what the people want” than the 
average law foisted on British Columbians by their 
government, because they arc the result of a lot of 
consultation.
Brummet traveled the province for 11 weeks last year, 
meeting with representatives of 46 school districts and 
education organizations. The minister and his entourage 
visited schools, conferred with students, parents and 
teachers. He spoke at meetings of chambers of commerce 
and service clubs.
This process of consultation didn’t end with the 
passing of the new act. An education policy advisory 
committee has been formed to advise the minister on 
progress in the implementation of the changes. That 
committee comprises just about every interest group, 
including parents, business and labor, senior citizens, the 
handicapped and the native community.
It’s obvious the new act constitutes a milestone in 
education in British Columbia. Why didn’t it get more 




The Saanich Peninsula has 
become a favorite for Japanese 
visitors enrolled in a short-term 
summer school, the director of a 
national educational exchange pro­
gram said.
This year over 450 university 
and post-secondary students 18- 
22-ycars-old will visit Vancouver 
Island to learn about Canadian 
language, culture and family life.
Begun in the United States 
about nine years ago. Cultural 
HomesUty Institute expanded to 
Canada about four years ago and
MANY STUDENTS llko the 
ones above are proving 
SaarYch Peninsula a pop­
ular spot for oxchango 
prograrr}S. On Aug. 16, 27 
•Japanese excT)ango sfu- 
dorJs will arrivo.
flourished. . _
Director Sliiricy Russcll-Cox 
said that three years ago only 
about 300 Japanese students came 
to Canada as part of the program.
This year over 2,000 are 
c..xpccicd — on Vancouver Island 
from Greater Victoria to Cour­
tenay, on the Lower Mainland 
from Squamish to the Okanagan, 
plus Calgary and Williams Lake.
On Aug. 16 Peninsula families 
will host 27 Jaitancse students, 
here until Sept. 15 — when they 
go back to Jitpan or on to other 
destinations.
“Many go on to San Franci.sco, 
Banff or Lake Louise for three-day 
visits once the juogram ends,” 
Russcll-Cox said.
During the 21 to 28 days here, 
the students follow a structured 
lirogram, which sometimes draws 
complaints from host families who 
want lo spciul more lime with the 
.^tudculs, .site said.
I’our liayliinc sessions per week 
arc spent in Englisli as a Second 
I..anguagc ckasscs,
TItis yetir St, Stephen’,s Church 
hall just ol'f Ml. Newton Crossroad 
will be used for classes — which 
are uiughi by leachcm from local 
selKiol tiisiricis working under 
contract, KiissclLCo.x said.
Day and aljeriiooii field iriits 
org,ani/cd by the llomesiay area 
lulmiiiisirauu' lake students to sce­
nic and eilncatirMKil points of inter- 
■ cst.
On evenings tind weekends thc 
studenis suiy with families who 
volunteer to take one or more 





“The families do play a very big 
part in tliis,” Ru.s.scll-Cox said.
“The students arc very disci­
plined and (families) find llicm a 
joy to have in the home. They learn 
a lot about the Japanese culture 
too,” Rus.scll-Cox said.
Saanich Peninsula area admini­
strator Barbara Carr said more 
host families can get involved in 
the program, although a high num­
ber of host families from last 
year’s programiiave asked to do it 
again.
Many Japanese families don’t 
own homes and consider traveling 
abretad a vital itart of their child’s 
education, worthy of saving money 
for, Carr said.
FAMILY APPROVED 4 BR. HOME IN-LAW 
ARRANGEMENT REDUCED TO $130,000
,, Call: KIM HILLIARD
<i##| Pagor 300-0275 -#1636
fiafalgar^qiiaro Brentwood Boy 652-<1<lB0
“We’re getting fairly close but 
we’re still about a half-dozen 
.short,” Carr said.
Families who host more than 
one student can claim expenses on 
tax returns but arc otherwise not 
monetarily rewarded, she said.
CHI is a non-profit educational 
exchange program that receives 
money from students enrolled in 
the program. AH money is spent 
on ground transi-toruttion and sup­
plies, Russcll-Cox .said.
Students or their families spend 
$2,400 for air fare to Canada and 
an additional $400 per .student for 
the program, Russcll-Cox .said.
Families interested in getting 





PROM ''1695 656-0551on 1907 or 
lalor modols DAILY
SUMMER SPECIAL!
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Impaired driver gets a break
A man trying to resolve a drin­
king problem got a break in Sid­
ney provincial court Thursday 
when Judge Michael Hubbard 
imposed the minimum $300 fine 
for impaired driving.
James Gray, 49, of Sidney, 
pleaded guilty.
Crown counsel Richard 
Schwartz said Gray was spotted by 
police castbound on Mills Road at 
2:15 p.m. March 18, traveling 80
km/h in a 60 km/h zone. After 
police stopped Gray, officers sus­
pected the driver was impaired. A 
breathalyzer test produced read­
ings of .16 and .17 per cent.
After learning that Gray has a 
limited income and is now unde­
rgoing counselling to resolve a 
drinking problem, Judge Hubbard 
imposed a minimum fine and 
suspended Gray’s licence for six 
rnonllis.
Gray has no previous record.
CROSS-QUIZ
1. Nocturnal insect with 2 forceps and 2 wings (6) part of face (4) 2. CBS 
newscaster (3,6) 3. Words of encouragement after a difficult task is completed 
(4,3,3) 4. Destructive insects living on young plants and leaves (6) labour (4) 5.
Scraps, left-over pieces (8) 6. Andrew_______ , 17lh president of the U.S. (7) 7.
Opening words of advice on how to behave in a strange place (4,2,4) 8. Distinctive 
gesture (9) 9. African carnivore known for its cackle (5) excursion, escapade (5) 10. 
Shellfish (6) shock (4) 11. ITte Magi (4,3) 12. Hostility (6) clue (4) 13. Shrub with 
























PLANE'S WINDOW view of the 50,000-person crowd 
and static displays at the second Victoria Airshow, 
Monday. Wing walkers. Snowbirds, and a parachute 
team were among the aerial performers.
ROGER FOLEY, Custom Airphoto
Burning restrictions in North 
Saanich now match restrictions in 
Sidney.
Under the new regulations, 
burning is only permitted in incin­
erators and is only allowed from 8 
a.m. until 8 p.m.
Fire Chief Terry Towle said the 
change in restrictions was made to
match Sidney’s regulations and to 
end uncertainty about the permit­
ted times. The previous regulations 
allowed burning during daylight 
hours.
Towle noted recent rains 
reduced fire hazards in the area. 
Before the rain, the fire hazard was 
extremely high.




2499 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B.C.
MEL COUVELIER
Fires flare thick and fast
First, start finding answers lo tltc Cross-Quiz; triutsfer tlie required letters lo the 
Quotation grid below. Should you choose to guess words in the Quotation grid, 
make sure the letters match a conccl answer in tlic Cross-Quiz, Beading down 
Column A of llic finished Cross-Quiz will give tlie auUior of the Quotation.
Fire calls were coming thick and 
fast for the North Saanich volun­
teer fire department July 28 with 
two pairs of closely spaced emer­
gencies.
At 11:47 a.m. firemen were 
called to a grass fire on Llewellyn 
Place. Ten minutes later firemen 
were called to douse a blazing 
barbecue at a house on Readings 
Drive.
The unattended barbecue over­
heated and ignited, also igniting 
siding on the house. Damage to the 
home was minimal.
At 9:20 p.m. July 28, firemen 
were called to a grass fire netir the 
radar tower behind Dean Park 
Estates. Firemen .su.spcct the blaze 
was caused by a carelessly dis­
carded cigarette.
A scant 12 minutes later, at 9:32 
p.m., another grass fire was 
reported, this time on Heather 
Road. Firemen extinguished both 
grass fires.
Central Saanich firemen coped 
witli two fires the last week in July. 
At 5 p.m. July 22, firemen doused 
a salvage yard fire in the 6100 
block of Vcyancss Road. The fire 
started in grass, spread to pallets 
and then to a trailer load of 
batteries.
On July 24, at 2 p.m., firemen 
were called to a log fire in the 
1700 block of Haldon Road. Wet 
sawdust dumped on the logs had 




Mel Couvelier, MLA for 
Saanich & the Islands 
wants to know your con- 
I cerns.
Please visit the 
Constituency office: 
2388 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.a 656-6232 
Mon.-FrI. 8;30-4:30 or by Appl,
TOYS
JUST ARRIVED
Armvirft la hni wrtnk'.s CniswQMhitts i
I, family li't'ti 2. v'hlrl; rlaii.v.?. notmmrihy <f, impassv S, rffnmlvry 6, IhynuK
Fausl 7. ’/jiln'i vofiiui H, Samayrd 0. casUint ls 10. Iialpolala 11, rmiry brnm!
12, Van Gof'h 12, jnsmimt
Cro.'isQuoO-.'i 1/29 qaoiatioit: ,
I’lIIC AOVANTAtJI': OP A BAD MICMORV IS 'I'lIAT ONF: (AN I'.N.IOV 
SLVICUAL 'riMKS TIIIC SAMP OOOl) i niNOS I'OU 'niE 
IlMIl.
Aiitlinr: FW, Niel/.seho (IHTI-I9(M)) (iorman phitwopluT A wtilcr of IV'lisli 
ilclirx'iil, OiH'-limo Irifiui and (idniir(;r n( Wagtior, he apenl much of his life ii. 
i'iolalioii, dcpH’.s.si'il ty the laiL of nxogiiiiion Uu liia wiitlu|!,s, now (fipailcti a>>






















Sunday Noon-4 p.m. 
2496 Beacon Ava^
655-7171




SIDNEY DIET CENTER 
MARINA COURT 
9843 2nd ST. 
656-9505 
Call Today
For Your Free Consultation!
J
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Readers’ Mailbox
■%bntinued from Page A7 
. newspaper in this area, to our 
nowledge, has even vaguely
STerred to the major social experi- 
, ment presently taking place in 
’ ,, Great Britain, where property tax- 
aiion has been replaced by a more 
broadly based system of funding 
III municipal costs, after several years 
I'l of careful analysis and review.
If the country which started the 
whole system off with the Domes­
day Book has decided that the 
: i method is unfair and unsatisfac- 
I lory, perhaps we should take the 
I hint.
ll^^We agree with you that careful 
I reform is needed, and the sooner 
I| we get on with it, the better\
If our petition, with all its inac­
curacies, has helped to start the 
I ball rolling, the it will have served 
I its purpose to increase public 
I awareness.
Sandy O. Moir 
Brentwood Bay
Editor’s Note: The British 
experiment has been mentioned 
previously in The Review — in 
fact, a story in the same issue as 
the editorial Moir reacts to con­




Seems to me the fuss over St. 
Ann’s goes a little deeper than just 
saving a historical site, which I 
believe should be saved.
We have big money floating the 
■Cimocratic process. Big business 
means Socred participation.
This whole thing scares me. If it 
"l^ares you, tlien get involved with 







I’he recent federal budget pre­
sents one of the most blatantly
dangerous threats to the universal­
ity of old age security benefits lliat 
Canadians have yet encountered.
To quote the official Budget In 
Brief booklet, “Individuals with 
net income exceeding $50,000 
will repay, through the tax system, 
tlieir Old Age Security and Family 
Allowance benefits.”
At first blush this “clawback” 
appears to affect only the 13 per 
cent of old age security recipients 
whose inconies are at the $50,000 
threshold and who do not have any 
active representatives to present 
their case for them. On the surface 
it would appear that the federal 
government may have adopted the 
policy of making the rich pay.
However, there is potential 
unfairness in the way Finance 
Minister Michael Wilson proposes 
to treat the $50,000 threshold over 
the long haul. This level will not 
rise in step with inflation, on the 
contrary, it, will decline at the rate 
of inflation minus three per cent.
If we look down the road at 
maintaining current buying power 
while evaluating seniors’ income 
in constant dollars and if we 
project current inflation rates for­
ward, 15 years from now the 
threshold will be down to 
$30,000! By that time, most reti­
rees will have lost all or most of 
their old age security pension to 
the tax man.
The Old Age Security Plan 
came into being on Jan. 1, 1952, 
when most of the present recip­
ients were tax-paying members of 
the Canadian work force. For 20 
years it was financed by a personal 
tax on income, and subsequently 
the Minister of Revenue was 
required to transfer equivalent 
monies collected annually from 
taxpayers directly to Old Age 
Security funds.
The commitment of tlie govern­
ment was clear and a taxpayer had 
every right and expectation that he 
or she would receive old-age 
security payments without a 
means test or other form of dis­
crimination. Canadians were led to 
expect that tliey would be treated
in the same manner as a person 
who purchased an annuity from an 
insurance company and paid the 
required premiums.
A company so unethical as to 
then advise its policy holders: 
“Sony, you really don’t need this 
annuity you have purchased over 
the years...wc will pay it to you and 
then take it back” would be totally 
discredited. Yet the government of 
Canada has now adopted this posi­
tion.
In 1985 Prime Minister Brian 
Miilroney and Wilson retreated 
from an attempt to reduce the
payments as a result of “grey 
power” outrage. During last lall’s 
election cani])aign Mulroncy (in 
the jircscnce of his mother) prom­
ised that any government he led 
would improve pensions rather 
than degrade them. Some improvc- 
mciu!
Is this budget move the thin 
edge of a wedge designed to erode 
Old Age Security in Canada? Any­
one for political morality?
R.G. Maltby 
President, Victoria Branch 






indexation of old security
HELP WANTED!
Wanted chamber person, 
full-time and part-time for 
Victoria Airport Tbavel 




The Town of Sidney intends to seii the following 
property and the lowest price that will be accepted 
is $200,000.00:
Lot B, Section 7, Range 2 East, Plan 2822
G. S. Logan, A.C.I.S., P. Adm., C.M.C. 
Town Administrator 
Town of Sidney 

















No inoto rhyme DEDDIE CIDGON 
End of the Innoconcr^ DON HENLEY 
HlOhl hero wniilnn RICHAnD MARX 
Thia llmo I know It's (or real DONNA SUMMER 
HoldlntJ out PETER CETERA 
Soul provider MICHAEL DOLTON 
Rooma on fire STEVIE NICKS 
Jticklo Drown JOHN a MELLANCAMP 
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2447 Boacon Avo. Sidnoy
SIDNEY and 
SAANICH PENINSULA 
GARDEN CLUB 35th ANNUAL
FLOWERS-VEGETABLES-FRUITS
SHOW
TEA PLANT STALLS RAFFLE
Saturday, August 19th - 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday, August 20th -10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
SANSCHA HALL Beacon Ave. Sidney, B.C. 
Admission: Adults $1.00 
Children Under 12 FREE With Adult
now carry a fine!
Fail to yield on green arrow; Red flashing
Yellow flashing light at Intersection; Yelli
flashing light; Disobey construction sign
driving; .Speed in municipality; Spef
against area sign; Speed against rr
Speed in playground zone; Fail to
Unsafe lane change; I.nne change
Riglit turn from wrong lane; Illegal i
line; Fail to pass at safe dlslanci
Increase sjjeed wliile being passed,
Unsafe pass on left; Pass witliout c.
Commercial vehicle follow too closely; t.
Leave controlled access higliwny; Imirrope. 
Improper right turn-no lnter.scctlon; Unsafe U-. 
Inadequate signal on turn; Drive volilcle wit. 
intersection; Disobey ylelrl sign; '' to yield on lei 
after stop; Fall to yield to vchicli ’ stop; Eir
yield; Fall to yield for emergei 
pede.strlan; Disobey school gus 
railway cro.s.sing iiti-salely; Drive 
.stop .sign unsafely; Commercl 
Intersection; Reverse when unsaiv,, 
motorcycle; Motorcycle passenger not law. 
motorcycle over 2 al)reast: Follow fire true 
Drive on sidewalk; Open door while unsafe.
irsection; Red flashing liglit-no intersection; 
light-no intersection; Fail lo yield at green 
Drive over newly painted lines; Slow 
'peed against liighway sign; Speed 
licipal lane; Speed in school zone; 
ep right; Slow vehicle not on right; 
t signal; I.elt turn from wrong lane; 
adway; i-, ;olld doulile line; Cross solid Ijroken 
pass saK y; Fall to yield to passing vehicle; 
safe pass on right; Pass on right of roadway;
• raffle sign or signal; Follow too closely; 
'•vlder; Enter controlled access lilgliway; 
n; Improper left turn-no Intersection; 
'urn; Unsafe start; No signal on turn; 
ce; Eall lo yield at uncontrolled 
;ld to left turn vehicle; Fall to yield 
lil to slop; Emerging vehicle fall to 
estrlan; Pass vehicle yielding lor 
to stop at railway crossing; Leave 
jhey railway .stop sign; Leave railway 
ay; Disobey stop sign; Reverse into 
a not on seal; Pns.senger unlawlully on 
i^ermlt unlawfully seated jrassenger; Operalt! 
y; Park near lire truck; Drive over lire hose;
BrltLsh Columbians pay $905 million n year In health anti 
other costs related to driving accidents,* It's too high a price, 
for the people ol the province and the vlctlirus of accidents 
to pay. From now on, Inul tlrlvers are going to face fines 
ranging from $35 to $200. Our roads must ite made safer.
.Soiirce: ICIIC lOKB, Direct cmils,
MINISTRY OF SOUCITOR GENERAL 
Tf.illic Snialy Dimcloialci ilTho Honoioablo Anous Rno,
Golicilor Gonoral
il lY i III: I I'l'
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Don’t let taxes burn like the sun
Summertime — and the living 
will certainly be easy if you spot 
even one way to save income tax 
on our list of tips. And as Elio 
Luongo has been showing us, 
those savings can easily total sev­
eral thousand dollars.
So let’s continue our tax tips 
series, provided exclusively to this 
column’s readers by Luongo, a 
senior tax manager with Thome 
Ernst & Whinney, chartered 
accountants.
To give you as many chances as 
possible to save, I’ll list here only 
a summary of each tip. Mark those 
that could apply to you. Then 
contact Revenue Canada or a tax 
adviser for more details, to help 
you decide how the tip relates to 
your situation.
® Do you send a child to camp, 
or pay for babysitting or lodging at 
a boarding school? You might be 
able to deduct some or all of the 
bill as child care expenses.
@ When you move more than 40 
kilometers closer to a new job, 
check if you can claim money 
spent on real estate and legal fees, 
transportation, accommodation 
and meals. Students can also 
sometimes claim such expenses. 
Any reimbursement of expenses 
reduces a claim.
® If you have an office at home, 
you might be able to deduct part of 
your rent or mortgage interest, 
property taxes, utility bills, mainte­
nance costs and so on. (The law 
has been interpreted various ways 
here; get good advice.) If you are 
self-employed, the office must be 
your main place of business or be 
used regularly for client meetings.
If you are an employee, your 
employment contract must require 
the home office. There must be no 
other office more convenient to 
home and the office must be solely 
for business.
® Invest in your principal resi­
dence. Both the personal pleasure 
and any financial profit are tax- 
free — without limit. So, for 
example, if you work 100 hours to 
improve the place and increase its 
sale value by $7,000, you have 
been earning $70 an hour tax-free 
— the same as earning $95-$ 130 
an hour before tax.
® When a marriage breaks up, 
structure both lump sum settle­
ments and alimony/maintenance to 
the best tax advantage. For exam­
ple, Instead of making a lump-sum 
catchup payment, which probably 
would not be deductible, increase 
regular payments (which under
Better home business workshop
' Business begins at home for 
those operating one of an increas­
ing number of home-based occu­
pations and services.
Advice on marketing a home- 
based business wilt be available in 
a two-day workshop this weekend 
at the Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall, 9697-4th Street, Sidney.
The workshop will be held from 
6 lo 10 p.m. Friday and from 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.
Topics include marketing prod­
ucts and services from home; 
advertising, promotion and public­
ity; selling; forming or joining a 
marketing group; examples of 
home business based marketing 
arid managing more efficiently and 
profitably.
Registration fee for the work­
shop is $25. To register or for more 
information, call the Saanich 
Peninsula Cliamlxir of Commerce 
al 656-3616.
certain conditions would be 
deductible) for the next year or so.
® If you are single, do you 
support a dependent in your own 
home? Claim the equivalent-to- 
married amount/credit. A single 
parent should claim about $1,325 
for a qualifying child as a ‘spouse‘ 
instead of only $100 as a child.
@ Defer tax by investing in a 
term deposit or GIC that matures 
the following year.
@ Consider buying a compound 
GIC, Canada Savings Bond or 
other instrument by the end of this 
year. You may then choose to wait 
three years to declare the interest 
— a good idea you’ll be in a lower 
(or even in the same) tax bracket 
then. With any compounding 
instrument you buy after this year 
you will have to declare the inter­
est annually.
@ Contribute to an RRSP as 
early as possible each year (for 
that year) so all the income will be 
sheltered from tax.
® Invest for capital gains, espe­
cially if you can then claim the 
capital gains exemption and so pay 
no tax. Note that any cumulative 
net investment loss (CNIL) could 
reduce this claim.
® Invest for dividends, which 
are taxed more favorably than 
interest - and which can help offset 
the CNIL.
@ Realize while a lax shelter 
might produce losses and so 
reduce tax, those losses could also 
(as a CNIL) reduce or wipe out the
availability of the capital gains 
deduction.
® A tax shelter might reduce 
your regular tax bill, but it could 
also result in an AMT (alternative 
minimum tax) bill. Make the cal­
culations before you invest.
@ If you retire (even from your 
own company) or are laid off, try 
to have an final payment struc­
tured as a retiring allowance so it 
may be rolled over (within limits)
to your RRSP. lire AMT could hit 
you here, too, so run the calcula­
tions to help minimize this tax.
@ When both spouses have 
reached 60, they may split their 
CPP benefits with each other. This 
saves tax if one spouse receives 
more CPP and is in a higher tax 
bracket tlian the other. It can alsc^ 
reduce the effect of the Old Ag<r 
Security pension clawback from 
age 65 on if one spouse has 




Visits lo the Peninsula Chamber 
of Commerce information centres 
arc up dramatically over 1988, 
with increases of 25 lo 100 per 
cent recorded by the end of Juno. 
July figures also show an 
incroa.so in Uic number of visitors, 
but Uic daui have not been final­
ized, chamber manager Marilyn 
Lee said Friday,
There were 5,110 visitors to the 
Pat Bay inrornialion cenUe to the 
end of June, compared with 4,025 
in 1988.
The Sidney information cenU'C, 
on First Street nair the Wa.s!iing- 
ton State Ferries dock, has pro­
vided help for 2,315 visitors com­
pared to 1,170 in 1988.
The information cenU'O on Keat­
ing Crossroad lias welcomed 2,625 
visitors. Last year, the centre had 
925 visitors,
"Thai centre is almost a iraffic 
contiiil for the Butcliari Gardens," 
said Lee,
The Ceninil Saanich and Sidney 
information centres arc staffed by 
30 volunteer,s. Eight students arc 
hired for the summer to work in 
the Pal Bay infomiation centre.
Information centres arc open 
from 8:30 a.m, until 9 p.m. daily.
B.C. Ferries also report 
increa.sed use of the ferry fleet 
serving the Island. Traffic was up 
10 per cent over 1988 in June and 
up eight per cent in July.
S.A.M. encourages
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATE AS OF JULY 31/89 
$1.1560
$ 1. = $ 1.16 $13. 
$ 2. = $ 2.31 $14. 
$ 3. = $ 3.47 $15. 





$ 5, = $ 5.78 $17. = $19.65
$ 6. = $ 6.94 $18. = $20.81
$ 7. = $ 8.09 $19. = $21.96
$ 8. = $ 9.25 $20. = $23.12 
$ 9. = $10.40 $25. = $28.90 
$10. = $11.56 $30. = $34.68 
$11, = $12.72 $40. = $46.24 
$12. - $13.87 $50. = $57.80
Retailers please place this table 





*2’ycar loss a day GIC (minimum $1,000). Rale aublocl to change 




It’s a real holiday.
ROYAL
TRUST
9030 FOUR'm ST. 
SIDNEY, aC. VOL 2Z3 
(MCKIMM & lOTT OFncO tlUILOlHa)




BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS & NOTARIES PUBLIC 
IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE




CORPORATE • COMMERCIAL • DIVORCE & FAMILY LAW 
• WILI^ • ESTATES • REAL ESTATE 
Saturday and After Hours Appointments Upon Request
GOOD FOOD
For this week’s review, I was given the oppoHunily to look 
over two cookbooks. Both are special interest books that 
will appeal to many readers.
The first book is one that I have had for somle time —->'1^ 
"The Laura Secord Canadian Cook Book". Not only does 
tho book offer a bevy of recipes but it also gives a brief 
note on each dish pertaining to ils origins. Recipes come 
from almost every area of our country, ranging from the 
■ simple broad pudding to (I loved this onel) Newfoundland 
Flipper Pie, calling for three seal flippers. The recipes are 
easily followed with a handy index and glossary at the 
back.
"Choico Cooking" by the Canadian Diabetes Association 
is tho second part of this week’s review. Diabetics can use 
tills book easily as an exchange system is located In the 
front, but tho recipes can bo enjoyed by anyone.
Both cookbooks are spiral-bound paperbacks which Is 
great for handling ease. "The Laura Secord Canadian 
Cook Book" is not in metric moasuromont. (Hitlior book 
can offer doivorslly to your menus and renew interest in 
mealtime. Witli llie summer being a time of many bridal 
sliowors and weddings, tlioso books could bo considered 
an ideal gift.
Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
MUMmill W'IWi
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9810 7th St, 
Sidney, B.C. 
655-3316









Now Accepting Fall Consignments
OPEN 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
NOW OPEN 1-5 SUNDAY 
303-9810 7th St., Sidney
W^.
SENIOR & HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER 
SHOPPING SERVICE
If you’re a senior or handicapped, give us a call at 
655-3661 any Wednesday from 9 a.m. to Noon. We 
will do your shopping for you & deliver your order to 
you the same day. This service is FREEl A special 
thank you for your support.
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS $25.00 OR MORE 
($2.00 CHARGE OTHERWISE)
Just come in and do your shopping and 
let us deliver to your home free
YOUR FAMILY ORIENTED VIDEO STORE
IM
NOW NINTENDO ^ ^ faph
VIDEO GAME ' per
RENTAL OiVL/ I day
Children’s Movies 2 FOR 1 EVERY DAY
NEW RELEASES
High Spirits, Everybody’s All American 
Without a Clue, Far North, Distant Thunder
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"ITS YOUR KIND OF PLACE" 
Voted #1 on Vancouver Island
BREAKFAST, LUNCH 
AND DINNER
OPEN 7 a.m.~11 p.m.
SIDNEY
#2-9810 7th St. 656-1711
SIDNEY STORE ONLY
HOURS MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Corner of Beacon & 7th Avo., Sidnoy 656-1148
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An Investment In Excellence
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UPTOWN — SINGLE SIZE HIDEABED
❖Only 55" wide
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❖Spring filled mattress 
❖Various fabrics to 
choose from 
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Deiloraft quality curio, great storage 







DENVER — FULL SIZE HIDEABED 
❖Double size springfilled mattress 









SIMMONS OURREG. SME 45%
Twin 2 pee. set $1740 «949
Full 2 pee. set $2000 -1099
Queen 2 pee. set $2200 *1199
King 3 pee. set $2800 «ia99
All in stock available 1 ^ 
immediate no charge delivery.!
SIMMONS
7 PCE.^ MODERN DINING ROOM SUITE
in Harvest Oak. Crafted in solid oak (and oak veneer used
only on gables of buffet and hutch). Hutch with display light, 
buffet with silver drawers, solid oak dining table 38"x 54” 





This beautiful desk and 
chair combination is fin­
ished in maple solids and 
cherry veneers. Available 
only as 2 pee. chair and 
desk.
Regular price $1,388.00
Iff |llf It III
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Snowbirds steal the show
The weather couldn’t have been 
nicer lor the second Victoria Air­
show, held Monday at tltc Pay Bay 
Airport.
Organizers don’t have a definite 
tally on the attendance but feel 
confident tliat about 50,000 people 
came out.
The Canadian Forces Snowbirds 
closed an over two-hour air 
demonstration in typical impres­
sive fashion — by sneaking up on 
the crowd at low levels, then 
exploding in an upward bomb
burst — just one of the many 
formations the Snowbirds fly in.
In its 19lh year of operation, the 
Snowbirds pul on an 28-minulo 
demonstration that kept the crowd 
watching intently.
Other highlights of the airshow 
was a performance by J. Michael 
Wigen in his 540 horsepower Cyc­
lone, specially designed for aero­
batics.
Wigen kept the crowd in stitches 
during the performance with a
running dialogue that continued 
whetlicr he was right-side- up or 
up-sidc-down.
Airshow executive assistant Ter­
ry Thompson reports that all he 
heard was complimentary com­
ments about the show.
The Royal Canadian Air Cadets 
676 Killyhawk squadron based at 
tlte Pat Bay Airport assisted with 
the ground operations of the air 
show with llic help of sea cadets 
from the RCSCC Admiral Budge 
sea cadet corps. INSIDE OF U.S. air force cargo plan looks like monster swallowing the air show throngs, Monday.
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School days go back a ways
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SPINNING
The Deep Cove Spinning and Weaving 
Guild will demonstrate their craft Tuesday 
from 1 to 3 pm throughout the summer al 
the Sidney Museum. Emphasis is on the 
best use for Peninsula neccc,(32)
liliBIlllIIlliBil
CRAin’Y SALE
Craft and garage sale Iry the Vancouver 
Island Multiple Sclerosis Society at the MS 
Centre. 1004 North Park St., Aug. 12. 
Opens al 10 am, no early birds.
PLAY RUNS
McPherson Poundaiion and Capital 
Comedy Theatre present the British com­
edy, Move Over Mrs. Markham, starring 
Colin Skinner, at the McPherson Playhouse 
until Sept. 2.(32)
SINGLE PARE^^'S 
'Phe Single Parent Resource Centre is 
now open from 9 am until 3 pm Saturdays. 
A discussion drop-in is held from 10 am 
until noon and an open house from 1 pm 
until 3 pm, babysitting provided. The open 
house is an informal selling for coffee and a 
chat. Discussion topic changes each week. 
Info, 385-1114.(32)
FAIR CRAI'T’ERS
Applications now being accepted for the 
juried Crystal Gardens Christmas Craft Fair 
Nov. 23 to 26. Send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to Benie Rohm, Box 
5685 Station B, Victoria, B.C. V8R 6S4 or 
pick up an application from the Crystal 
Gardens. Info, 381-5123.(32)
SEEING Sl'ARS %
The Dominion Asirophysical Observa­
tory has public observing programs every 
Saturday night, spring ilirough fall, at the 
observatory, 5071 W. Saanich Road, 
Guided tours by reservation. Info, 388- 
0012. (32)





Free information session by the employ­
ment project Aug. 22 and 24. Topics 
include local labor market trends, resume 
writing and job search techniques. To 
pre-register, call the Peninsula Employment 
Project at 656-0851.
CAMP LIS'P
Summer camp list for residential and day 
camps available at the P.C A., 9751 3rd St., 
or call 656-0134 for further infonnalion.
FLYING FINGERS 
Volunteer needed by the P.C A. board to 
take minutes and transcribe on a computer 
(WordPerfect 4.2) every 4th Thursday even­
ing each month. Contact the executive 
director, Barbara Storrier, at 656-0134.
FADED BY TIME, ihe graduates of 1939 are shown in a 1933 photograph. The class 
holds a reunion this weekend.
Grads of 50 years ago will 
gather at Dunsmuir Lodge this 
Saturday for an anniversary cele­
bration.
Of the students who graduated 
from North Saanich Consolidated 
High School in 1939, reunion 
organizers expect seven to attend 
the reunion.
Tlie high school included grades 
9 to 12 and was on the present 
airport property, near the Mr Can­
ada building. In 1936 the school 
burned down but students were 
able to save some textbooks.
Until the school was rebuilt, 
students took classes in the Legion 
Hall.
Planned for the reunion is a 
dinner at Dunsmuir Lodge fol­
lowed by an evening in a local 
home. A picnic is planned for 
Sunday.
Fbrmer teacher Arthur Vogree is
expected to attend the reunion.
Jim Gardner, a member of the 
1939 graduating class and one of 
the event organizers, is searching 
for mementos of the school, 
including the school newspaper 
and photographs.
Anyone with mementos or want­
ing more information on the event 
is invited to call Gardner at 656- 
1504. ^ ^ ^ ^
The Review provides this community 
calendar free of charge, space permitting. 
Preference will be given to local, non­
profit clubs and organizations. Upcoming 
event notices are printed in the edition 
prior to the event; continuing announce­
ments run no longer than four weeks. 




Vancouver Island Mustang Association is 
holding lltc fifth annual summer spectacu­
lar car show al the Saaniclilon fair grounds. 
Registration is 9^am to noon, $7 per entry, 





Vacation lliltlc School at Resthaven 
.Seventh Day Adventist Clvurch staits Mon­
day and citntinues until Friday, Aug, 19. 
Meld al 10469 Resthaven Drive from 6:15 




The .Sidney Museum needs vohmlccni 
for the meeftliiat desk in the museum, 2538 
Beacon Ave. Anyone with 2 lo 3 Itours a 
week lo spare is asked lo call 656- 
1322.(32)
READ THIS
PALS Literacy Project for adults with 
limited reading/writing skills has afternoon 
or evening classes starling in Sept. No 
upper age limit, innovative technology for 
self-paced learning in a relaxed learning 
environment. Info and assessment, call 
Lesley at 652-1151(32).
KIDS CO-OP
Sidney prc-school, a co-op, has openings 
for Sept. '89. Info, 652-1281 or 655- 
1588.(32)
MUSEUM OPEN
Discover the. exciting and colorful his­
tory of Sidney and North Saanich through a 
diverse collection of artifacts from Bazan 
Bay bricks to Coast Salish spruce root 
baskets. Come to the Sidney Museum, 
2538 Beacon Ave., and see life as il was in 
die early days of the Saanich Peninsula. 
Opcm 10 to 4 daily. Closed Thursday, Info, 
656-1322,(32)
DISCOVER
“People You Can “H-ust"
NEWCOMERS COME 
Peninsula Newcomers Club extends an 
invitation to aU new people in the area to 
join in our aaivities. Ladies’ luncheon first 
Thursday of the month. Phone 655- 
3735.(32)
KJ.CS. FOR KIDS 
K.I.CS., Kids in Central Saanich, meets 
from 9 am to 4 pm, Monday to Friday, in 
Centennial Paik on 'Wallace Drive. Outdoor 
adventures, crafts, sports, games and field 
trips for children S to 10, continuing until 
Sept. 1. Cost is $25 per week. Register at 
Central Saanich municip.tl hall, 8:30 am - 4 
























IN SIDNEY CENTRE 
#102-2387 Bovan Avo,, Sidnoy. ac. 
(Noxt to Safoway)
URSULA ADAMSON ., |H ||||| CAROLE BAWLF
SHELLEY MANN
TOP PRODUCER
21 Saanich Peninsula Realty Ltd.
of top
producer for July. We Eire also proud to congratulate Ursula Adamson and 
Carole Bawlf for their outstanding perlormances. For the service thEit 
earns these successes call Shelley, Ursula or Carole.
656-0131
Continued from Page B2
^ LEGAL AID
Free legal aid for low-income women, 
sponsored by Women for Economic Sur­
vival, 1923 Fsmwood Rd., every 4ih Weds, 
and Thurs. For appointment and info, call 
389-1335. Women’s Summer Coffeehouse, 
free admission, live cnleitainment, Aug. 12, 
7:30-10 pm.(32)
AID FOR AIDS
First annual walk-a-thon to support the 
Vancouver Island Persons Living with Aids 
Coalition. Walkers and sponsors invited. 
Info, 592-5586.
DISPLAYS INVITED 
Applications are now being accepted for 
^jHillside Mall’s Community Bazaar Days, 
‘,%cpt. 27, 28 and 29, in the mall. The 
/| Vommunity bazaar is open lo aU non-profit 
^ 5 Ol ’anizaiions with space allocated on a 
i"r t come, first served basis. Each organi- 
z- .'on can participate for one day. Applica- 
. ons can be picked up at Hillside Centre 
administration office from 8:30 am to 5 
pm, Mon-Fri. Info, 595-7154.(32) 
SEEKING SISTERS 
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Victoria 
have a wailing list for little brothers but 
have space for little sisters aged 7 to 13 
from single parent families. Info, 383-1191.
display al the Art Gallery of Greater 
Victoria, 1040 Moss Street, until Aug. 16. 
Also on display will be two tapestries, a 
large jade screen, a suit of armor and shoes 
for bound feel. Info, 384-4101.
SCHOOL SUCCESS 
Classes in August ly Victoria R.E.A.D 
Society, covering reading, math and study 
skills. Info, 388-7225.(25)
SiVULL CLAIMS
A program on small claims court proce­
dure, Aug. 9, starting at 7:30 pm, in the Law 
Centre, 1221 Broad St, Victoria. Free 
admission. Pre-register ty calling 388- 
4516.
SUMMER CAMP
Shoreline Community School summer 
day camp, to Aug. 26, Mon-Fri, 9 am to 3 
pim (excluding Aug. 7). Info and registra­
tion, 386-8367.(29)
A PEACEFUL SIDNEY 
SCENE. The newly con­
structed breakwater' 
edges the shoreline.
Opinion articles on 
issues of concern to our 
readers are welcomed 
by The Review. Opinion 
pieces should be 
marked Opinion and 
must be signed, con­
tain the writer's address 
and a telephone num­
ber where the writer 
can be reached. Opin­
ion pieces should not 
exceed 800 words in 
length and may be 
edited for clarity, legal­
ity or taste.
PARK PROGRAMS 
Capital Regional District Parks offers a 
variety of programs this week. Aug. 10, 6 
am, birdwaiching at the Galloping Goose 
Regional Park corridor. Meet the CRD park 
^aluralist at the Atkins Ave. parking lot oil 
^tne Island Highway east of Atkins Avenue. 
Aug. 10, 7 pm, interpretive hike lo the top 
d' Bear HiU Regional Park, meet in the 
parking lot off Bear Hill Rd in Saanich. 
Aug. 12, 10 am, lour of forests of Elk/Bea­
ver Lake Regional Park. Meet al the piark 
kiosk at the main Beaver Lake parking lot. 
Aug. 13,11 am to 4 pm, family day at Mill 
IliU regional park with nature walks, ani­
mal displays, storytelling, children’s games, 
prizes and refreshments. Free. Mill Hill 
Regional T^rk on Atkins Ave. in Langford. 
^\ug. 15, 10 am, naturalist led tour of the 
'"^VlcKenzie Bright area of Mt. Work 
Regional Park. Meet at the Durrance Lake 
parking lot on Durrance Lake Road. For 
«i;nfo on programs, call 474-PARK.
DANCE FEVER
Viaoria People Meeting People Qub is 
holding a western night dance Aug. 13, 
dinner 6:30 pm, dance 7:30-11 pm, at the 
Leonardo da Vinci Centre, 195 Bay St, 
Victoria. Tickets S6 at door. Music by 
Mixed Company.Info, 384-6196, 381-1941 
or 479-4303.
NATIVE PLANTS
Free tours of the native plant garden. 
Royal B.C Museum, Monday, Wednesday, 
Thursd^, Friday and Saturday, at 10:30 am 
in July and August. Meet outside the main 
entrance lo the museum at 10:25 am. 
Limited to 12 px»ple.(25)
ACUPUNCTURE
GRAVE WALK
One hour all-weather walking lours in 
historic Ross Bay Cemetery offered each 
Sunday ty the Old Cemeteries Committee. 
Meet in front of Fairfield Plaza’s Bagga 
Pasta Shop at 2 prm. Group lours by request, 
info, 384-0045. Aug. 13, Tomoko Okada 
will speak on the role of some of Victoria’s 
Japanese-Ganadian citizens in the city’s 
history.
OAK BAY HIGH
20-year reunion for 1969 grads, Aug. 18 
and 19. Info, Barry Taylor at 382-3616 
during office hours.
Rogei i-angrick, first licensed acupuncturist 
in North America, 16 years clinical experience 
specializing in pain problems.
247e BEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 
FREE CONSULTATION AND ASSESSMENT 
By appointment only 656-5519 
For total protection, this office uses 
only disposable needles.
WOOD’S HOMF.S
Wood’s Christian Homes of Calgary 
invite friends and former residents lo the 
75th anniversary and reunion, Aug. 25-27, 
in Calgary. In.lo, Arthur or Jean Jeal, 
656-9432.(28)
LifeSQ¥efGT4 ALL SEASON TIRE
TRAILBUILDING 
Volunteers invited to work on Carmanah 
trails each weekend. Info, 381-1141.(32)
SWAN LAKE
Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanc­
tuary offers spcci.al summer events. Thurs- 
d:iys are special events days with free 
drop-in programs at the nature house, 3873 
Swan I..ake Road, Victoria. Also, at 10 am 
on Thursdays and Sundays there will be 
free two-hour public nature walks guided 
by a naturalist, leaving front the. nature 
house. Group lours are. also available. Ixir 
jjj^'nfonnation on programs, call Fran Benton 
' at 479-0211. Aug. 10, 1:30-3 prn, catch 
Jake creatures and identify through the 
rsiticroscopc. Open to everyone.
Size Our Size Our
Dimension Price Dimension Price
P155/80R13 $55 P205/75R15 $79
P165/aORl3 $58 P215/75R15 $85
P175/80R13 $62 P225/75R15 $88










Forestry education caich tours sponsored 
ty the Sierra Club of Western Canada. 
Tours leave Victoria in the morning, visit 
second growth forests on tlie south island 
anil then walk through Cannanah Valley, 
Cost is $25 for the 10 hour trip. Info, Sierra 
Club, 361-3457.(32)
family dinner








' BEEF TOMATO FRED RICE ^ «
-- • ’ BEEF CHOP SUEY AND Sr|:|
• S&S BONELESS PORK ^ ^ ®
' SEWES 4-5 PERSONS ONLY
GENERAL REPAIRS
KEEPING UP
Summer prognim on self-esteem, social 
skills ami fun lor children 10 lo 13, Aug. 
8-13. Registrations now open. Sixtnsorcd 
the Ixnrning Disabilities Association. 
Info, 382 5236.
CHINESE COSTUM MS 
A show of 50 handmade Cltincse cos- 
liiines dating from 1644 to 1911 will be on
— FULLY LICENSED --- U
[ I Open 11:00 om Tufls.-$un. (Except Holidays) jr I
fA 812 Vordler, Brentwood Boy 662-3622 jii
CALL & COMPARE
• 24 Hour Mobile Sorvico .
016 Gorge Rd. East,
“Why Go Anyplace Else” (ArS^ScroS’s,
Brakes • Alignments 
Shocks & Struts • Front End
These are the criminal charges you lace It you drink and diivo in B.C.
• Driving with a Blood Alcohol Content (BAG) In excess of .08%.
• Driving While Impaired (oven il your BAG is BELOW .08%).
• ralluic to Provide a Breath or 
Blood Sample, DraNKING DraVING COUNTERAmCK
il Peg-
Reg. $995.00




Salo ends Aug. 1G/D9
SK-70VHS-C 
SALE • CCD Pickup & nuto Focim
20" F8(FULL SQUARE) 7. Colour ' *1 Function Remote 
TV with Stereo MTS Drondcast ' ^“*0 
,,;nocopilon, Audio/ Video Monitor Aduptw
f'TormlnnlB nnd Random Access ....
Hetnolo Control Bnllory A VHS*C Tiipe Included
FrT-8088 
459.99




FM/AM/FM Storoo Radio 
Cossotio Recotlof whn 





32" Ijsrae Screen F8T» MAGNtIM
Colour TV with Stereo MTS Broad, 
cast Bieceplton, AiidIn/VMert Monl- 
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As opposition continues to 
mount over the federal govern- 
^ mcnt’s decision to go-it-alone 
with the controversial new 
Goods and Service Tax (GST), 
Canadians have good reason to 
wonder how wc ever got into this 
mess in the first place.
In fact it seems hard to believe 
that when Finance Minister 
Michael Wilson originally began 
formulating a plan for die recon­
struction of the archaic sales lax 
system, there where good reasons 
to be optimistic.
Finance department officials 
had, after all, entered into a 
series of grueling negotiations 
_ with their provincial counterparts 
in the hope of combining the 
provincial and federal sales taxes 
into a single, less complicated 
system. So far so good.
This mood of chumminess, 
however, didn’t last long and 
almost without warning, the 
negotiations fell apart. The rea­
son now understood for the 
breakdown in talks are largely 
political: for their part, finance 
department officials were ada­
mant in their decision to imple- 
ment the new tax by Jan. 1,1991.
Not only were they eager to get 
their hands on the enormous 
# amount of revenue that is 
expected to be generated by the 




(expected sometime in late 1992) 
bo.xcd the government into a veiy 
rigid implcmcniation schedule.
On the other hand, two of the 
largest provincial players, Que­
bec and Ontario, didn’t like the 
1991 deadline because of the 
political conflict that the new utx 
was expecting to create and, with 
elections in their respective prov­
inces just around the corner, they 
refuse to co-operate.
John Bulloch, president of the 
82,000-member Canadian Feder­
ation of Independent Business 
calls the stalemate a disgrace.
“The players responsible for 
the lack of co-operation on the 
federal-provincial sales tax issue 
obviously felt it was more 
important to place party politics 
before the good of the nation,” 
he said.
Instead Bulloch says, Canadi­
ans will now face a two-tier 
system that will hit consumers 
and small businesses the hardest. 
Some retailers,for example, do 
not have the computerized cash 
registers capable of handling the 
complicated calculations 




Canadian Federation of 
Independent Business
includes both a provincial sales 
lax (in all provinces except 
Alberta) and a federal lax of nine 
per cent — each levied on differ­
ent goods at various stages.
“If the government proceeds 
wiUi the plan, Canada will be the 
only counijy in the world witli a 
two-tiered sales tax,” Bulloch 
said.
According to Bulloch, the best 
solution to this mess would be a 
return to square one. In other 
words, the government should go 
back to the provinces and work 
out a less complicated, unified 
national sales lax.
It’s no secret that Wilson is 
determined lo complete this 
second overhaul of Canada’s ser­
iously flawed lax system. But in 
this haste to replace the current 
federal sales tax, the government 
would be doing this country an 
even greater disservice by 
launching this nasty alter ego.
Expertise in economic fisheries 
management is in short supply 
worldwide, and novvhcrc is that 
more evident than in Southeast 
Asian countries.
Dr. Parzival Copes, director of 
the institute of fisheries analysis 
(IFA) at Simon Fraser University, 
hopes new research will change 
that. The institute is joining forces 
with the Asian Fislicrics Social 
Science Research Network 
(AFSSRN) to study the problems 
and concerns of Southeast Asia’s 
fishing industry.
The research agreement, spon­
sored by the International Devel­
opment Research Centre, will ena­
ble two Southeast Asian students 
to pursue master’s degrees and 
four others to pursue doctorates in 
fisheries economics and manage­
ment at SFU.
The students will be selected 
from among faculty and research 
staff at the 11 Southeast Asian 
universities and research organiza­
tion that make up AFSSRN.
The six-year program comes 
after a review of the AFSSRN, 
which conducts research into ways 
of improving production and effi­
ciency in the Southeast Asian 
fishing industry.
The review found that while the 
network has made good progress 
in such areas as fish marketing and 















2531 BEACON AVE 
“Sidney By the Sea”
GREAT SUMMER PROMOTION SALE! 
COME ONE - COME ALL!
HELP US CELEBRATE!
- LOTS OF PRIZES! - ^ ^ ^ ^
NO PURCHASES NECESSARY!


























IMlb. 10 lb. bag I
99
ea.









P0RT10N2.38kg 1 lb, I STEAKS 4.39 kg I lh|











Lever Brother’s Inc. & Sidney Super Foods
present a Automatic Laundry Washer Draw. 






FLETCHER’S FINE FOODS SALE
• SMOKE HOUSE SLICED SIDE BACOM...500g 1 jk
• VAC PAK WIENERS Regular......—..4509
• READY TO SERVE COTTAGE ROI.L..5.93 kg
• FRESH COUNTRY SAUSAGE...2.84 kg




FRESH WITH BACK AHACHED
• FRESH
CHICKEN BREAST
. CHICKEN LEGS.. . . . . .
179
..3.95 kg I lb.
,99i..2.18 kg
FRESH SHRIMP MEAT. .8.71 kg 395 lb.\
129I lb.
FRESH LOCAL LAMB SALE
. LAMB SHOULDER fjog | 0“/^
CHOPS or ROASTS   5.05 kg ^ib Lcu Ol
.RACKofUMB........... 11.00 kg' IU
.3.73 ko. BREASTofUMB
. BONELESS a







CARNATION FROZEN I PHASER VALE Ftp




























• PEACH or PEARS 











'0 . NEW OIPP ORANOLA any
PEANUTBUTTER FUDGE.... ....rron 1 .w
MEUTTA COFFEE
















CHEESE MIKI, Mod. Old OFFPrii-PackodPrices
BISTRO FRENCH
BREAD 6100 tool........ ..........
MURPHY’S HOUSEHOLD
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Over the Garden Fence
Helen Lang
A dog "gone bit of chaos
“Himself” is getting a dog, and a dog-run 
seemed to be a necessary part of the whole plan.
He purchased all the necessary materials, and 
hired a man to do the heavy work. Everything 
seemed in order, and the whole thing was to be 
done yesterday, but yesterday turned out to be 
THAT kind of day.
To remove myself from the scene (and avoid the 
usual confrontations) I decided to make apple 
pies, a walnut slice, and get a start on the crab 
apple jelly. I put the pressure cooker on, full of 
apples, to boil them down, and started on the pies. 
The bottom element in the oven wouldn’t work. 
“Oh well,” thought I, “I’ll freeze the pies, 
uncooked,” but I had no foil pie plates left, that 
meant a trip downtown. Meanwhile, Len arrived 
with a posUiole digger.
The next arrival was Brian, the workman, and 
things started to move. Our grandson, David, who 
is 10, did what he could to help.
The cement truck arrived three hours early. 
Since one tree is 15 feet high, we tied back several 
limbs overhanging the driveway and I cut another 
off to make more room.
Friends from Vancouver arrived with their 
daughter. By this time. I’d been to town and 
bought cookies (and forgotten the pie plates) so 
they got bought cookies and coffee, and settled 
down for a visit. Lloyd and his son, Geoff, arrived 
to help with the finishing part of the cement job 
(they are a couple of professionals!).
Gray Campbell arrived to talk to “Himself.” 
After he left, my daughter, her spouse and two 
babies arrived. By this time, I had begun to stutter. 
Anyway, since there was an awful lot of cooked 
apple to go in die jelly bag, I got my daughter to 
help string it up, and we used two exua pieces of 
string to make sure it would hold. It didn’t.
When there must have been a litre of liquid in 
the mixing bowl, the string broke, and the bag 
dropped into the bowl. There was unmade jelly 
everywhere. I couldn’t decide whether to have a 
stroke, or settle for a nervous breakdown! So, of 
course, I did neither. My daughter helped, and we 
had things more-or-less back to normal in under 
an hour, and by 8 p.m. I stumbled off to bed. What 
a day! Fourteen people passed through, and this is
a small house!
Something really nice to look forward to is the 
up-coming garden show to be held in Sanscha 
Hall, Aug. 19 and Aug 20, from 2 until 6 p.m. on 
Saturday and 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. on Sunday. Put a 
circle around these dates on your social calendar, 
because this show gives us a really fine example 
of the lovely fruits, flowers and vegetables we can 
grow here on this beautiful Peninsula.
I’d also like to persuade those of you who have 
a really lovely house-plant, some spectacular 
onions, excellent radishes, and a fine potted plant 
such as a begonia, or fuschia, to enter the show. I 
don’t think I’ve ever attended a show where I 
didn’t hear someone say, “Now why didn’t I enter 
that Peace Rose, it’s twice as lovely as the one 
that got a ribbon!”
Show catalogues are available at most garden 
centres, and also at The Review olfice. Do pick 
one up, and enter something! All the information 
you’ll need (for things, such as; the number of 
blooms, or how many carrots constitute an entry) 
are in the catalogue.
NOFFICE
TO RESIDEMTS
The new Fire Hall at 9837 Third Street, will be officially 
opened on Saturday, August 12th, 1989, at 11.00 a.m.
Residents are invited to attend and to tour the new 
facility following the opening ceremonies.
This year the Fire Department is celebrating 75 years 
of community service; come and show your apprecia­
tion on this auspicious occasion.
For those of you looking for something unusual, 
or perhaps some perennials for your garden, there 
is always a plant stall where they almost give 
things away.
Did a delightful trade with an avid gardener in 
Central Saanich. He gave me a big bag of yellow 
transparent apples in exchange for a bag of crab 
apples (thus the planned apple pies).
J.C (he didn’t want his name in the paper) has 
only been out here for one year, but already h^ 
freesias in bloom in his garden (he says he didn t 
know they were supposed to be difficult to grow). 
He also has a very effective earwig trap, and 
because he didn’t like my desperate use of earwig 
bait he made me six traps — as I say they 
certainly are effective.
Next week I’ll dry you a picture...trying to give 
you directions in their construction just doesn’t 
make sense. It would be like us trying to assemble 
our gas barbecue following written directions. It 
took us two day.s, and innumerable quarrels and 
snide remarks to finish it. Pictures make it a lot 
easier and friendlier, too!
TOWN 0F SIDNEY
MOTICE
TAKING THE TIME TO MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD
The Council of the Town of Sidney intends to adopt the following bylaws 
amending the Zoning Bylaw No. 750 as indicated:—
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NO, 985 
To rezone the following property 
Residential" to "B.3-Multiple Family Residential - 
purpose of construction of a 19-unit condominium.









A stereo was stolen from the 
inside of a green 1979 Renault 
parked in the llOO-block Cloake 
Hill Road overnight July 14-15, 
Sidney RCMP report.
CHAINSAW TIIIEE 
A storage shed in the 2300- 
black Mills Road was entered and 
a Model 61 Husqvtirna chain saw 
valued at $350 was stolen in the 
early morning of July 13, Sidney 
RCMP report,
Police ask if persons have know­
ledge of this or any other crime, 
please citll CrimeStoppers or the 
Sidney RCMP detachment.
A/ OFF COUPONS *
WL AVAILABLE FROM 
/A HARVEY’S SPORTING GOODS 
I W OR LONDON OFRCAL
TAKE TIME TO SEE
EITHER OF OUR FINE 
STORES AND MAKE 
A PURCHASE WE 





















LET ME SOLVE m
VISA and MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED . MCMin
A copy o( tho amonding bylaw mny bo Inspoctod at tho Town Hall, 
Sidnoy, Monday to Friday, oxcluding holidays botwoon tho hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4:00 p,m. from August 1st to August lOlh, 1989.
Any porsons who doom thoir intorosts may bo alfodod by this rozoning 
should submil thoir commonts in writing to tho undorsignod, no Intor 
than 4:00 p.m., August loth, 1989.
R R, Edglngton, Ac;ting Adminislrator 




SAY YOU SAW IT IN 
THE REVIEW
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Wlore acres of park for John Dean
An additional 60 hccUtrcs is now 
part of John Dean Provincial Park, 
Provincial Parks Minister Terry 
Huberts announced yesterday.
The addition adds the western 
slope of Mt. Newton to the North 
Saanich park, protecting the 70- 
year-old second growth forest and 
the wildflowers in the area.
The forest snags attract woo­
dpeckers and rare wildflowers 
bloom in the park.
The original section of the 155 
hectare park was the first park land 
donated to the provincial park 
system. The land was donat^ in 
the 1920s. Trails in the class A 
park lead to views of the Saanich 
Inlet and the MalahaL
Title to the 60-hectare section 
was transferred from the Ministry 
of Crown Lands to the Ministry of 
Parks.
Huberts, who is also MLA for 
Saanich and the Islands, 
announced the addition to John 
Dean Park as part of a parks 
expansion program which includes 
the creation of six provincial 
parks, five ecological reserves and 
expansions to three existing parks.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
TRAFFIC NOTICE
Commencing the 14th day of August 1989, the Town of 
Sidney will impose a two hour parking limit on all Town 
owned parking lots and on all of Sevan Avenue.
The restrictions shall be in effect between the hours of 
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday to Saturday.





Rotary Wakefield Manor Society (a non-profit society 
operated by the Sidney Rotary Club) is taking applica­
tions for a 20 unit subsidized senior citizens housing 
project in Sidney.
If your maximum household gross Income does not 
exceed $16,500 apply to:
Rotary Wakefield Manor Society 
c/o 2444 Beacon Ave.,
Sidney, B.C., V8L 1X6
Phone 656-1154 for more information
lANTIQUE INM¥\




and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
iom
You'll be glad you did.
hostesses at:
(Sidney & North Saanich) 
Theresa Thom 656-7746 
Claudia Parfltt 656-7898
(Brentwood & Control Saanich) 
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A durable low sheen 
finish for use on in­
terior drywall, wood­
work, and furniture. Scrubbable. 
Can be used over latex or 
oil based paints. Flows on 
smoothly.
SEMI-GLOSS
An easy to use medium sheen 
finish for areas where a tough, 
scrubbable finish is required. Use 
on interior drywall or 
primed wood. Dries in 
30 mins, to a smooth, 
even finish. Clean up 
with soap & water.
SUPER 
EGGSHELL ■
Cloverdale’s Super Eggshell Latex is easy 
to apply, flows on smoothly, is splatter resis­
tant and can be used in most areas of your 






This tough flat alkyd finish is 
ideal for covering stained areas 
or for stippled ceilings. Flows on 




Use this paint wherever a tough, 
durable, long lasting medium sheen 
finish is required. Ideal for trim, 
woodwork, furniture, kitchens, 
bathrooms, and other heavy use 






A vereatile flat finish for 
use on interior drywall, 
"ceilirig^, exterior stucco and 
primed wood and masonry. 





This product is easy to use, splatter resis­
tant, Groat for interior drywall, and exterior 
stucco, masoniy and primed wood, Flows 
on smoothly to a rich low sheen finish.
a 0PLUS.
Save on Wood Stains, Ex­
terior Paints, Deck Coatings 
& Lots of Other Specials. 
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SIDNEY
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656-3975
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Review’s ‘tower of strength’ dies at 81
Her friends don’t know how The 
Review office managed two min­
utes widiout Esther Berry.
Berry, who spent 30 years with 
the newspaper, died Thursday at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. She 
was 81.
“She was married to that job, 
almost,” said long-time friend 
Edidi Easton. “She worked at the 
front desk — but she was every­
where.”
Berry retired Oct. 17, 1979. A 
■ story at the time called her “a 
toWer of strength to everyone who 
■iiitis had anything to do with the 
■newspaper.”
When she left The Review she 
was office manager, circulation
manager, and “handled various 
personnel requirements,” the story 
said.
Said friend Bea Bond, who 
freelanced for The Review and 
first met Berry in 1951: “During 
tliose early yetus witli the paper, 
Esther was a one-woman office 
staff with her fingers on the pulse 
of most activities in Sidney.
“I mtirveled at her keen know­
ledge and helpfulness to everyone 
with whom she came in contact,” 
Bond said.
Easton calls Berry “a good 
soul.”
The local newspaper was not die 
only beneficiary of her dedication.
Bond said, “I remember how
she would come home from a hard 
day’s work and carry on in the 
evenings at bingos for the Pythian 
Sisters.”
At St. Paul’s United Church, she 
helped with teas and baztiars. For 
10 years she taught Sunday school.
She sewed and made quilts for 
Silver Threads, and was a member 
of the Eastern Star.
Berry was predeceased by her 
husband, Arthur, a sister and a 
brother. She’s survived by a 
brother, Harold Ackney, of Castle- 
gar.
Cremation was at Royal Oak 
Burial Park.
MIXTURE OF aircraft of people at the grounds of the 
airshov/, Monday.
Opinion
Eastern Canadian refugees find their haven
by ANDRE SUMNER 
Sidney
A new variety of refugee is 
moving to Vancouver Island from 
Eastern Canada.
The Megalopolitah is a human 
product of several life-threatening 
pollutions completely unknown to 
the normal refugee. Cacophonic 
noise, unbreathable air, cancer- 
causing emissions, filth on the 
streets, grey drinking water and at 
nights the smell of fear. Real 
people tend to get discouraged in 
the face of so many insunnounta- 
ble problems.
When they can —• they escape. 
And for tlie more discerning, Sid­
ney is a remarkably pleasant place 
to start over.
The Mackays, Rob and Carol, 
arrived a short time ago. They 
bought a house immediately “to 
serve as an anchor.” Only weeks 
later, they have discovered that 
simple pleasure has replaced the 
safety approach. The house has 
become home. They have fallen in 
love with practically everything: 
the shops, the people, the cool 
mornings, the warm afternoons, 
tlicir garden, even the new lawn- 
mower,
Rob Mackay has several talents 
to offer. He has the better part of 
half a century’s education, busi­
ness acumen and successful lead­
ership in shipping and marketing 
behind him. These are the more 
practical facets of his career.
But tliere is something else that 
Rob appreciates more than his 
business know-how'. He possesses 
a psychic talent, no doubt inherited 
from his Scottish forebears, 
including his mother from Loch 
Lomond or perhaps some canny 
Celtic seer who had “the gift” 
initially.
Rob has used his psychic insight 
several times, enabling police to 
actually find the bodies of mur­
dered victims in .specific shallow 
graves. Tliis is the serious side of 
“the gift.”
ing summers and winter kill for 
Sidney’s gentler, more bountiful 
shores. R»r them, Sidney is a place 
of refuge.
They are intelligent, kind to 
dogs, fond of music — and they 
cut grass witli gusto. What more 
could you ask? Hi neighbor!
NOTICE
TO RESIDENTS
The new Fire Hall at 9837 Third Street, will be officially 
opened on Saturday, August 12th, 1989, at 11 ;00 a.m.
Residents are invited to attend and to tour the new 
facility following the opening ceremonies.
This year the Fire Department is celebrating 75 years 
of community service; come and show your apprecia­
tion on this auspicious occasion.
On the other hand, he performed 
at charity fairs using playing cards 
to assist in formulating his insight.
Entertainers, businessmen, film 
and television personalities such 
as Barbara Eden have consulted 
him. His radio talk show brought 
him in front of the public. Anyone 
with a problem could phone Rob.
Helping people became a kind 
of mission and his gift grows 
stronger with tire years. He wants 
to use it here also to benefit every 
po.ssiblc circumstance.
Today, Rob and Carol are highly 
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Canada l.s proudly liar* 
ticinating in this extraordinary 
uinleriaking to control the six 
leading connminlcablecbildbooil 
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disable seven million children In 
the developing world every year.
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Docomber 31,1989; Tho Sports Network - sizzling sporting events including baseball, basketball, auto 
racing and golfl MuchMusIc - Canada’s music channel including live concerts. Interviews and trlbutosl Tho 
Nnnhvlllo Network - country at its best - music, comedy, rodeos and tractor pulls! Arts & Entertainment - 
the world's greatest performing arts including drama, documentarlos and classic filmsi Cable Nows 
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Sports
^ Two teoms sweep series, finals start
Two Peninsula Ball Hockey 
League teams swept their best-of- 
«fivc scries with three straight wins 
^to set the suigc for an exciting, but 
exhausting, final playoff scries.
Defending champion Tillers 
took the Daggcr-D-Dcvils to the 
mat in the second game of the 
best-of-five scries, consistently 
outplaying the ri\'als to win with 
convincing 11-2 score, Thursday.
Tlic first game between the tw-o 
teams ended wiUt a close 7-6 score 
but after the nine-goal edge in
Game 2 Tillers fell confident and 
dominated Game 3, Uiking a 7-2 
victory to end the scries.
In the other semi-final scries, 
the 76crs continued with a suc­
cessful drive from their fifth-place 
regular season finish.
The team had already knocked 
off the fourUvplacc Whalers in die 
quarter-final scries and, last week, 
got past the regular league cham­
pion Capitals squad in three 
straight games.
Final scores in those games 
were 2-1, 4-3 and 5-2.
Last night was the first night for 
the first game of the final scries, 
with the definite underdog being 
the 76crs.
Game 2 is .scheduled for Thurs­
day night at Panorama with a 7 
p.m. start. Game 3 goes Monday 
and further games, if necessary, 
arc scheduled for Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings, league orga­
nizer Rick Hanak said.
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1989 PANORAMA BALL HOCKEY 
FINAL LEAGUE STANDINGS
TEAM GP W L T GF GA PM PI'S PEN.
AVE.
Capitals 14 11 1 2 85 33 475 24 33.93
Tillers 14 10 2 2 91 38 298 22 21.29
RCMP 14 10 4 0 66 46 354 20 25.29
Whalci-s 14 9 4 1 88 63 267 19 19.07
Tfiei-s 14 9 4 1 54 39 395 19 28.21
Daggcr-D-Dcs'ils 14 7 5 2 67 50 486 16 34.71
Keating Fitness 14 4 8 2 58 72 296 10 21.14
Flamingos 14 5 9 0 38 47 30-1 10 21.71
Cool'S 14 3 9 2 29 77 296 8 21.14
Boston Pizza 14 3 9 2 37 68 388 8 27.72
Cra/.y Benny’s 14 2 10 2 44 93 273 6 19.50
Braves 14 3 11 0 53 94 327 6 23.36
PLAYER’S STAre
PLAYER 1'EAM GP GOALS ASS FFS
Scott Connoi-s Wll 14 18 35 53
Doug Lumlcy TI 14 22 23 45
Ricli Dricdger WH 13 12 31 43
Uu.ss Norbury TI 14 31 8 39
Marty Stoner RC 14 24 15 39
Grant SJerven CA 14 18 18 36
Cliris Johnson CA 14 18 15 33
Chuck Roller CB 14 15 15 30
Greg Lewis DD 14 10 18 28
Mike Nordhy DD 14 18 9 27
Roh Martin CA 13 12 15 27
Chris Wallace TI 13 11 15 26
Blaine Wilson BR 12 16 9 25
Alex Dundass WH 12 15 9 24
Grant Twanilcy WH 12 10 14 24
Rob Montgomery KF 13 13 10 23
Chris Chcadle TI 12 9 13 22
Gerry Dessau In ic RC 11 7 14 21
Andrew Makay DD 14 7 13 20
Pete Zubersky RC 13 5 15 20
Four Peninsula Track and Field 
Club athletes were among the top 
athletes in the province at the 
British Columbia Junior Dcvelop- 
#mcnt Championships held in Port 
^ Coquitlam, July 29-30.
'■f*' Adam Street gave some cxcep- 
tional performances, racing to cap­
ture gold medals in four cvenLs in 
his age category.
Street won the first-place awards 
in the lOO-metre sprint, thc 200-m 
sprint, the 400-m sprint and the 
200-m hurdlc.s.
.Street also took silver medals 
for his showing in the long jump 
event, (he sliot put and the discus 
ihrow,
Other Peninsula Track Club
mcmber.s did very well.
Malcolm Fiandcr won a gold 
medal for his performance in the 
long Jump event. He also won a 
bronze medal in the 100-m sprint 
event, placed fourth in the 200-m 
sprint, fourtli in the shot put, sixtli 
in the 80-m hurdles event and 
cightli in the discus throw.
Jim Andenson gave a great i)cr- 
formance as well, taking home a 
silver and a bronze medal 
captured in the 1,500-m track 
event and the 400-m sprint respec­
tively.
In the girls’ events Dana Keller 
gave a gootl performance in the 
provincial championship but nar­
rowly missed out on the medal 
rounds.
She placed fifth in the 300-m 
hurdle event, sixth in the 200-m 
sprint, seventh in tlie 100-m sprint 
and seventh in the 8()-m hurdles 
event. "
The provincial competition
wra!l|iJ''°p7te micrmd'Md SKYHAWKSPARACHUTE t0am
season for Peninsula Track Club wi1h an impressive display. Including one moment when a 
members. poir of Skyhawks hod a brief meeting.
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by George Lee
The Review
The Saanich Peninsula has drawn a blank in tJic 
Commonwealth Games venue selection process —■ but 
two of the mayors showed little interest iinyway, a press 
conference heard last Wednesday.
“There was not a whole lot of interest shown by the 
municipalities up near Swartz Bay," said Games 
facilities chairman Rexiger Banister.
Btil lie noicil that distances were UX) great between 
llic Games hub, at U Vic, and the northern parts of the 
Pcninstila for most venues.
Both municipalities were asked, but neither Sidney 
nor North Saanicli were rcpre.scntcd on a mayors’ 
committee tlmi nxommended venues to the Games 
society, said cominiiiec chairman Howard Siurrock, 
the mayor of Sattnich.
The Cotmrionwealth Games Society, which is 
gearing up for the 1994 games in Victoria, accepted 
llic mayors’ recommeudations \viihout revision.
Sidney, North Saanich and Central Saanich still 
have one chance, however. No venue has been .selected 
for cycling events. be.causo the inlernational organiwi- 
tion has not decided whclhcr they will be pttrt of the 
Games.
Whether cycling is included will be decided at the 
Auckland Gainc,s in Jatuinry. Cycling dates connict 
with the world cycling championships in Scotland.
Banister also said original plans called for some 
road race events the Sidney area. But keeping the 
Games as centrally located as possible was one ol 
Victoria’s assets in the bidding procc.ss.
The. closest venue for Pcninsnla residents will Ix'. 
Ileal’s Rifle Range, which shares shooting evcni.s with 
the Malahai Range. 1 IcnP-s i.s just .south of the Central
Saanich border.
Other venues arc: wrestling, Juan dc Fuca recreation 
centre; Ixrxing, memorial arena; weightlifting, Esqui­
mau; badminton, McKinnon gym; gymnastics, a new 
fieldhousc at UVic; track and field. Centennial 
Stadium; aquatics, a new UVic pool; lawn bowling, 
four greens at Cedar Hills.
'I’lic venues now need agreements for post-Games 
u.sc IxJtwccn the society, the municipalities and UVic.
Siurrock said deciding the .sites was “a fairly 
involved process," relying on recreation departments, 
mayors, con.suliants and citizen groups.
The committee tried "to involve as many different 
municipalities and parts of the mgion as we possibly 
could." StuiTOck said.
And even though the Sidney and North Saanich 
chairs were empty, the committee examined ixrssiblc 
Pcnin.sula venues, be said.
“Tho.se two municipalities are the only two that 
have Hot taken part in our discussion.s."
Games board chairman David Black .said po.si- 
Games use of facilitic.s by a wide public spcx;trum was 
important in the selection. Use cannot be rc.siricled to 
top athletes or university athletes, he said.
The prc,ss conference at Harlnxir Ibwers also heard 
that the board has received al)0ut 200 applications for 
its ebief executive officer, who will turn the board’s 
policies into action.
The field has been narrowed to a short list of 
"exceptionally qtialificd" people, and a decision 
should be made by the end of August. Black said, 
'fhe society is also working on its business plan, 
which lias reached a fiisi-drafi stage.
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looking wav up to see the aerial displays is a portion of Monday's 50,000-person 
airshow crowd.
Recogniz© cooch©s for th©ir contribution
They’re at the playing field or 
ice hockey arena at least a half- 
hour before the players get there.
During the game the coach is 
the only person on the team who 
can’t get out there and physically 
do something to affect the out­
come of the game.
Sometimes he yells and scream 
to get players motivated and some­
times they get angry at the coach 
instead of the other team.
He has a high stake in the game 
and wants to win as bad as the 
players do — often pacing back 
and forth behind the bench or on 
the sidelines.
Years of experience in the game 
have got him where he is. He used 
to be a player or a referee until love 
for the sport and/or prodding by 
his children resulted in a coaching 
position.
Before the coach knew what 
happened, he was signed up for a 
weekend certification program.
Patience wore thin when players 
didn’t show up, didn’t call and 
then came to the next game ^d 
expected to be in the starting 
line-up.
Parents, sometimes the back­
bone of the team, sometimes asked 
that their child be put in the
starting line-up.
Evenings were spent on the 
phone with other coaches, lining 
up exhibition games, satisfying 
sponsors or calling referees to 
officiate the next game.
1989 has been declared the Year 
of the Coach by Sport Canada and 
is an opportunity to tell those 
coaches , who spent time with you 
just how much it meant.
They may never get paid, may 
never win a championship or may 
never become a provincial team 
coach, but a lot of them just want 
to know that all the work they’ve 
done is w'orth it.
THERE'S ALWAYS HIGHER ground for a boiler view of tho 




BRONWEN & STUART DUNCAN 
WELCOME YOU
DEl\llONSTIFI/OriONS: 11:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Auq. 12 Gord Langston-Large Scale Wood Curving 
Aug 15 Fred Blanchard-Soapstone Carving 
Aug.’iS: Muriel Sibley-Anima! Clay Sculpture
AN EXHIBITIOM OF ART BY GROUP XSV 
CONTINUES UNTIL AUG. 26 
Corner of Keating X Rd. & West Saanich 652-2102 
Hours: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
14 New fashion colours 
to express your style
If you have a colourful iiuagination, let it
take flight with Dt’siguerSolariau'’*!! Flonil Valley 
atul Doshtner HolariaiF^' l.ancashlre (lanleu,
two new lines of easy care, lulaidColor”* 
flooring.'rhese lAvo tlesigns each offer 
7 exciting colour contblnations created
.specifically to co-ordinate with today's most 
fashionable fixtures, furniture and fabrics.





2046 Keating X Rd. J
by George Lee 
The Review
Scicntisis and environmcnialists will mull over 
his invaluable video tape for years, but the best 
part for Peter Brand was when a whale said thank 
you.
Brand and two friends, as his two young sons 
looked on, rescued pilot whales from the beaches 
of Northern Tasmania.
Their efforts may change the way beached pilot 
whales are treated.
And one thing is certain in Brand’s mind: the 
gentle, intelligent mammals are grateful for any 
help they get.
Without the inexperienced hand early last 
month by “three blokes who just happened to be 
in the right place at the right time,” an entire pod 
may have died. The rescue made it unnecessary 
for others in the 80-mammal pod to answer cries 
of distress.
Twice, Brand came across stranded whales 
from the pod. Twice, he and his friends literally 
pushed and pulled on the massive mammals to 
ease them back to sea.
And after the final rescue, it happened. They 
were in a dinghy, watching the reunited pod leave.
“He was a big whale, the last one to be rescued. 
He had a distinctive, triangular shark bite wound 
on one side,” Brand recalls.
“He came over to Rod (Scott), and Rod hung on 
to his dorsal fine and rode him for about seven 
minutes.
“Then he came over to me — 1 was recogniza­
ble in my wet suit —- and he swam right along 
side me, letting me stroke him down the side.
“To us that was a very, very clear thanks-a-lot- 
I fellows gesture. It was very, very lovely.”
I And it was the highlight of an eight-month stay 
for Brand and his family in his native country.
He looked down from his mother’s resort onto 
the sheltered beach of Coles Bay in Frcycinel 
National Park, where he and his son Josh had 
collected small sea animals for an aquarium.
Brand started filming the whales, July 7. “1 
thought they were feeding for a while.” But then 
he noticed the animals “starting to reel and toss.”
Brand, Scott — the editor of The Examiner, 
Northern Tasmania’s daily paper — and a 
photographer for the paper went to work, “We 
just started hctivihg on them.”
■ At first, “I was a little bit leery” about wading 
out to the three or four whales stuck on the sand.
Some weigh more dran two tonnes.
“I’ve worked with vdld horses before. So I just 
sidled up to the first one like I would a horse: very 
tentative.
“But I soon realized they appreciated the help.” 
The whales showed no aggression. As they 
realized the men shoving and pulling on their 
slippery skin were helping, they worked to free 
themselves, too.
After the whales were free, the group headed 
out to the pod in a dinghy. And Pete and Josh, a
father and son, swam with the whales. ^
“It’s a most incredible experience, to be in the 
water with these huge mammals.”
But the whales weren’t free yet Two days later, 
Brand and his friends found them beached again.
A pilot whale’s sonar somehow misfunctions in 
some bays, failing to notice the approaching 
shallow water and sand, science has discovered. 
At one time, it was thought the whales performed 
a sort of mass suicide.
Five whales were beached. Two older ones
were already dead.
Once again, the pushing and shoving to save the
whales began.
Later, young Josh witnessed the autopsies of the 
older whales.
It was part of three days that will live on for he 
and brother Aidan.
“I’m so excited I don’t know which part to 
remember,” Josh said at one point.
He isn’t the only one affected by the whales 
and Brand’s video.
Although weather and tide conditions were 
nearly perfect, Brand’s rescue may change the 
philosophy on saving whales. Because the distress 
call of the first whales to beach will attract others, 
it was thought they should be euthanized to 
protect the pod.
Brand hopes to teach other people, such as 
those living in the Eastern U.S., that an early 
attempt can save a whole pod.
Brand, a substitute teacher and small business­
man, also has a new passion in his life. Money 
he’s made from selling television and docurnen- 
Uiry righus will be u.scd “to educate people and 
produce top-quality copies.
“The idea is to get the story to as many ixjople 
as possible: that three inexperienced men saved 
half a dozen whales dying on the beach."
And Brand is even planning a children’s book 
based on his Tasmanian adventure.
“It’s changed our lives. ‘
L
for 21 miles os they took part in the tenth running of the Sn 
Chinmoy triathlon. People along the roadway generously 
gave cups of water to passing athletes.
Save $$$ with our CASH 'N' CARRY DISCOUNT 
and lug your rugs directy to our 
cleaning plant or present this 




* Min. pick-up 
charge $40.00








8 0.m.-6pm Mon.-Sat. |
3347 OAK mm












350 Team B.C. athletes represent British Columbia
Tho Provinco of British Columbia 
is proud to boost our athletes 
to tho higtiest levels of notional 
and world compotitiem. m
Good Luck Team B.C.
Go for tho Gold!
Ministry of 
Municipal Affoirs, 
Recreation and Culture 
Hon. Rita M. Johnston, 
Minister
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Piranhas conquer Coquitlam
Shallow depths at the Spadi 
swimming pool in Coquitlam 
slowed Piranha Swim Club mem­
bers somewhat, but it wasn t 
enough to keep them from racing 
fast times, organizers report.
“We had more best times this 
year than ever before,” said coach 
A1 Porter. “Our Individual Medley 
Tough Week preceding the meet 
really made a difference in our
times.
Piranhas swimmers spent an 
entire week swimming individual 
medley lengths and many of them 
have been seen sporting I.M. 
Tough T-shirts around tlie Penin­
sula.
with Lorelei Wey named tlie run
ner-up. .
She is now recovering Irom a 
perforated appendix and is expect­
ed to be out of swimming competi­
tion for the rest of the season.
Also in the running for the 
aggregate points awards were 
Janice Hanan, Rob McDonald, 
Jamie McDonald and Ann-Marie
Porticr. _ .
The Piranhas placed third in the 
Coquitlam meet, behind the host 
club in first place and Richmond 
in second.
Last year the Piranhas placed 
second in tlie same meet.
WASH-RITE
LAUHDROiVlAT ,
"Self-Serve "Extra Large Machine & Dryer j 
"Drop-Olf Service ‘Commercial Rales 
‘Bulk Dry Cleaning
8:00 a.m, to 10:00 p.m. Everyday 
9832 3rd. St. 656-905E
Six team members posted per­
sonal best times at the Coquitlam 
meet and were rewarded with 
Prime Piranha towels. They were: 
K.C. Hingley, Stephen Pannekoek, 
Ian Denman, Lorelei Wey, Melody 
Wey and Natasha Caverley.
The junior coach of the Division 
7 boys, Andrew Ens, was presented 
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tournament action at Centennial Park during Central Saa­
nich Days, Saturday, but he's still on his way to the next base.
W
Sri Chinmoy draws over 500
------------------------pj. WINDSHIELD REPAIR
A & replacement 





Over 500 atlilctes converged on 
Elk Lake Sunday morning for the 
Tenth Annual Sri Chinmoy Triath­
lon.
Although marathon swimmer 
Vicki Keith didn’t make it to 
present awards to outstanding ath­
letes, warm weather and record 
performances kept spirius soaring.
The top woman finisher was 
Sandra Cutts of Vancouver, who 
finished the entire course in two 
hours, 10 minutes, 41 seconds.
Results of Peninsula athletes 
were not available at press time.
The triathlon drew a total of 505 
athletes from B.C., Alberta, Wash­
ington Suite, California, Oregon, 
New York, England, Germany, 
New Zealand and Japan.
Dave Kirk of Victoria was the 
lop man across the finish line.
He completed the one-mile 
swim in 19 miniitcs, 11 .seconds, 
then hopped on a bicycle and 
completed the 21-mile cycle in 
53:57, only to get off and lun the 
six-mile trail around the lake in 
35:40 minutes.
THAT'S HOW MANY 
CANADIANS ARE 
SPEED SKATERS
Kirk completed all dircc legs in 




Duncan B.C. Aug. 26/89 
8:30-4:30 ($25 per person- 
Inc. lunch)
Members & non-members 
welcome. For further In­
formation and registration 
forms for SaanIch/Gulf 
Islands: Phone 658-5927
OUR BEST BUY EVER!
—^NEY Atrro SUPPLY
2412 Bevan Ave., 656-1123

















EN.)OY CAREFREE OUTDOOR LIVING WIIM THIS DURABLE,
SOLID RESIN FURNITURE. SLEEK AND GTRONQ, IT WON'T CHIT', 
PEEL OR DISCOLOUR. ALL CHAIRS ARI: 5 POSITION ADJUSTABLE, 
FOLD FOR EASY STORAGE, AND CARRY A 5 YEAR WARRANTY,
Si<i’\'io(>s from your rlniroh or 
in rithor of iuir vhapoL iil




(RALE LIMITEO TO STOCK ON HAND)
'The IsliiiiT': I Sf'jci'imn i\f l‘,i(jc Ti.'iflTD ITirniliirr HUN,, 11'®
A75 GORGE RD. E, tv,. ' 3834511 J
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Put another shrimp on the barbie, Fred
Many Peninsula residents will already have had 
their annual quota of summer visitors from 
foreign parts — “foreign parts” meaning any­
where not on the Island.
When you have done your share of showing 
them the sights, the question of feeding one’s 
visitors crops up on an alarmingly regular basis 
— say, three times a day.
We have a do-it-yourself policy for breakfast 
and lunch and make sure there’s a good variety of 
cereals and other fixings on hand at all times.
For dinner, though, it’s usu^ly a family affair.
If you have a lot of visitors, this can really a 
small household upside down. And if your visitor 
happens to be from Down Under, then things can 
really seem topsy turvy for a while, for them as 
well as you!
Our visitor from South Australia introduced us 
to the Aussie style of barbecuing, and we were so 
intrigued that we pressed him for more informa­
tion. It was intended that we would sit down and I 
would interview him and write up my notes.
He surprised me, however, by turning in a 
handwritten manuscript about barbecuing Aussic- 
style. So, here you are, folks, Dave Dean’s lips, 
from Australia direct to you:
“G’day, everyone. This being my first visit to 
Vancouver Island, I was most relieved to find the 
natives friendly and that they spoke in a similar 
tongue to my own, albeit with a foreign accent.
“I found a few slight differences in metmings of 
words, which sometimes have embarrassing con­
notations. However, as Aussies and Canadians 
appear to have a similar sense of humor, every­
thing is apples. (I’ll leave you to work that one 
out).
“The general outlook on life with all its 
ramifications seems to be as easy-going as the 
^Australian way of life.
" “With a common love of outdoor life, I h^e 
been asked to comment on the dib®r®nc®s 
between Canadian and Aussie barbecues. This
request was obviously prompted by an 
observation of a noticeable bulge in my middle 
regions.
“I hasten to add that the bulge has increased 
considerable in the days tliat I’ve been here.
“At the outset I would say that there are but a 
few differences, but that would make for a very 
brief column and your columnist (who happens to 
be my sister) would think I had let the side down, 
so here goes:
“Fiislly, the Aussie barbie has evolved much 
the same as yours, I imagine.
“Forty-odd years ago when I first arrived in 
Australia (not in chains), barbecuing was already 
a way of life. But in those days it was sausages and 
chops or a steak cooked (perhaps massacred 
would be a better word) over a wood fire, using 
anything that could be purloined for a barbecue 
plate — I’ve even seen manhole covers used for 
the purpose!
“As the timber used was mainly eucalyptus, it 
and the steaks burnt fiercely, resulting in every­
thing being well done. Exceedingly.
“The barbecue was, and still is, almost invana- 
bly prepared and cooked by the men, who stood 
around a keg of beer whilst the women (known as 
Sheilas) sat around just talking about whatever 
women talk about, and should a man go and talk 
to a Sheila, he was considered a bit of a 
‘no-hoper.’
“When the barbecued food was cooked (for the 
want of a better word), it was then washed down 
with copious amounts of rough red wine.
“These days, red wines are known as full- 
bodied, well-rounded, with a refreshing fruity 
taste and a slight after-hint of tannin. In those 
days, the reds were certainly rough, certainly 
full-bodied, with an after-taste of kerosene and 
could more adequately be described as rocket 
"feel.”'-'
Next week: the Aussie barbie becomes refined
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
7820 Central Saanich Rd.
WORSHIP.................... 10:30 a.m.
EVENING........................ 6:30 p.m.




Roman Catholic Church 
10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass........... 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass..............10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF “ 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass................8:30 a.m.





10:30 a.m. Family Service








Arch Deacon W. Hill 721-0695 
Church 652-1611
Anglican - Espiscopal 





9:30 a.m. — Sunday Services 
10990 West Saanich, Deep Cove 
REV. HORl PRATT
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH 
2269 Mills Rd. 656-5012/652-4065
Morning Worship............ ..........11 ’.00 a.m.
Evening Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Pastor: GERALD W. MELLER
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS
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Ron & Eunice Freeman welcome you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4TH & Mt. Baker, Sidney 656-9957 
SUNDAY
10:30 A.M........... . Family Service
A Caring Fellowship for the whole Family
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REV. DALE PERKINS i
1 656-3213 (Home 592-5487) |
1 SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 1
2159 Mt. Newton Cross Rd. | 
Communion Service...9:30 a.m. I
Family Service.......... 11:00 a.m.
Nursery, Sunday School





Mooting et the BSovonth-Day Advontlnt B
Church for Family Worohip 1 and Sunday School 0:30 a.m. | 
Como Join our Growlnj) Followohip |
Rev. Peter Coutfe - 655-3540 j
r HOLY TRINITY
1 ANGLICAN CHURCH
W. Saanich and Mills Rd.
Sunday Sorvicos 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10 a.m,
THE REV. D.L.MAL1NS-656-3223
ST. STEPHEN'S 11
ANGLICAN CHURCH | vBS !!!-!!!.—.August21.25
(Mt. Nowton » SI. siophon’o Rd.) || yvo^shlp Service.........10:30 a.m.
B:30a,m. * Holy Eucharist II Nursoiy, Youlh Group, Bible Studlos
110:00 a,m. Sung Eucharisi 11 Rev. David A. Carnahan B
1 10:00 a.m. Wodnosdny Euchatlsl || 656-2721 655-3544 1
/• Jusus Chris(Qtt' ife''- Morning wo
'fe Children's C
m. mfLMy Wed, Bible'jVAvrW’'' PASTOR Li
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PENTECOSTAL ASSEMBLY
10304 McDcinnId Pork Rond 
Bltinoy, B.a VOL 320 Pttitori D«vld lUutor
Sundny Motnlno 10:30 urn.. . . . Worship Sorvlcfl
"Uup«|.ChurchlorchIldionr
United Ponlocootal Church
mom IXblo tialwillan Is proochod 
Inviion you lo bo In mmo with us
Call Pastor Gabor Czlngor 
055-7029







7820 C Saanich Rd. 652-2723 !
It®
i
ST ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
9686*3rd SI. Sidnoy 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
0 a.rn. nnd 10 a.m. 
Chlldcaro ft Nursery 10 a.m.





A Warm Welcome Awolia You At
Th« Elk Lake Baptist Church
fTlfeltt Rov. LESLIE M. FUNK J J
' 5363 Patricia Bay Highway
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Chicken house yields first fire truck
by Valorie Lennox 
The Review
Sidney fire department’s first 
fire truck was a Cadillac culled 
from a chicken house.
It was 1932 and the volunteer' 
fire brigade’s only equipment was 
a hose rccl bearing 1,000 feet of 
2.5-inch fire hose and a $35 Clay­
ton air whistle that summoned
volunteers to fight a fire.
Firemen could only use the hose 
to fight fires which occurred 
within a 1,000 foot radius of one 
of Sidney’s few hydrants.
The Cadillac changed the situa­
tion. Geo Clark found the old 
1912 car in a chicken house and 
donated it to the fire department.' 
Volunteers cleaned, stripped down.
repaired and repainted the vehicle, 
then mounted an old hand crank 
siren donated by the Victoria Fire 
Dcparuncnl to create Sidney’s first 
fire truck.
An 80-gallon water tank 
mounted on the car was the final 
touch.
Once the fire deparunent had a 
truck, of sorts, the community
rallied to raise money for more 
equipment.
Sidney department’s second 
truck, an old Model T Ford, was 
donated by Alf Critchlcy after the 
vehicle was retired from a mail 
route in 1933. This vehicle was 
also rebuilt by volunteers. The fire 
hose moved from the fire reel to 
the Model T.
By 1936, there was enough 
money donated to buy a $625 
forestry fire pump. The govern­
ment provided 1.5 inch hose on a 
permanent loan.
The newest fire truck arrived the 
same year: a 1925 V12 Packard 
car abandoned for two years that 
was bought for $35 and renovated.







Photo circa 1974 pictures the Sidney Firehaii as it was until demolition in September of 1988. Volunteers pictured b. 
here are celebrating their 60th Anniversary of Service to the Town of Sidney.
CONGRATULATIONS TO “THE SIDNEY VOLUNTtt
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The fire department that could
by Valorie Lennox
The Review
With wcl blankets anti buckets, 
rickety home built fire trucks, a 
little forestry pump and tiny, 1.5- 
inch hoses, Sidney’s volunteer 
firemen faced some of tlie Penin­
sula’s fiercest fires.
The department’s first fire
truck, a rebuilt 1912 Cadillac 
found in a chicken house, once 
exploded inside the firchall. The 
force of the explosion drove a 
loose spark plug tlirough tlie hood 
of the car and into the firchall 
ceiling.
“It was an old engine and it wt^ 
always running out of water,” 
explained Art Gardner, who
helped overhaul the Cadillac for 
tlie fire department in 1932.
Gardner was a volunteer firemen 
for over 30 years, suirting wiUi the 
newly reorganized department in 
1932-33. He was fire chief when 
he rctirc.d in 1966.
He came with his family to the 
Peninsula in 1928 as a youtli of 17. 
The family had operated a farm in
Saskatchewtin and for a few years 
Art helped with the family dairy 
fami in North Saanich.
He became interested in 
mechanics and welding. In 1932 
he boiiglit his first w-clding outfit, 
just in time to refit the fire depart­
ment’s first vehicle.
After inheriting a pair of old 
Continued on Page B16
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OF THEIR 75th ANNI¥ERSARY
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! . They’re prepared to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the Sidney Volunteer Fire Department. Some of the
* members lined up in front of the brand-new fire haii on Third Street with the array of trucks and rescue vehicles
they now use. '
TEER FIRE DEPARTWIENT” ON THEIR NEW HOME!
pliers of your new top quality FIREHALL!!
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DEPARTMENT COULD
Continued from Page B15 
Model Ts, the department acquired 
an old Packard. Art got out his 
torch.
“1 remodeled and rebuilt it into 
a fire truck...such as it was." 
Included in the remodeling was 
moving an 80 gallon water Utnk 
from the Cadillac to the Packard.
“It was surprising the amount of 
fire fighting that 80 gallon lank 
did.”
The first fire Art remembers was 
in 1929, before he joined the fire 
department. An abandoned fish 
reduction plant out on a wharf off 
Beaufort Road caught fire. Fish oil 
still in the tanks turned the blaze 
into an inferno.
The fire department was ham­
pered by no available water and a 
general feeling that the derelict 
building should be left to burn. 
“They just let it burn.”
Shortage of water hampered fire 
department efforts to save the 
North Saanich school in 1936. The 
only available water was an on-site 
well three feet in diameter and 30 
to 34 feet deep.
While flames razed the school, 
firemen struggled in the cold to 
start the newly acquired portable 
forestry pump. Lowered into the 
well, the pump was only able to 
lift water 24 feet.
“We only had a few hundred 
gallons, only enough water to save 
the school annex,” said Gardner, 
The rest of the school burned to 
the ground.
. The fire department had better 
luck with a hangar fire at the 
airport, once, they were allowed on 
the grourid^ During the second 
World War tight security was
maintained around the airport.
When a Hampden bomber 
crashed into a hangar, starting a 
fire, Sidney volunteer firemen 
responded to die alarm aboard the 
renovated Packard.
“This old Packard was a pretty 
rickety set-up, with buckets hang­
ing from the side. We weren’t 
above carrying a few buckets.”
The guards were skeptical when 
the motley crew claimed to be a 
fire department, but the burning 
hangar convinced them to let the 
volunteers on the air field.
Their efforts helped save the 
building.
Art Gardner
Later during the war, a Hamp­
den bomber crashed between two 
houses on Sixth Street, starting a 
fire. The volunteers had the fire 
under control before the crash 
trucks arrived from the airport.
The help went both ways. Fire­
men were batding a blaze on the 
northeast corner of Beacon and 
Fourth, hampered by Sidney’s four 
to five lb. oLwater pressure, when
an air force pumper truck arrived.
By then one-quarter of the 
block, including a bus depot, news 
stand and nightspot, were 
engulfed.
Firemen draped wet blankets on 
the windows of a nctirby store to 
keep the blaze from spreading. Sea 
water sucked from the end of the 
Sidney wharf by the forestry pump 
helped combat the blaze.
With help from the pumper 
truck, firemen kept the fire from 
spreading and were finally able to 
extinguish the flames.
There were many smaller fires, 
some of which attracted local 
residents who delighted in giving 
advice to the firemen on how to 
battle the blaze.
Former fire chief Tom Morgan 
had a technique for dealing with 
such back seat firemen. Saying, 
“what was that?” he would turn to 
the culprit, dousing the advice- 
giver with water.
In 1942, Gardner succeeded 
Morgan as fire chief. Over the next 
few years he was involved in 
several fund-raising drives for the 
fire department, which culminated
in a new hall by the end of the 
decade.
Despite occasional flurries of 
political animosity between North 
Saanich and Sidney, the fire 
department drives were supported 
by both communities, he notes.
“ There was quite an evolution of 
fire halls and towers.”
In 1948 the fire department 
received a cheque for $200 from 
Transcanada Airlines — in recog­
nition of an outstanding example 
of fire fighting prowess.
OLD BETSY is still rolled out by the Sidney Fire Depart­
ment on special occasions. The fire engine was an old 
public works truck rebuilt by the volunteer deportment 
in 1941.
In August that year the Sidney 
firemen responded to a 5 a.m. 
alarm at the Transcanada Airlines 
hangar. The hangar was ablaze and 
the small airport fire department 
hampered by low pressure in the 
airport hydrant.
The Sidney firemen attached 
their portable forestry pump to 
boost the hydrant pressure, build­
ing up enough water pressure to 
fill two 1.5-inch lines. With those 
lines, firemen entered the blazing 
building.
“We literally chased the fire 
back into the roof. It was that little 
pump that saved that hangar, with 
some Judicious fire fighting.”
The east wall of the hangar was 
destroyed but the rest of the build­
ing was saved. It now serves as the 
Victoria Flying Club clubhouse.
The fire department received a 
letter of commendation from then 
Minister of Transport CC. Howe, a 
$200 cheque and a $700 annual
contract to provide fire protection 
for the airport.
Despite such dangerous situa­
tions, the volunteers suffered few 
injuries. Gardner himself once 
broke an ankle while fighting a 
fire and once broke his wrist 
cranking a fire pump, but said no 
one suffered severe injuries.
“We were pretty lucky.” There 
was no compensation for injuries, 
he added.
When Gardner retired in 196(^ 
the community recognized his 
many years of service with a 
dinner and a $500 honorarium.
He is still a community volun­
teer, now serving as president of 
the Saanich Historical Artifacts 
Society.
After years of operating a volun­
teer fire department on donations 
and rebuilt equipment, he is 
amazed by the $900,000 allocated 
for the new firehaii.
“It’s a hell of a price,” he said.
'i..
CHICKEN HOUSE
Contiimed from B14 
The~8()-gaIlon-water"tank was 
moved from the Cadillac to the 
Packard. The Packard also carried 
buckets, just in case.
Property for the fire hall was 
donated by G.H. Walton in 1936. 
Volunteers built the first hall, a 
two-bay building, with four old 
telephone poles found on the 
beach to create a hose tower and 
wood from the Sidney Lumber 
Mill.
The mill had a long association 
with tlie fire brigade, starting in 
1911 when llic only fire protection 
in Sidney was provided by its 
workers. ’Dial year, 10 local mcr- 
cliants luiridcd together in form the 
Sidney Board of Trade, volunteer­
ing to serve as firemen and to rai.se 
money for fircfighiirig equipment.
Volunteers were called to fires 
by the mill whistle and, when a 
hose reel was purchased in 1913, 
the equipment was storctl at the 
Sidney Lumber Cornptmy.
The Sidney Fire Brigade w'as 
officially formed in 1914 with 
Fred Humber as chief and Geo 
Cochrane ns deputy chief.
The partnership between the 
mill and fire brigade ended in 
1932, when the fire department 
• obtained its own .signal simn. By 
then, the mill no longer operated 
regularly and the mill whistle 
could not be itscd.
The new alarm was installed in 
Gray’s Imperial Service Station, 
which had an air tank to opemte it. 
When tho new firchall was com­
pleted, an old .siren was taken fmm 
a bridge in Vancouver and 
installed on top of a ho.sc tower.
Next, a telephone line linked the 
simn to the telephone office, .so the
operator could activate llic siren as 
soon as a fire call was received. 
Any advance in equipment 
helped. The volunteer firemen 
served tlie 20 square miles of tlie 
north l^minsula, including Sidney 
and North Saanich.
With the war came another 
responsibility; fire protection for 
the newly established Pal Bay 
Aiiport.
In 1941 the firemen took a new 
gal into their hearts: Old Betsy. 
Betsy started out as a 1934 Ford 
1.5-ion truck acquired by the pub­
lic works department. Due for 
rciircnicnt. she went instead to the 
fire department, and was repaired 
and adapted to carry a 300-gallon 
water tank, hose compartments 
and ladder rack. A red paint job 
and the Sidney VFD identification 
on the doors completed the trans­
formation.
Betsy’s crowning glory was a
red light and sircn.
Fire department fundraising 
picked up a strong booster in 
Trammy Leigh, a retired Royal 
Navy Commander who moved to 
Sidnoy and took over fire brigade 
fundraising in 1946.
By 1948, a new firchall was 
under construction on the same 
site as the original hall. On Nov.
11 that year, 11 gravel trucks and a 
steam shovel showed up with a 
volunteer work crew to raise die 
foundation. A year later, volunteers 
finished the hall.
Within a yctir, the volunteer fire 
department added Central Saanich 
to ius rc.sr/onsibiiic.s. When Central 
Saanich first became a municipal­
ity, the new district wis suddenly 
without fire and police protection. 
Sidney firemen and The Sidney 
RCMP stcpiwd in until local pro­
tection could be organized.
'Die first fire truck for the Cen­
tral Saanich volunteers was built 
with help from Sidney volunteers, 
who had plenty of experience in 
creating fire tfucks from old vehi­
cles. That track was modelled after 
Old Betsy.
Sidney was incorporated as a 
village in 1952 and a fire commit­
tee was appointed by municipal 
council. A firemen’s club had 
.started in 1950, to organize social 
outings for volunteer firemen. That 
year, the fire department’s operat­
ing budget was $4,152.18.
The last fire truck built by The 
volunteers was constructed on a 
1947 llircc Ion cab and chassis and 
carried 5(X) gallons of water, hose 
and ladders.
In 1959, the dcparuncnl raised 
enough funds to buy the old 
Re.sthavcn Hospital ambulance. 
The Kinsmen helped with the 
fundraising as did the Rotary Club. 
Individuals donated equipment.
The first brand new' fire truck 
was bought in 1962. Build in 
Quebec, it boasted the latest 
new equipment, including a mas­
sive 1,000 gallon tank.
The firchall was expanded m 
1965. For the first time, the work 
went to a contractor and firemen 
did not have pound nails.
In 1970, North Saanich started 




The fire department cclcbratc.dI. Ov#f)0 years of service in 1974 
the 60 years llic membership has 
grown from 10 lo an average of 30 
firemen. Mtuiy firemen serve for
10 years or more.
At the annual firemen’s a|ipreci* 
ation dinner, firemen receive 
awards recogtiizing long-term ser­
vice to the community. The 
ilcpaitmcnt now hits 30 mcmbcnlSI' 
a full-time fire inspector, two lion- 
orary members and 10 life mem- 
Ixjrs, :
Fire figliting costs arc covered 
by a municipal budget, which 
reached S10(),()(X) in 19HH. Instead 
of converted cars, the fire dcpari- 
meiii has three fire trucks and a 
rescue truck, all carrying the latest 
in equipment,
Willi the opening of the new fire 
hall this Saturday, part of the 75th
9D ANNIVERSAT^Y, 60 years of service, was celebrated by the Sidney
Volunteer Fire Department In 1974, TI)q deportment celebrates its /5th arvvvorsary this 
year.
anniversary cclclnaiion, there will
in'ifbe no more fire trucks stored in 
chicken house.
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Stows o bit, by! stlti good
SIDNEY BOAT LIFT
ALL MARINE SERVICES RENDERED 
OUTBOARDS, STERNDRIVE, DIESEL, 
FIBERGLASSING & SHIPWRIGHTS
mmm
Sport anglers tliis week continue 
to participate in the Salmon 
Bonanza taking place in Juan de 
Fuca StraiL
Coincidental to a weather 
change and the first openings of 
the commercial net fishery, the 
sport fishery did slow off from tlie 
10-day peak of last week.
Nevertheless many continue to 
^ return with a mixed bag of success, 
many limiting or returning with 
near limit catches.
The two-week commercial fish­
ing strike was responsible for 
much of the sport success. The 
majority of the voracious seiners 
that would normally be fishing 
Juan de Fuca approaches sat idle 
at local docks.
The strike permitted tlie passage 
of hundreds of thousands of sal­
mon that would ordinarily been 
scooped from the waters near San 
Juan.
The bonanza sport fishery 
would be an annual occurrence 
were the seiner’s moved closer to 
the river mouths.
Last week’s three-day opening
in San Juan attracted 33 seiners 
and 165 gillnetteas. The catch of 
sockeye over three days totalled 
200,000 fish.
The same opening four years 
previous on the same cycle fish 
^ drew 165 seiners with a two-day 
• ® catch of 500,000 Sockeye. 
s Our American counterparts fish 
;i the sockQ^e inside San Juan Island
f to Point Roberts — there is no
§ reason why our Canadian industry
could not take up adjacent location 
off Point Roberts and fill their 
annual quota.
A move to inside waters would 
■ allow optimum development for
, all fisheries • not just our com-
1 mercial boys.
Scheduled net openings in Juan
: ^ Boating safety tips
# The Red Cross Water Safety 
Service reminds you that every 
year in B.C. to many don’t return 
from their fishing trips. Boating 
mishaps account for over one third 
of drownings in B.C, which has 
llic second highest per capita rate 
of drowning in Canada.
You can avoid becoming a statis­
tic by observing basic safety.
1. Check the weather
Before you leave shore, phono 
the local weather office for up-to- 
date weather information. If, when 
your out on the water, the weather 
piilterns look like they’re changing 
^br the worse head for shore.
2. Bring the right clothing 
Protect yourself from the unseen
enemy -...hypothermia (cooling of
the body core below normal tern' 
licnitiirc), Wear several layers of 
light clothing with a wind or 
rainpioof jacket on top. Remember 
to keep yoiir hat on as the head is a 
tnajor tirea of heat loss. Keep a 
f Vomiilcie clumgc of warm clothing 
slowed in a \valerpioof coniiiincr in 
case yon get wet.
Your most ini|)orianl piece of 
clothing is yonr lifejackei or PI'D 
(personal noiaiioii device). Wear it 
at till times,
J, .Start with a trip plan 
l,,ci people know w'hcrc yon 
iincnd to go beloie you leave the 
dock. Provide a wiiiicii nip pl;in 
foi fiis'iids, relatives (tr ilie local 
Rt'Ml* so they know where lo hud; 
Ijil >0(1 don't sconn (Ut -.ehednle. 
'**(<' (I, in when von
leUltn linin \our irip
dc Fuca will likely continue every 
Monday and Tuesday into Septem­
ber. The sport experience, I’m 
sure, will t>e relative lo the number 
and catch of die commercial sein­
ers participating.
Anglers are encouraged to gel 
out and enjoy while it lasts.
The Chinook bi-calch to dale has 
been minimal but per normal years 
is expected to peak mid August. 
That correlates to annua! move­
ments of juvenile Chinooks aw'ay 
from Swiflsure bank into San Juan 
waters.
Fisheries are committed to man­
aging the net fishery with chinook 
conservation in mind.
We’ll just have to w'ail and see!
The fifth annual Bamfield Sal­
mon Derby is on Aug. 11-13. For 
ticket information, call George 
Wetherell at 478-6153.
The annual Bamfield bash is a 
popular weekend for many Victor­
ians wanting to fish the Bamfield 
area. It’s not loo laic still some 
tickets left.
Off Sidney, with the Coal Island 
closure, Steve Roberts fished Sid­
ney Spit returning witli four Chin­
ooks, 10 lo 18 lb. Steve had his 
success at first light, trolling tiny 
teaser and no Hasher.
Saanich Inlet regular Jim Prit­
chard look 25- and 21-lb. chinook 
from McKenzie Bay, using Tomie 
plug.
Gilbert’s reported an 18 and a 
couple 14s from Bambcrion, while 
Frank Wille returned lo Hall’s 
with an 18 1/2 from the Slone- 
house also on Tomie plug.
Until next week Rob Waters 







GOOD USED MARINE EQUIPMENT 
Good used marine gear for the sailor, 
power boater, sport and 
commercial fisherman.
CONSIGNMENTS APPRECIATED 
10221 McDonald Pk Rd. Sidney V8L 3X9 
'Steve & Sandy Moran, Phone: (604)655-3101
(On Highway 17, take Sandown tuwofi just north of Sidney)
THE BOATYARD
“Under New Management”
Commercial & Pleasure Boats lifted for painting & 
repairs. “Do-It-Yourself” or we will do it for you.
2248 Harbour Rd. 6S5”i S11
SIDNEY SAILORS EXCHANGE
in beautiful downtown Sidney by the Sea
i-------------l ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY!
fiSOAl 1:1 v5 iBamlcle & Algea Remover • Bilge Remover
----------- Cleaner • Mildew & Slain Remover
1 9830 5th St.






Belter lnTfieLo!\ol'4iii I s udSTERN DRIVES & INBOARDS
2280 HARBOUR RD. SIDNEY, B.C.-------
656-2612
#2-6824 Kirkpatrick Crescent, Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X1
Specialists in Diesel Repairs & Maintenance 
Marine Engines — Hydraulic Systems 
Emergency Generator Units 
_ sales and service —
VOLVO PENTA - PERKINS - FORD - ONAN - GMC 
FARYMANN - YANMAR - WEBASTO - WESTERBEKE
The Professionals 652-3631
gTffni^ miiwSTERN DRIVES & INSOARDS ® W S:
i NEW AND REBUILT
" STERHDRIVES & EMGIMES 




2075 TRYON RD., SIDNEY, aC. V8L 3X9 AT WESTPORT MARINA
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& Marine Power Ltd.
(l.ocntod at Van Islo Marino)
SALES AND SERVICE 0F|
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GIVING THEIR SUPPORT « 
TO BOATING
iM 1 nc oHMivicri PENINSULA
^|iiOllKRA\wwSEfilluHP"Dui
USED MARINE GEAR 
FOR SALE 
AND WANTED
better boating by design
SIDNEY
17244 Harbour Rd. B55..-I735
656-7023
McDonnld Tatk Rd
oilion « loOliNG • tAimicArioN
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is:. CHARTERS IJD. .
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By MbfIIii Wlllock 
specializing In custom 
Yacht Intorlorn
I. Boatbuilding K< mnovntlona 
Teak cnblnoir. «< jolnory 
Wood and fiborglass repairs 
1%, FhEBBSTIMArBS 
G5S-0277
C.v.-V'' i.rtiHOt fioad Sidney
Continued from Page B5
aquaculture, its weakness is an 
almost complete absence of work 
related to the management of cap­
ture fisheries, which provide a 
major share of tlie region’s protein 
supply.
Capture fislicrics exploit “wild” 
stocks, as oppo.sed to culture fisli- 
crics, or I'islicries, or fish farming
systems.
The new research program will 
provide economics and resource 
management training for research 
students, who will do most of their 
academic work in SFU’s econom­
ics department. They may also 
benefit from other related univer­
sity courses, including fish jxipu- 
lation dynamics, marine biology,
aquaculture biology and anthropo­
logy of fishing communities.
Students will carry out their 
dissertation field work in such 
countries as the Philippines, Thi- 
aland, Indonesia and Malaysia. 
Other aspccLs of the program will 
include senior scholars from 
Southeast Asian institutions visit­
ing SFU, while faculty will spend
time overseas supervising stu­
dents, giving seminars, short 
courses and general research 
advice to tlie network.
“Our specially (at the SFU 
institute) is management of cap­
ture fisheries and our goal in tliis 
is to upgrade the capacity lor work 
in this area in Southeast Asian 
countries,” says
I
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LUMBER SALES
Bert ter Mors 
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and operated in Duncan 
#205-107 Evan Street 






‘CUSTOM CABINET WORK 
MADE TO ORDER 
‘FREE ESTIMATES
656-9955
9752 4th street 
GARY - PEGGY - LARRY
sisiiiMliiajsiiSii
☆ FABRIC VERTICAL ☆ MINI’S ☆ MICRO’S
☆ LIFETIME GUARANTEE
On all moving parts, Including headrall itself!
☆ MANY COLOURS TO CHOOSE FROM
Free Estimates
9769 5th Street 655-3311
CONSTRUCTION SPECIALISTS IN:
☆ New Homo Construction
☆ Renovations 
★ Home Repairs
. ALL WORK GUARANTEED • REFERENCES AVAILABLE
Call US for a FREE estimate 655-7065
THIS SPACE COULD 
BE YOURS FOR
$2000 A WEEK 
CALL NOW!!
656-1151
PLAN NQ 1441 TS
Copy by C.J. Johnson
The exterior of this two-storey, three 
bedroom home is attractively accented 
by its gabled roof over the living room 
and porch, while inside, the lay-out is 
both efficient and visually pleasing.
From the comfort of a covered 
entrance, the foyer leads to a living room 
on the left which features a boxed 
window with arched panes and built-in 
bookshelves on either side.
French doors would be an elegant 
addition between living and dining areas, 
complementing the sliding glass doors 
that lead to a back patio, tying the whole 
area together in a bright and spacious 
way.
You'll find room to move in the efficient­
ly laid-out kitchen, with its direct access 
to the dining room which allows easy 
serving at mealtimes. Ample storage will 
be found in both pantry and staircase 
cupboard, Off Die kitchen, a roomy, well 
arranged utility area with two piece batli, 
will be handy for everyday use, with 
garage access only a step away.
To tho right of tlie front entrance, a den 
is sure to bo a favorito spot for reading, 
computer work or just relaxing.
Upstairs, the master bedroom boasts 
double doors, a large closet plus ensuite 
witli its own tub, while the two bedrooms 
across tlie hall share central batfi facil- 
iliGs, A built-in reading seal aliead of iho 
stairs will bo a cozy spoil for timo alone, 
wilh the window above brightening liolh 
staircase and hall.
This design has lots ol living space lor 
its 1441 sq.ft, and would bo tho Ideal 
starter homo for a family,
Plans for No. 1441 TS may bo 
obtained lor $159,00 for a package of 5 
sots, and $15.00 lor ooch additional sot 
of tfw same plan. Allow $6,00 extra to 
cover poslago and handling. D.C. 
rosldonls add 6% saioa tax. Ploaso 
makfl all choquos and monoy ordors 
payable to ’Tjn) Rwltrw Homo Plan of 
1)10 Wook" and mail to: Homo Plan of Dio 
Wook, c/o Pacific Waal Homo Designs 
Ud„ «205-107 Evans St., Duncan, RC, 
VOL 1P5. Phono 746-1720.
\felunio 2 Plan book witli 60 riosigns Is 
now civailablo for $3,95 at Tlio Rovkw, 
or if you would like it mailod to you, 
ploaso remit $5.00 (includes postage). 
Make clioquo payable to Tho Review 





• Div. of L&S Plumbing Services 
Serving the public for over 20 years
• Hot Water Tanks
• Do-H-Yourself Supplies 
10115B McDonald Park Rd.








OFFERING - INTERIOR/EXTERIOR PAINTING - 
DECORATING - PAPER HANGING - TEXTURED WALLS ■
☆ SENIOR’S DISCOUNTS ☆
CALL NOW FOR FREE ESTIMATES 652“3167
U WITEO CARPET
Experience the difference at United Carpet! 
• Carpets • Levolour Blinds 
• Vinyl Floor Coverings 
^cFree In Home Estimates:^:-
-LIFETIME INSTALLATION WARRANTY—
SIDNEY
#103 - OBI 0 SEVENTH ST.
MARINER VILLAGE MALL/XKir /IQrO
(Dasid* Ibmmy Hiokort)
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Lost & Found 
Masonry





Moving & Storage 
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i Roofing 
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I Sewing 
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J Travel 




7 Wood Heating 
D Work Wanted
BABYSITTING 1 li|pliaiilHELP 1 f:M:ilii!BUS!NESSii ft
V
SERVICES 1 !! WANTED 1 l;! 20 SERVICES 0
STARTING SEPT., BABYSITTER 
required for afternoons, 2 boys, 7 
months & 4 yr, my homo preferably. 
References. 652-2304.
I AM A MOTHER of ono willing to 
provide quality babysitting in my home. 
Sidney School area. Call Julie, 656- 
5530.
MRS. BRAUN'S OUT of School Care 
and Family Daycare. Now accepting 
registration for Sept. 655-1264.
Q l■HEillil
WANTED
SELF EMPLOYED INCOME OPPOR­
TUNITY, part or full time. Camelion 
Hosiery, lace accessories & sterling 
silver jewelery. Own hours & we train. 
656-4507 anytime. If no answer, please 
leave name & time of day to call you.
THE COURTENAY RECORD, a grow­
ing twice-weekly tab. needs em ener­
getic reporter/photographer to grow 
with the newspaper. Own camera and 
car a must. Send resume to Box 3729, 
Courtenay, B.C., V9N 7P1.
DEEP COVE CAREGIVER. 6 mo. old 
wants his sister (6) to join him after 
school. Long term. Full time. For details, 
656-1789.
FREE SUMMER YOUTH program. 
Four days. 22 target shooting, recrea­
tional team sports and a day at the 
waterslide for M/F, age 12 to 18. Call 
381-0584 or 382-8376.
WAITRESS/WAITRESS WANTED. 
Apply in person to Bayshore Family 
Restaurant. 652-3622.
HAIRPORT REQUIRES STYLIST for 
busy salon. Guaranteed wage plus 
commission and bonus, 656-6113. Ask 
for Linda.
LIKE BABIES? TODDLERS? 
Victoria Nanny Agency 
We need you!
384-1220
LIVE OUT NANNY required near Bren­
twood Bay. 10:30 - 5:30, Mon. - Fri. 
Suits N/S, married lady with car. Refer­
ences. 652-3157.
HELP! I NEED 10 full time and 6 part 
time people to help mo with my busi­
ness. 389-1626, anytime.
RESUME SERVICE. $20. Includes 1 hr. 
interview and two copies of profession­
ally prepared resume. Mac-G Services.
655- 4522.
WANTED: MATURE, LOVING, non­
smoking caregiver for 10 mon. old in my 
home. Landsend area. Starting Sept. 
Mon. - Fri. References required. Call
656- 9169.
SIDNEY SIGNALS ARMY Cadets has 
a free summer youth program. It 
includes team sports, mini-golf tourna­
ment and water slides. For M/F. age 12 
to 18. Sept, to June, weekend camps 
almost every month. Call Capt. J.R. 
Hungar, at 380-5317 or 381-0584.
M AT U R E SALESPERSON 
REQUIRED full time for a Sidney ladies 
wear store. Good hours and conditions. 
Only those with experience need apply. 
655-1424^
AIRPORT CAFE LOOKING for full time 




• Auto • Marine 
• Commercial. • Residential
655-3535
#4-10019 GALARAN RD. SIDNEY
WORK 
WAHTED
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 6 p.m.
REMOV-AL. Scrap metal, old furniture, 
appliances, rubbish. Brush, clean up 
house, basements, yards, attics. Rea­
sonable rates. Call Reg 655-1808.
PRESSURE WASHING your sidewalks, 
patio, driveway, will make your cement 
areas look like new. Reasonable rates. 
Nick 656-6129. please leave message.
YOUNG MARRIED LADY recently relo­
cated to this area seeks employment as 
cashier or counter sales assistant. 478- 
6055, Jean.
"THE HANDYMEN.” Home repairs of 
all kinds, large or small. Painting, wall­
paper, carpentry. Fair prices - prompt 
service. Doug - 652-0473. Brian - 655- 
4628.
TYPING, TYPESETTING, wordpro­
cessing and graphics. Letters, resumes, 
manuscripts, books, reports, logo 
design, etc. Central location "Inside 
Copyprint", 2-9764 Fifth St.
SEA LINE TYPE & GRAPHICS 
655-1900
FURNITURE REFINISHING, RESTO­
RATION. Over 15 yrs. experience in 
repairs, stripping, and finishing. Rea­
sonable rates, free estimates. Call 
Serge. 656-5530.
WORD PROCESSING, manuscripts, 
resumes, letters, medical dicta, proof 
reading, editing. For good spelling and 
grammar, call Anne 656-1439.
THINK YOU DON'T have anything to 
wear? Let a professional wardrobe con­
sultant show you different. Call Signa­
tures, 655-1851.
HOUSESITTING POSITION WANTED 
Sept/89. Excellent references. Mature, 





FENCING - SUNDECKS 
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Special Seniors’ Consideration
Jason 05G“31 44 Leo
ACCOUHTiMGi
COMPUTERIZED BOOKKEEPING/ 
ACCOUNTING available lor individuals 





PART TIME UVE-OUT nanny required 
Sept. 1. Short hours. Excellent pay and 
conditions. 652-5971
HANDYMAN FOR GENERAL resi­
dence maintenances. Phone 655-4072, 
evenings 8 to 11 p.m.
SMITTYS IN SIDNEY, is now hiring 
more summer staff. Bus people, experi­
enced waitresses, dishwashers, and 
The Best Western Emerald Isle Inn has 
openings for experienced chamber­
maids.
BABYSITTING: MATURE, ACTIVE 
lady seeks part time child care position. 
Sidney. 656-4422.






to all Brands of 
MAJOR APPLIANCES 




$5. — Classified Ad 
Runs Until Sold 
* 20 words maximum, non­
commercial ads only, l( your item 
hasn’t sold in 4 woeks, call us 
and wo'll insert it in 4 more 
times. Pro-payment required.
LOCAL VIDEO STORE requires per­
manent part time help. Must be able lo 
work days as well as evenings. Reply in 
writing to Box 415, C/O The Review, 
9781 Second St. Sidney, B.C. V8L 4P8
WANTED ORGANIST OR pianist for 
small community church. Salary' negoti­
able. 656-6272.
MOM, WE NEED YOU! Approx. 4 hrs. a 
day. Team housocleaning, Sidnoy/Cen­
tral Saanich areas wilh great staff. Call 
Sherry 652-0644 or 652-0043.
COOK WANTED VILLAGES Pizza. 
$6./hr, Litfle experience needed, 655- 
4889.  
EXPERIENCED OLDER JANITOR,
1'2/15 hrs, weekly, $6.50 hr, 656-3060.
CLASSIFIED RATES
Scml*Dlsplay Business Ratos.........
Semi-Display Boxed Ad Dondlino,.,
..from $7.20 col. inch 
............... Friday 5 p.m.
REGULAR WORD CLASSIFIEDS
Up lo 20 words............... ........................................................................................... $2.75
Per addllionol word............................. ............................................................................15
Subsoqiionl lnscrllon.s. ..................................................................................$2.10
Per additional word.........................................................................................................10
• Prepaid Only-Visa, MoslcrCnrd Welcome 




Homes. Retits, Repairs, Resfrelches. 
655-1408.
iiwWRIGHT AVAILABLE FOR boat
work, patios, stairs, etc. Reasonable 
rales. References. All work guaranteed. 
Bill Holmes - 656-5391. 
THINK YOU DON’T have anything lo 
wear? Lei a professional wardrobe con­
sultant show you dillorGnt. Call Signa- 
luros. 6S5-1BS1.  '
WuSsiuTi" ROCKWORK & Lands­
cape Design, retaining walls, rock gar­
dens, patios, palliways, ponds, garden 
installation or renovation. Quality work­
manship. Enquire 655-3146, 
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Cortlliod Pes­
ticide applicjilor. I-roe oslimaios, 652- 
4088,
NEED YOUR'WNDOWS WASHED?
For a qualiiy job call Blaine ai TOO- 




to major appliances 
and refrigerators 
656-4412 652-4099
CUSTOM CABINETS AND hardwood 
























All Your Housohold Noocls 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
DISCOUNT FOR SENIORS 
CAl.l.OONPHILUPS 656-G143
SEWER & SEPTIC 
TANK SERVICE




-Renovations -Home Repairs 
-No Job Too Big or Small





QUALITY FINISHING & 
CABINET WORK
NEIL THOMPSON 656-4737
ROCK or CONCRETE 
WALLS FOR TERRACING 












MIRACLE'S CATERING, 2375 Bevan 
St., 655-1905, Bnnquole end apocinl 




Also SAVINGS on 
draperies & upholstery
McMAHON DRAPERY & 
UPHOLSTERY LTD. 
658-2123
for froG in-hom© estimafe
1------------ ——
GREAT SELECTION OF:
. Mini's • Micro’s
• Fabric Vorticals 
REMEMBER: Our blinds aro 
covorod by n llfollmo gunrantoo 




(Next lo Monks Oflico Supply)
*
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C.K. DIIAF'EnY • We make If Inftt nnd 
right. Free oftiimnUfH, Cuiiiem made 
drapery nlierailon. Phono 655-1450 
ovoningo nnd SuturdayB,
VICTORIA CARPET ft HOUSE Cleiin- 
(ng. Qunlliy work, Excolleni rales, Avail- 





CUSTOM PLANS FOR the price of 
(.lock plans. Now ipomasi, nddiiioiw ft 
rmriodellng. Commorcial A graphic 
rir,'t*loi«. Oil natibal. 474.E303,
The Classifieds!
656-1151

















“Buy Direct from the Grower’
SALE! SALE! SALE!
• Hanging Baskets • Bedding Plants
YOUR HEALTH FOR LIFE with Life­
time Cookware, 6 ply stainless steel 
minimum moisture vapor seal method. 
















SMALL MOTORS ' *
10134 McDonald Park Rd.. Sidney
656-7714
. HUSQVARNA • SHINDAIWA 
• ROTO-HOE • JACOBSEN 
. PIONEER • PARTNER • TORO 








$20/hr (4 HOUR MIN.)
$135 per day/8 hrs. 
$520 per Vifeek/40 hrs. 
$1,450 for 4 weeks 











* 60" Rock Hound -k Landscaping














Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlines 
■ Driveways
LEWIS SEVIGNY 






Thinning, Topping & 
Removals, Custom Pruning 
& Shaping. Dangerous 
Trees Made Safe. 
Fruit & Ornamental 
Tree Maintenance 
Hedge TVlmming. 
Fully Insured, Free Estimates 
MALCOLM RICHARDS
656-9312
9915 5th St., Sidney
• PEAT SOIL
. SCREENED SOIL 
. BARK MULCH 




. HOG FUEL 
. GARDEN SAND 
. DRAIN ROCK 
. DRIVEWAY GRAVEL 
. CONCRETE GRAVEL
• Wo Load Pickup* & TValloro * 
MON.-SAT. 8 am - 5 pm
ra ERTUS













CALL US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
655-7065










Seniors 15% Discount with ihls atJ
652-4479
Springside Lawn Jc 
<^rdenServlce
Residential & Commorcial 
liindscape Maintenance 
18 years of courteous 




FROM OUR BULK B/N:
WILD BIRD SEED...................... 42clH
SUNFLOWER SEED................ - 72c





FROM^CANOLA MEAL TO *
ROCK. PHOSPHATE.......From 69clb.




9768-3rd St. 656-SEED (7333)
LESSONS
• Classical & popular piano
• Classical, pop & jazz guitar
• Vocal training
• Individual & group instruction
SPECIALIZING IN
- Kelly Kirby Piano Method 
for 4 & 5 year olds.
- Preparation for Toronto 
Conservatory e)(ams 
for piano & guitar








1983 WURLITZER THEATRE organ, 
solid mahogany, full orchestra & bass 
pedals. $2200. 656-2056.







TRUMPET: KING STUDENT model. 
Excellent condition. $250. firm price. 
656-7801 L
SEWING
-A Hardy Lawn 
is
a Healthy Lawn'"
PIANO LESSONS. REGISTER now for 
autumn. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has several openings. Classi­
cal and/or popular. All methods includ­
ing R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs. Doney. 
656-4060
DRESSMAKER SEAMSTRESS availa­
ble. New clothes designed and created. 
Lessons available. Dresses, blouses for 
sale. 652-0880. Vicky.
SAANICH GROUNDSKEEPERS
Residential & Commercial 
Landscape & Garden Service
PIANO LESSONS. FLUTE and recor­
der lessons. Musical Friends pre­
school program. All available here in 
Sidney from a professional teacher. Call 
Diane Berry R.M.T. 655-4347.
Qfl MISCELLANEOUS
SPECIAL NEEDS resource service. 
477-2020.
a KEMP, B. MUS. PIANO theory and 
Itodaly lessons for ages 5-18. Fun or 
competitive study. Uses positive rein­
forcement to train and co-ordinate the 
eyes, ears, and hands. Encourages 














City of Gardens 
Residential - Commerical 
Landscaping - Gardens 
Bobcat &











• Malntonanco « Lawn Caro 
• Complolo Sorvico 
• Cortlliod Poolicldo Applicator 
FREE ESTIMATES











6 YRS. TRUSTED SERVICE
655-1117
FAST EDDY’S GARDENING. Gonoral 
cloon-up, pruning, wooding, now Inwna 
inulullod, tall groaa, Phono Ed 302- 
0351,
RUSSELL'S ROCKWORK & landn- 
enpo Doaign, routining walls, rock gnr- 
dana, pnlioa, pulhwtiya, ponds, gnrclon 
InaUillftilon or ronovniion, Quality work- 
mnnnhlp. Enquire 055-3140.
OFFERS COMPLETE
- INTEniOn-EKTEniOR PAINTING •
- DECORATINQ ■ PAPER HANGING ■
. TEXTURED WALLS ■ 
SENIORS DISCOUNT-FREE ESTIMATES 
652-3167 DAYS or EVES
1986 Honda Civic hatchback, auto- 
matic. One owner vehicle lovelyV - 
condition. Sale Price $6,900. |
1986 Ford Tempo G.L 4 door, auto- Va 
matic, A/C, P/W, P/L, stereo, tilt. I 
Only 29,000 miles. Sale Price $8,400. 
1984 Bulck Regal 4 door, small V8 
auto, A/C, tilt. Only 32,000 miles. 
Sale Price $7,900.
1982 Bulck Skylark Ltd. Ono lady 
owner. A/C, tilt, P/W, stereo. Lovely 
condition. Sale Price $5,900.
11985 Pontiac Sunbird 4 door station 
wagon, 4 cyl, auto. Lovely condition. 
Only 56,000 miles. Sale Price $5,900.
1987 Chevy Cavalier 4 door, auto, rod ^ 
in colour. Radio, Lovoly condition. ’ 
Only 36,000 miles. Sale Price $6,900. 
1982 Chevy Citation 4 door hatch­
back, 4 cyl, auto, P/S. Only 59,000 













No tkil) Tbd lllg or Small, For a. Iron 
imlimniw (or any ol your pnlnlir>(j nontffl, 





OF CARS & TRUCKS 




2360 Beacon Avo. Dtnlw 7(IH
WALLPAPER, INTERIOR PAINTING, 
nto, Roaaonnblft, rolinblu, nont, Quality 
work, Froo oollmatoB or ndvlco. Smin* 
faction guarnnlood, Small jobist wol- 
como, (556-0000 or 052-9711.
WEIGHT- LOSE, GAIN, muinlaln with 
now ttorbal wolght control program. For 




"T/i» Enpino ProfomlonmlB" 
Comploto Englno Sorvico 
Qntt A DIoboI 
Lxchungo Cylindor ITond# 
Automollvo, Marino, Indualrlnl 
6SS-3737 
10124 McDonald Park Rd.
iiNDEPENDENT HFaRBALIFE difttrlbu-
torn, Mr, ft Mm, Schmidt. Phono tor 
prodticta, 656 S429.
ceRTinCD REFLEXOLOCiaT, tWR- 





10410 All Bay Rd., Sidnoy
Phone 666-1580




AUTOMOTIVE MMM,OT!VEiV I AUTOMOTIVE
Budget
CAR SALES SIDNEY
Do you know all the services we offer?
1. Selling your car?
Just need advice? Call or come in for a chat. We consign cars 
or we may have a buyer waiting for it.
2. Buying a car?
We have first class, low mileage cars (some older). 
Courteous, professional service.
3. If you cannot come down ...
We will bring our cars to you, just call us. No obligation, 
of course.
4. Hade in?
Yes, we do take trades!
5. Financing required?
Complete financing services available (including deferrals).
6. Warranties?
Balance of factory warranty and extended warranties 
available.
7. Prices?
Ours are between wholesale and retail, but even at our 
prices, we are negotiable.
IM
VW CAMPERIZED VAN, 1974, $1400 
Phone 652-9888
1975 DODGE 1/2 TON w/canopy. Slant 
6 - 4 on the lloor. $1200. 652-3999.
MOVING - MUST SELL 
1974 VW BUG
Reliable. Recent paint, clutch, brake & 
front end work. Radials, AM/FM cas­
sette deck, standard. Offers. 655-3598.
1970 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER. 4- 
dr.. 112,000 miles and plenty left. 
Mechanically meticulously maintained - 
a lot ol car - $1,000. 656-5015
’82 HONDA ACCORD, blue, 2-dr., 
hatchback, 5-sp., original owner, care­
fully maintained. 43,000 miles. $7,500 




WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS 
4TH & BEVAN 656-7000
Mon.-Sat.9-5 DealerSSIO
Before you buy, please come 




A Cadillac Coupe Deville 1979. 
Fully loaded, 2 tone black & silver 
with matching interior. Only 66,000 
miles. Beautiful car. $6,995.
A Datsun King Cab, 1981, diesel,
5 speed plus canopy. Only 66,000 
miles. $3,995.
A AMC Eagle 4-wlieel drive, 1981, 
hatchback, 4 speed, stereo, P/S, 
P/B. Only 63,000 miles. $3,795,
A Volvo 224DL, 1982, 4 speed, 
0/p, S/R, tinted glass, P/S, P/B. 
Exceptionally clean. Special 
$6,995.
A Honda Civic, 1982, 5 speed. 
Has replaced engine & clutch. 
$2,995.
A Suburu 4-whool drive, 1981, 4 
door wagon. Super clean. $3,995. 
A Dodge Mirado, 2 DHT, 1982, 
auto, P/S, P/B, A/C, tilt. What a car 
for $3,395.
A Dodge Aries, 4 door, 1982, auto, 
P/S, P/B, Volour interior. Nice car, 
$3,695.
A Chevy Camaro, 1986, black, V6 
fuel inioctod, 5 speed, stereo. Only 
36,000 miles. V/hat valuol $8,995,
-L.TD.
COMPLETE LINE OF 
New and Reconditioned 
BATTERIES 
MARINE, INDUSTRIAL 
AUTO & DEEP CYCLE “ 




1 MOBILE ^RVICEJVAILABLE |
1 #6-10019 GALARAN RD. SIDNEY |
** AND MANY OTHERS** 
2104 H/lalaview








• INDUSTRIAL • MARINE 
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
GASTANK REPAIRS 
TOWING AVAILABLE
S PENINSULA RADIATORS 
656-6911
5-10019 GALARAN
MOVING - MUST SELL. 1978 AMC 
Concord. Good shape. New ball joints, 
new brakes. Mechanically sound. Runs 
good. $2,000 OBO. 388-4176.
1985 8UICK SKYLARK LTD, V6, auto, 
one owner, N/S, P/S, P/B, air, bucket 
seats, console, tinted glass, tilt wheel, 
A-1 shape, $8,900. 656-1890.
FOR SALE - VW RABBIT GTl. Needs 
body work. Good running order. $500. 
656-0167.
1985 MERCURY TOPAZ, $6,495. 
OBO; 1981 Olds Cutlass, 4s, $3,995. 
OBO. Roy 656-9708 eves, 656-0515 
weekdays.
1985 FORD ECONOLINE E350XL, 
only 33,000 km. $13,500 firm. 655- 
7026.
1976 DODGE VAN, camperized, V8 
automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, stove, portapotti, tape deck, 
bed, good condition. 656-1781.
1985 CHRYSLER LAZER, 5-spd., 2 
dr., hatch, AM/FM cassette. Excellent 
condition. $7000 OBO. 652-5559,
1974 FORD SUPERCAB F250 Cam- 
per Special. 3/4 ton, 360 - 4 barrel, 
4-spd., new front brakes, exhaust, 
steady bearing, clean, asking $3,800. 
656-7505.
1969 FOUR DOOR CHRYSLER. Good 
family sedan. Easy on gas. $750. OBO 
652-4998.
1973 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL, 2-dr. 
coupe. Collectors model. $1,995. 652- 
4998.
1980 TOYOTA COROLLA, 2-dr. hatch 
back, excellent running condition. Very 
expensive sound system, $3000. firm. 
656-2056.■
HONDA CIVIC 1983. One owner. Con­
tact Cy at SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS, 
656-4634, or at 656-4463, Price is 
reasonable.
1983 SUBARU WAGON. Very nice 
condition throughout. 35 rnpg, lady 
driven. $5700. 655-1264.
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Parts 
and service for all imports. 10124C 
McDonald Park Rd. 65S-1151,
STUDENT MUST SELL 1987 Nissan 
4X4, $16,500 OBO. Call Duane at 
478-2310 alter 6 pm.
COMMERCIAL WATERFRONT office/ 
retail space lor rent. Two spaces 320' 
and 600’. Harbour Rd., Sidney at 
Bosun’s Landing. 656-6644.
14 FT. FIBERGLASS Sangster Craft 4 
sealer; windshield; canvas roof; 40 bp 
Mercury engine, used 3 hrs; depth 
sounder; trailer with new shafts and 
wheel bearings. $2900. 655-1808.
12’ FIBREGLASS BOAT with trailer. 
$550. OBO 655-7000.
KAYAK. 17 1/2 FT. FOLBOT, canvas 
hulled & aluminum folding frame, seats 
2 adults plus storage for gear, total 
capacity 720 lbs., ocean going capabil­
ities, lull sailing rig & sail included. Only 
$995. Also, two brand new paddles at 
$95. each. Call 656-5500.
SPORTYAK II WITH oars, $250; canoe 
trailer for 8 canoes. $350; kerosene 
heater, $80. Phone 727-65M.
14 FT. FIBREGLASS BOAT, 35 h.p. 
Viking motor and trailer. $1200. OBO. 
Must go. 652-2913.
17’ BELLBOY/70 MERC. Galvanized 
trailer. $4,500 OBO. 656-3086.
SAILBOAT AND TRAILER, needs 
work. $200. 656-3285.
25' MARINER, GLASS over wood. 6 
cyl. Chev., less than 150 hr., $5000. 
OBO 655-3746.
1975 ROADRUNNER TRAILER, car- 
ries 400 lb. Suitable for aluminum boat. 
$300. 656-9625.
“TUFFY", 24’ ATKIN sailboat wilh 
Volvo diesel inboard. Weir maintained, 
true classic designed in 1924, built 
1970. $6000 or offers. 656-0428.
TOP RATED CUPPER canoe w/pad- 
dles. Cost $1200 new, used only 7 
times. $695. 655-1614.
SOUNDER EAGLE, LCD, $200 Phone 
652-9888.
1987 16’ K & C, walk thru windshield, 
lowrance sounder, CB radio, Yamaha 
40 h.p. oil injection, Roadrunner trailer, 
power winch. $9,300 655-4487
14’ ALUMINUM BOAT on trailer. 20 hp, 
O/B, new tires, wheels, wiring, gas tank. 
Asking $1500. 655-4142 after 6 p.m.
14’ FIBERGLASS BOAT with 35 hp 
Viking motor and trailer. Runs well, 
must go. $1000. OBO 652-2913,
18’ BELL BOY, 70 hp Mercury (new 
powerhoad), 7 1/2 hp Mercury, oil injec­
tion, kit. head, now canvas, depth soun­
der, C.B. water tank & sink, moorage at 
Westport paid to 31st Mar. 1990, $7500. 
656-7457.
12 FT. ALUMINUM BOAT. No leaks, 
needs paint, rebuilt trailer. All ready to 






• CotnpWlu Malof k Minor Ovorhauli > tioni- 
mltnlnnf Mnlor«- tuiyrUprc llrikciAlinnirnd 
. HI Pctlwm»n«i Work
385-8224
fidfi iJahn, Vlntorl*, 8C. 
(fJoKl to tiny 81, Pnyleam a»i|
1900 CAMARO V-0, 5 epd,. 0,3.000 
kllkB, tilt, P/S, P/U, good llrasl Alpine 
ittofoo. $0,500, ODO. 0.52 6727, 
1970 FIAT XIO. Cortvorllblcj, intircwn In 
color, oxcellont amdiiion, 80,000 rniloa, 
Standard, 4 fspd. $3000, 656-0301 or 
656-0060,
MUSt’seLl"^.'74 PoiiiTac LoMnnsr^
dr,, 3G0, little rust, Runn oroat, Clean 
Imtldfj $000,00 OBO, OGO-1150,
•64 BLACK VALIANT, good lirakon, 
needs Urea. Runa, $200, 650-7170,
4?0ir5 FORlT'picIMjIirV”<L oiinopy
liner, (red R wltlto), lowing pnekaoo, 
55,000 mllue. Aaklng $0,000, 656 
3587.
« tt 9 9 9
CLAIR DOWNEY 
Service
. I.ICI'NS60 MfiCUANICS 
. S HAYS TO UEIIVIi YOU 
. TUNE UPS . BRAKES - TIRES 
• EURRICATION • RAriERIES 
. C5ECURITY MUr-TI-ER 
. PROPANE CONVEItBIONS 




CVRII. PRIMCAU - OWNER
1975 TOYOTA COROLLA Deluxe Bin- 
lion wogen, One owner, 54,000 inllofl, 
Exceptional condition. C50-80.59.
one owner. $050. Phone CI50-C043 alter 
®
76“f:ORD LTD, 2 dr., 61,000 original
rnlloiJ, good MIcholInQ. crulao control, 
PS/PO, $900 0G6-C90S
’7T1piiNTO"WAGON, runs well, rioodB 
brnkos, now battery. $450, 655-3502 or 
655-4111 ^
1900 HONDA CIVIC HD, (l-opoed, 
1300, GO hwy. 35 city. $1000. iiponi on 
mechanical lonewal®, Minor rust, All 
rer^lpls $2350. PRO 655-4069.
V975”DuiCK APOLI.O. Mechnnicnily
AI, $’750, 656-3710.
•81 HONDA 900 CUSTOM, 10 spd, 
shaft drive oil cooler, air shocks, low 
rnilos, $1600 firm, 056-3492,
1903 HONDA GOLDWING Inloralnlo, 
ono owner, 30,500 km, AM/FM, cruise 
control, nr*// ro.'sr tiro, nnd some oxtrnn, 
good condition, asking $5,000. 656- 
7505.
'05 HONDA ELITE 250, oxcellont con- 
dilion, 3,600 km. Accessories. $2,000 
linn. 537-5243.
1902 650 MAXIM, 20,000 km, Now 
tiros, now oxhausi, $1200. 650-1005.
AS NEW Polaroid Ono ntop (lash 
$24,99; Phillips two-cup colloo maker, 
mugs $20.09; G.E, Procossor $79,90; 
corn popper $23,09: nilsnos brown 
suodo coat, other clollioo 055-1174.
HiFLYliAiLBOARD sail, mast" etc.
Complete. Now. Still In wrappers
$1500.
1174.
Other household goods. 655-
115 REGRE/!(ri0NALVEHICLES
YOU CAN’T LOSEIII Lot's got logoihor 
and noli your R.V. Unit, II wo cnn‘1 sell It, 
wo will buy If. Frtie appmionl mid pick 
up (inywhofo, Lnnizvillo Rocrealion 
Centro Limited, Toll Froe 1-800-003- 
4234,
^’"mOFOOT 6TH whoo], 20’. mint
condition. $14,700. 655-1400. 
lilTDOWE STRETCH VAN. Riilnod
root, (ully cnmporizod nwnlng, good 
condition. $4,300 or botti odor, Phone 
OGG-0427,
’1079 22' bKANAOAN motor homo,
excolleni condition, low mllofigo, hao nil 
Iho oxiruB. $18,500, 1-653-9430 
1007^..21 FT. FRONTIER • Vangu.ird
R.V, Like now, Only 14,000 km, Air, 
Iridgo, (urnnco, gnn stovo, loilol A 
Bliowor, Bargain $20,000 Call (iGG- 
4247.
ALASKAN CAMPER W/1t»6r'3/4 100 
Iniernnlionnl truck, $1,000. 055*1709,
MOVING. MUST SELL loss than 1 year 
old Viking frldgo (wbilo) $600; Konmoro 
wnshor A dryor, 2 yrs. old, $700 OBO. 
052 f>739 or 005-7031) (ninbtn).
R mar­
ket? For $150 per wook wo c.'in place 
your Classiflod Ad in more than 70 
popular, woll-rond community nowspn- 
pors wltlch aro delivorod oacfi wook to 
more than ono million homos Ihrouglv 
out B.C. and tho Yljkon, Simply call our 
Clawiiliod Dopadmonl at 656-1151 lor 
dotalln.  
MAPLE BEdToOM RE; 2
12 epood blcyclos; 1977Cordovn, 1976 
Vontura, 1080 Honda XLnO; Yamaha 
GOO; BMW molorcycio patio, 652-5302 
ovonings.
BRAND NEW Honda Gonoralor, 1500 
Walls, $800; gas Uiwnmownr, $200; 
oloctric Inwnrnowor, $00; 20 Ampo bat- 
lory chargor, $75; long couch & rug, 
$110; Homollio chnltniaw, $1’70; gas 
LLB.Q.. $30; fitorm dooro, ouch, $65; 
16" X 16" areonhouso glosa, |>er crnlo 
of GO, $18, Phono 655-4072^
ONE COT, ONE CLEAN mniiroBB, ono 
leak tattle w/4 dining room chairs, 
covorod in blue, largo poliuhor, lull size 
3-koyhoaid Yamaha organ and older 
Collier oncyclopodia with children’s 
tjoeks, 6G2-66H).
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
& LUMBER AUCTiOH 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12 
11:00 A.M. 
EQUIPMENT
® 1975 Dodge 3 ton c/'w steel deck. 
Tulsa winch & air brakes
• 15' T.A. trailer
• Malsbary model 25’ gas fired 
sleamcleaner
• 1975 Ford 3 ton c/w 24' van box 
« 2 Lincoln 200 amp welders
• 28" laoie saw 
» 1967 Chev bus
• Industnai radial arm saw
• Century' 230 amp welder
• 5 h.p. single phase compressor
LUMBER
2x4's. 2x6’s, 2.'c8’s, 2x10's, 2x12's 














Boys Rd. at Trans Canada Hwy. 
Biggest Inacxjr Auction On The island
SIDNEY SEWING MACHINE REPAIR.
All makes. Free estimates. Phone 656- 
6195.
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. 
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023.
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone 
656-6656.
USED MAHOGANY BI-FOLD louvred 
and rotary doors, various sizes, some 
painted white. $l0-$20, each. 656- 
3330.
WESTINGHOUSE DELUXE S/C 
range, $250.; portable dishwasher, 
$175., harvest gold; Diolcraft leather 
top coffee table, $100. All good condi- 
tlon, 652-1520.
WALK IN COOLER, 1 h.p. compressor,
2 fans, door & hardware, offers. Store 
fruit, vog., wine & boor. 656-4046,
THIRTY 100 WATT LONG life flood 
lamps, $300., regular $450.; 9-drawGr 
dresser w/mirror, solid state 3-phaso 
adaptor, FM antenna. 656-5250 - days; 
655-4802 eves,
INCINERATOR BARREIJS, $10 dollv 
orod. Phono Chris. 650-0065; 656- 
5048. ^
MOUN'IAIN BIKE, like now, ’88 Pou- 
gool $295,1 bifold doors lor 0 It. open­
ing, $30.; non-radial fires, 14" and 15", 
like now, $1G. each. 650-3718.
AIR CONDITIONER, WESTINO- 
HOUSE 24,000 I3TU, 220 volts, $400 or 
Bwnp for? 652-4010,
mIcroww^
top ol lino, uoldom used, $300 firm; 
TV-Micro stand, like now, $75.; two 
black a chroma, bar stoolu, $15 oncli. 
656-6150.
TwF’woODSTbvFiS * 1600 sq. It"
aipaciiy aach. Idoal lor country tioma - 
brick lined. $300, onch - $500, lor both. 
656 5015
invo PIECE SECTIONAL, Imvul kon^
nol, tionulllul marble bnihlub, 2-BH-78- 
13 tiros, apartment Itidgo, Spanish 
choBlorflold, drosMor, $4G. Rost oilers. 
052-5404; y27-2801. " '
FIVE PLEATED SOLAR window 
shadoo, apricot color (pink), brand new, 
will sell lor hall sale price. Phono 
050-1642 for iilzott.^ 
ELECTRIC STbvf^4F: W<iriO, while!
good condlllon, $50. Also horoo oqulp- 
mont. Olloro, 050 6427.
SOFA W/FIVE CUSHIONS, WouirninriF
tor Chime clock, b/w port, TV, largo 




TUBULAR STEEL SINGLE bod
frumott, 652-4223
CL "^“RgvIgW Wednesday, August 9, 1989 _ B22 65S-1151
i
V_____ run iFORSALE'
i MISGELUNEOUS 1 MISCELLANEOUS1
FOR SALE IIIi FOR SALE
•.::l
WET SUIT (womens size 12); Bionaire 
1000; varnished cherry double bed wilh 
dresser, circa 1935. 656-8857.
MUSICIANS] SELLING amp, speaker, 
drum box, guitars, keyboards, bass 
guitar, eliects & more. Oilers. Call 656- 
6754.
KOHLER BATHTUB. Free-standing 
Victorian contoured, red enamel cast 
iron, gold-plated leet/pipes. Condition 
as new (1977) - oilers invited. 652- 
4396.
RECONDITIONED DRYER, avocado,
4 programs, $175. 655-1430, alter 6 
p.m.
TROMBONE WITH CASE, King- 
Cleveland 605. Excellent for student. 
$250. OBO 655-1807. 
WROUGHT IRON RAILING & hand 
rails, 50“ long. 3’ 6" high, used carpet. 
652-1583. 
NORCOLD PORTABLE DUAL voltage 
fridge cind freezer. Ideal for boat and 
car. As new. $500. 652-4116.
MOVING SALE: STOVE, fridge, 
washer, dryer. 22" apt. stove, VW tow 
bar, propane heater, small undy dryer,
XL coveralls. 656-1439.
FULL SET LEFT HAND Pin Seekers. 3 
to a pitching wedge. 1,3,4.5 woods. 
Good condition. $325.; combination 
water softener/iron remover, c/w pres­
sure tank and salt container, $1200 
value, sell for $500 OBO. 656-1890.
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING GOWN; qual­
ity clothes 10-12; very good, 26" color 
TV.; outside glass door, Venture 5- 
speed, large mirrors, color TV - needs 
work. 655-3475. 
CEDAR FENCE POSTS — Moving, 
must sell. 7 ft. length. 20 posts in all, 
offers; GMC truck bumper, $30; sewing 
machine w/embroidery, $100; packsack 
w/frame $25; insulite & foam $5. OBO.
655- 3598.
ONE CHINA CABINET with two glass 
doors or two wooden doors, with a 
hutch wilh two glass doors also. $400.; 
extended table with three leaves and 
four chairs. $200.; one beige recliner, 
Lazyboy, like new, $250. 656-1654.
AIR TIGHT STOVE "Lopi", c/w heavy 
gauge and insulated smoke pipe. $450.
656- 5985. 
25’ MARINER, GLASS OVER wood, 
6cyl. Chev. less than 150 hr. $5000. 
OBO 655-3746
RCA VHS VIDEO recorder, $150.; 
Revox A-77 four track reel to reel, 
$425.; CoCo 3 computer 5 kk with 3 
color monitor and disk drive, $400.; 
XT-Clone 20m hard drive, EGA and 
mono, $700.; Radio Shack dolby stereo 
cassette deck, $35.; Sears electric 
paint sprayer kit, $50.; Iona electric 
broom, $25.; electric power blower with 
extension tube, never used. $45.; Radio 
Shack sale house alarm panel with 
digital key, and Nicad batteries, $100.; 
Radio Shack message dialer, $50.; 
Bathroom scale, digital readout, $20.; 
300 Baud modem. $25.; Color TV, 
Sears 14", $65. Best offers considered. 
656-5666.
CAPTAIN’S BED, 6-DRAWER, 2 stor^
age compartments, on castors, $100. 
OBO 656-1527 
FOR SALE ■ FLATWARE - 8 place 
sotting ol Coronation. 12 place sotting 
of South Seas. Large Damask linen 
table cloth and napkins. 652-9647.
VARIETY OFGTRONG moving boxes; 
wringer washing machine. 656-9084.
ALL quality"ITEMS; Realistic D/L5
band port radio, oxtondabio aerial, 
hoadphonos. Cost $05., soil $40.; Jap 
made ‘Rogont’ 0 siring guitar. No case. 
$35.; folding goll cart, ladie.s model, 
$25,; aimpor's snucopun kit, detacha­
ble handles, $20.; small oloctric anti- 
smoking air cleaner, $15.; 'Iona' oloctric 
carving knifo with stond, no now, $25.; 2 
- now men’s suits, English, Suporb. 
Valuo $200. oa, Will soli, $50. on.; 
comlortablo 'Grogg' armchair, ustjd, 
$30,; 5 ft. lovosont, matching armchair, 
hoavy rnnquotto, lloworod omngo, vory 
good condition, $300, (Ui2-40?0.
M O F FATT C O N tin U oils c l
oven; Viking frost Iroo fildgo. both 
avocado &. In good working order. 
$395./pr. 055-3001
OO-piilTDiLlJXE STRO
sale, good condition, 1 yr. old, $50, 
056 0001  ' 
WASHER A DRYER ("WHITE) $325.;
utility Imllor, $175.; nnnwrjilng mnchino, 
$25,: RV hot waior hoator, $200,; 20" 
color TV and stand, $100, OIJO on any 
Horn. 656 0157
corrii’i"TABLE, OAK, locmngulnr,
$00 ; small end table, ottk otalnod pine. 
$15,; oxofcitior lor ottupn and suoiching, 
$10, 652 0407. ,
JENNINGS WFIEGLCMAIR, $350,,riay-
ing cJlIck-onO, $1. oa, 652-5470
PORTABLE HOOD HAIR dryer. $40.; 
green rocker. $30. OBO; upholstered 
lireside footstool, $40.; large uphols­
tered footstool, $40.; stereo record 
player, never used, $150.; L.P. records, 
Don Ho, 2 records, $20.; Lawrence 
Welk album, 5 records, $40.; 2 albums 
incl. 9 records and 5 records. $50. ea. 
656-6154.
35 SQ. YD. OF LUXURIOUS, very 
expensive, dark rust broadloom. A steal 
at $12 yd. Assorted drapes, garden 
tools, small arborite table and an invalid 
toilet seat. 655-3848.
TYPEWRITER, ELECTRONIC Student 
Riter II, auto erase, hardly used. $125.; 
thermopane window, fits opening 34" X 
25", $20.; two white vanity sinks with 
faucets, $15. ea.; 3 ceiling light fixtures, 
wicker type shade. $10. ea. 655-4174.
UPHOLSTERY FABRIC: 26m pale cof­
fee/cream velour, 5m peach/green bro­
cade, 9m dark rose corduroy, 4m blue 
brocade. $12. meter. WANTED; 12m 
green. 655-3168
ELECTRIC SALTON hot tray (Birks) 
$35. 652-0527
SEARS KENMORE l^owermate vac­
uum cleaner, beater bar, retractable 
cord, also Kenmore Power Spray carpet 
cleaner, both excellent condition. 656- 
4274. 
FOR SALE: SUNBEAM large heavy 
duty food processor. New condition, 
$75. 656-1857
26” COLOR TV, good picture. $200.; 
80-180 amp welder, $120. Offers. 655- 
1917
LOVESEAT, $200.; ROCKING chair. 
$50. OBO. 652-6124^
•80 CHEVETTE AUTO, $2650.; hide-a­
bed with matching armchair & rocker, 
$475.; Wurlitzer piano. $750.; Sony reel 
to reel, $275. 655-4208.
EXTERIOR WOOD DOOR, 36" X 80", 
$40. OBO 652-3845.
G.E. ANSWERING MACHINE, new, 
$95. or exchange ladies, right hand golf 
clubs. 655-7100.
HOMELITE CHAINSAW, fop shape. 
$160. Phone 656-0357
WOODEN KITCHEN TABLE & 4 
chairs. $200., brass Queen size head- 
board, $20., teak buffet, $100. 656- 
3798.
moving • MUST SELL, piano and 
bonch, organ nnd bonch. throe blcy- 
clon, G.E. dryor, Will coiifsldor all oftors. 
6SOOi?02.
moving, must sell. VAtslwr. dryer,
Blnnln bod, chontorliold and rnaiching 
chair, drnpoB, bulfol and mlsc. Iiomo, 
Phono 000 0504,
ROCKWELL 10” RADIAL arm saw, 
$350.; Beaver table saw, $400. 656- 
9625 . ■ ^ . ■'
ISLAND COMFORT WOODSTOVE, 
$250.; MTD rotofiller, as new, $275.; 
naugahyde recliner chair, $125. 655- 
3583  '' ■ ' : ;
FOR SALE: PAIR insulated drapes with 
hooks. Span 10 ft., length 80 in. Beige 
with brown fleck. Used one year. New 
condition, $50. 656-1857.
SOLID TEAK COFFEE table w/maga- 
zine rack, as new. 5'4" X 23 1/2". $350. 
655-4487
FOR SALE: 22” CAMBIO Rino, 12 
spd. Racer, $450.; Kroelher solid oak/ 
marble tables (coffee, end, telephone) 
$450.; oriental rugs (6 X 8, small 
round), $200. Evenings 655-4139, 
Darcy.
T’y. &..STEREO STAND with Bliding
doors, $10.; double size clean box 
spring. $10.; car top carrier - used 
onco, 15 cu. ft., $85.; mado in England 
Wilnoy Point queen size blankets, now,
1 pr, $175. Call 655-4247. 
FOR SALE; VERY conlompornry 
designer's dining table. Top; C3val 1 3/4"
X 57" X 43" Solid I Inwniinn Kon. Base; 
single podosinl, Black Inlaid 1-lnwniinn 
Kori Curly. I-inir.lv Extraordinary high 
gloss hand polished. Seats B vory 
cornlortably, serious enquiries only. 
Evenings, 302-703B
PArnl>WscluTm^^
45") witli matefling twin bedspread and 
sham, $55.; bunk-size bodsprond, 
$15.; summer Snuggll, $20. All oxcol- 
lont condition. Olio-OB/O,
rAZYBOY’fSiuiFvW^^
$450., soil for $150. Electric organ, 
saciiflco, $4 75. Excolleni condition, 
BfiiTGlOO, niter 5 p rn.
girl's l6“
spd. bike. $50.; Ilreplace r,croon, TV. 
HUind, road mco sot, sioroo - no speak- 
era. Phone 050 6304.
COLONIAL SOFA S. chair by Sagers, 
only $490.95; imdliionnl Bkinr Peppliir 
sofa suite, $'700,05; oak contiolo 3 pee. 
coffee table set, $409.05; sriln table,; 
$150,: extra, very uniriuo poruiblo bar 
on cauiorn, oak with lots of carvings, 
I0"x30"x3n 1/2" high (opens up to 
ia''x72’' with slate marble lop), Great 
buy nt $095, Big Summer Bale on now 
nl Buy $ Gave, 9810 4th St., Sidney,
LOWRi7?isTTw^^
boards «. foot petals. Magic Oeniu 
chords, 5 yrs. old, 052'2913.
DARK BROWN, VINYL Lazyboy type 
recliner. good condition. $100. 652- 
4062. 
CIRCULAR SAW WITH table, power 
vac, copperware 4".color TV. 652- 
3260.
LARGE CHESTERFIELD, AND love- 
seat. $275.; hide-a-bed. good condi­
tion. $100. 656-5250. days; or 655- 
4802 eves. 
MOVING SALE: LAZYBOY sofabed. 1 
yr. old. new condition. $800.; 1 yr. old 
G.E. washer & dryer. AI condition, 
$950.; man’s LeMans 12 spd. bike. $90. 
656-7350
TWO EXERCYCLES, RE/^ONABLE. 
652-0698.
NAUGAHYDE CHESTERFIELD and 
chair, like new, Duncan Phyfe table, like 
new; and odd tables and chairs. 656- 
3579^ 
SUPER SINGLE WATERBED with 
bumper pads & headboard, $150. 
OBO. 656-1472^
MOFFAT ELECTRIC STOVE, all burn­
ers excellent, $150.; Mustang life jacket, 
men's, 40-42 chest, hardly used, $80. 
Phone 656-1803.
B&W, 12” TV; ladies English bicycle, 
electric adder. $45/each. OBO. 652- 
5630
KENMORE AVOCADO, SELF-CLEAN 
range for sale. Good condition. 652- 
5839, after 5 p.m.
FENCE POSTS. BOARDS, & gate for 
16' long fence, $25.; solid wood doors 
suitable for cottage or shed. $15.; 
electric Royal typewriter. $20. 656- 
9293.
CHINESE BRASS COFFEE table, 3’ X 
4'. Vacuum cleaner. Antique needle­
point footstool. Two ladder back anti- 
bellum chairs. Call after 9 a.m. 655- 
3104.
CLEAN USED BRICKS, .35 each. 200 
ft. of new quality lawn edging. 652- 
6214. ' ■ '
NERF INDOOR GOLF game. $10.; 
Coleman stove for parts, $15.; Black & 
Decker electric lawn mower, new, rear 
bagger, $170., Wagner airless spray 
gun plus accessories, like new, $145. 
656-2249.
DRESSER, TABLE, a 4 chairs. F/P 
tools, bookcases, heater, two large table 
lamps, 2 metal storage shelves. 656- 
■' 2732. ^''
RED MAPLE DEACONS bench with 
storage compartment. $249,95; corner 
kitchen nook complete bench with 
table, solid mahogany with brown seats, 
complete $299.95. Lots of brass beds 
on sale — all sizes at Buy & Save, 9818 
4th St.. Sidney.
PERSIAN BO KARA maroon rug with 
pad, 8' X 10', domestic area rug, beige 
with green border. 4' X 6’, Longene 
Wittnauer battery clock, call after 9 a.m. 
655-3104.'
WEST BEND GAS barbecue & tank, 
older wringer washer, works well, largo 
collapsible dog cage, 24" X 21", bam­
boo-wicker rocking chair, 656-6937.
20 CU FT CHEST deep (reozo, 26'' 
cabinet typo color TV., $75. each. 
052-2225. 
CEMENT MIXER, SUPERIOR design, 
very good condition, $190.; portable AC 
oloctric winch, unique carriage, $250. 
655-1614.
BLACK & DECKER weed grass trim­
mer. model 8251-04 for parts only. 
Phone 656-9140. ________
SAT. AUG. 15TH, 10-4 P.M. Two family 
garage sale. Toys. TV., baby pram, 
books, misc. items. 2190 Ardwell Ave. & 
2200 Ardwell Ave. Sidney. _______
2180 CALVIN AVE., Aug. 13. 10 - 4 
p.m. Moving sale; 1/2 cord wood, toys, 
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No. 4 - 6309 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R. 3, VICTORIA, RC. V8X 3X1
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We provide loving care for your pet 
while you're away — petsitting, 
boarding, home minding...
652-0552
REGISTERED LAB PUPS. 727-2556.
HAND RAISED NANDAY Conures, 
budgies and cockatiels, ready soon. 
479-1889 '
"JUST MY LUCK” - Reg. 1/2 Arab/ 
quarterhorse gelding. 15.3 h, shown 
hunter, dressage, eventing. Excellent 
for junior or amateur. SOUND. $5,000 
OBO. 656-9625.
AIREDALE TERRIOR PUPS, regis­
tered. 3 left. 478-21
ATTENTION VANCOUVER ISLAND^"*
Producers. We would like to announce 
the opening of Fraser Valley Auctions 
on Wednesdays as of Aug.9, 1989 at p, 
21801-56 Ave., Langley. B.C. We will be '' 
selling mainly slaughter cows, bulls, 
veal, pigs, etc. as well as feeder cattle. 
The sale will start at 11:00 a.m. Any 
livestock coming in a day or two early 
will be well cared for. We have a full 
slate of Canadian & U.S.A. buyers 
attending For more information, please 
call Ken Pearson, 534-3241, residence 
534-1286, mobile 250-5182.
MALTESE, ALL WHITE, will not shed
hair, shots & wormed, ready to go. 
655-3061.
jlC FARM I 
W EQUIPMENT r
SUNRISE MACHINERY INC. Now £i,; 
used farm equipment. Consignments & 
trades welcome. 2070 Keating X Rd, 
652-5287
TWO CORDS SEASONED wood, 
$00/por cord or $iyo/lor both. 656- 
9520 after 0 p,m.
WANTED TO BUY
Older and antique furn­
iture, china, crystal, silver, 
figurines, paintings, jewel­
lery, the odd and unusual, 


















LOST - SHORT-HAIRED male tabby, 4 
1/2 months old in John Rd. aron. 
655-1165. Reward, 
LOST - SINCE APR. 16, young, fully 
grown, short haired, all black, nouiorod 
mnlo cat, Has boon rocontly soon in iho 
Wain Rd./Tallow Rd/Doop Covo nro-a.i 
Ploaso call 505-6006, 65G-2961. or 
592-2G71, Reward. 
FOUND AT PCA 011100 - 9751 Third St, 
Approx. 3 month old rnnlo tabby cat, 
Phono GSG-0134.
LOST: JULY 31ST EAST Snnnich Rd, 
nonr oxporimoninl farm, rod hard cover 
nppl. book. Reward oKorod. GGG 0557,
CAMELION SHEER, NON-RUN 
HOSIEIIY •availriblo in a rainbow ol 
colours and all til/oii, GuariinUKJdl lo 
BOD uamploa or (or inlcirmeiion on how 
you can rocoive Ifoe honiory and giliri 
by hOKiirnsinci a (iifiltion ((vonlng in your 
homo, call Mmiroon, fjn;?-0184.
J
CHESTERFIELD & CHAIR in 1(8 clasB 
condlllon, on cnoiora lor oaiiy moving, 
19I $90, Likoa. 055-4102.
AfFriOUC PUMP ORGAN, $1,000
OBO; Slihl saw, $300.; '72 Woisiphalla 
$3'200, Hand mado emdlo, SZCKi. C.5G- 
5301.
lOOO'i* DIESEL TRUCK, We'ro looking 
lor a camper rigged diesol pickup, Have 
catili • value mum fjo uriclor 10,000, 
GGiTOnoO. 
WANTED; portion willing to do camper 
upholntoiy job, We'll supply tho mrnorl- 
niii. Give ua « quolo. 055-3598.
CHisT''^''FRA^ni7,"oC)^
lion. 650 0509
TELESCOPE V/ANTED FOR aairon- 
omy, or largo hinoculam, 652-2620
'dinky toys'viTAN'TiBrato




GOT A PRODUCT you went lo i.ull to 
Iho onliro province? Throuoti our inno- 
vrillvo Olankol ClatinilltJd Arivorlitiing 
program, v/o can place your clnuaillodi I 
od in nioro than 70 popular, well-read 
community newspnpora which are 
delivered each week to more than ono 
million liomon ihroughout BC. nnr) tlie 
Yukon. Simply call our Clataiillod 
Depaiimoni m 050-1151 (or dotaila We 
c,:in oven arrange to Imvo your Clrwal- 
tied Ad appear In more than GOO com­
munity nowBpapoiD ncrotJB Canada 
Your rnoDttago will roncli more than 3.2 
million ftomoci,
FAmTTorsljF^ own
homo Btuffing onvolapoti. Froo info, 
send (damp nddrossod envolopo lo 
Dozorg EntorprlooB, P.O. Box 7170 
Depot 4, Victoria. IlC. VOB 4Z3.
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i PERSONALS
FOR YOUR COMPLETE card reading 
and lucky number, phone Jenny. 478- 
7.^40. _____________________
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line 383-3232. We 
offer information, support and referrals. 
24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge. 10030 Resthaven Dr,. 
Sidney. Mon’s-7:30 pm. For further info. 
656-9549 or 385-3038
COUNSELLING FOR FAMILIES and 
individuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula, Community Counselling 







= s SERVICES LTD.




TOUCH THE TRUTH inside you. To 
view “The Journey Home", a free intro­
ductory video on ECKANKAR, call 655- 
1756.
^ERE AGAIN! AUG. 18. 5-9 p.m 
^^ug. 19, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. The Dogwood 
Antique Show and Sale. Largest show 
on the island. Over 80 dealers with 
antiques, collectibles, clocks, furniture, 
jewellry, etc. etc. Admission $1.50 16 
and under free. Fuller Lake Arena. 
T.C.H. Chemainus. 246-4803.
FREE OPEN AIR entertainment for all 
the family at the Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens FUN FAIR at Pioneer Park, 
Brentwood Bay, August 19 and 20. 
Come spend a little on the games and 
refreshments and have a lot of fun.
^!)YAL ORDER of MOOSE, 7925 
East Saanich Rd., Saanichton, B.C. Bar. 
B.Q. steak, veg., salad, corn on the cob, 
tea, coffee, dessert. Admission by 
®vanced ticket only. Music - Len Haft- 
ner. Cocktails 6:30 p.m.. Supper 7 p.m.. 
Sat. August 12,1989. $8. Tickets availa­
ble at Len’s 652-9464 or Bob's 652- 
2944.
GARDEN TRACTOR PULL for stock & 
modified garden tractors at the Saani­
chton Fall Fair. Monday, Sept. 4th. No 
entry fee. Register with Albert Van Wyk. 
656-2637. All welcome.
PENINSULA DANCE SCHOOL Open 
House & Registration on 19th & 26th 
August, from 1 - 4:30 p.m. at 1 - 9843 
: Second Street. R.A.D. Ballet & 
National, Jazz and I.S.T.D. Modern 
i^ses for age 5 - Adult. Small classes, 
fidividual attention. For more informa- 
!; tion, phono 656-8978.
■M.NB YOUR USED STAMPS Wost^
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
i Fund. Drop them off at Tho Review.
• PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA- 
; TION Thrift Shop. Funds generated by 
' this shop stay on the Peninsula to 
provide sorvicos to tho local residents 
through tho programs odorod by RC.A. 
Wo appreciate your donations of furni­
ture, appliances, housohold items, 
j clothing, etc, Pioaso call 656-3511 lo 
arrange convoniont pick-up or deliver to 
i { Depot at 9751 T hird Stroot, Sidnoy. Ttio 
Thrill Shop is opon from Q;00-4;30 
S f^nday to Saturday. Thank you for 






A Name You Can 
Put Your Trust In 
At A Time Of 
Need
Bill Elsom 





NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
Take notice that John Orin Edson oi 
Box 261, Lakewood, Washington, 
occupation consultant, intends to 
make application to the Ministry of 
Crown Lands regional office in Vic­
toria for a Licence of Occupation of 
Land generally situated off Johnstone 
Island.
'■( OM WHEELCHAIRS -- Sales 
;»i vico, 656-1549.
Water lot unsurveyed per plan to 
encompass piling lor a new float to 
replace existing two floats. Six rock 
drilled pilings to be driven for private 
boat moorage facilities,
Commenls concerning this application 
may be made to the Ministry of Crown 
Lands, B51 Yatoc Stteot, Victoria, 
B.C. vev 1X5. 387-5011, File No, 
1405776,












All donallono to the Saanich Ponliv 
8Ula Hospital Foundation aro grato- 
fully rocolvod, Donations era used 
to purchase modlcal oquipniont. An 
olficlal receipt lor Income tax pur* 




- P.0, Box 1000
" Saanichton, B.C.
VOS IMO
\A'o tiro tho Real Estnio Division 
of Iho Canada Trust Company 
wilh otficos coast to coast, Our 
profossionals havo tho "Action 
Plan" to handle alt your real 
estate needs. Some ol thorn aro 
your neighbours, Buying, soiling 
or relocating, ploaso call us at 
3B2-9191 or drop into our oflico 
at Fort and Douglas Stroot In tho 
Canada Trust tauildinrj.
THE CANADA TRUST COMPANY 
702 FORT STREET 
VICTORIA, B.C.
382-9191
7 SUITE APARTMENT 
VICTORIA — $260,000
Fully rented (the rent could be higher in my opinion) and 
offering a unique plus for future development (call me and I’ll 
tell you what it is!!) Gross rental $31,500 net $28,000. This is 
an exclusive listing and is an excellent investment for 
discriminating purchasers to begin or add to their portfolio. 









METCHOSIN - 1 acre in-law. mostly 
new, 2180 sq. ft.. 3 bdrm. plus in-law 
suite, immaculate condition, south 
exposure, quiet, private. 2-4 piece 
baths, ensuite 5 piece, electric heating 
& fireplace up, large rec. room & wood 
stove down large patio, close to ele­
mentary school. 675 Aquarius Rd., sale 
by owner, immediate possession, no 
agents. $134,567. 478-6694.
NORTH SIDNEY AREA. Three bed- 
room house, large sundeck, fenced 
yard. $126,500. Phone 655-4433 days: 
656-6597 evenings.
BRENTWOOD BAY - By owner, 4 
bdrm. house, 2100 sq. ft., large LR, FR 
DR. adjoining den. sundeck with view, 
large FR with private entrance, laundry 
room, 2 baths, newly done oak cabinets 
in great kitchen. Hot water heating, 




3 yr. old, one level, on crawl space. 
Three bedroom, eating area in kitchen, 
fully fenced, garage with opener, secur­
ity system. 2166 Lannon Way. 655- 
1214.
BY OWNER. WATER’S Edge, #37- 
2600 Ferguson Rd. One bdrm., garage, 
pool & clubhouse facilities. $102,500. 
Phone 652-5456.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Water’s Edge 
Village, south-facing end unit, no-step, 
1 bdrm. & den. 2 bathrooms, attached 
single garage. 1000 sq. ft., $129,000. 
Call 652-4048, 4 - 6 p.m.
Family living at an affordable price; this 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 
bath SxS unit is perfect for a young family. Fenced back 
yard, carport, storage shed, fireplace, landscaped, bright and 
spacious and in a good neighbourhood in North Sidney. For 
viewing call:






Enjoy the relaxing, retirement lifestyle in this one bedroom 
townhouse. Use the pool, putting green, go for leisurely 
walks — and don’t forget the visitor accommodation!! This is 
an upper level unit with a deck off the master bedroom which 
has an EXTRA double closet. Bright and airy, with bay 
windows in the living room and bedroom, this was the show 







3 Bedroom with den, 2 bath­
rooms on over 3/4 acre in 
lawns & garden, assorted 
fruit & nut trees. 2 car garage 







.SIDNEY BY THE SEA • 2311 1V1I1.,LS ROAD. SIDNEY. B.C,,
30 UNIT DELUXE CONDOMINIUMS 
hurry — DON’T WAIT 50% SOLD
VILLAGE
- Five unique floor plans to choose from with a choice of colours to 
match your furnishings.
• All suites feature fridgt^, stove, dishwasher, washer, dryer and window covers. 
' Small pels welcome,







Iho Canada Trusf Company
CCC fH 'H SAANICH PENINSULA 00D-U10 I REALTY LTD.
CAREFREE RETIREMENT UVING
SIDNEY B y T H E SEA
mmmm
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BiMWntMianMia!
This exquisite 3 bdrm., 2 bath 
rancher is designed for the 
executive family. All the rooms 
are entertainment size with 
oodles of south facing cedar 
decking just made for summer
fun. The kitchen is a gourmet cook’s delight, watch the view 
as you prepare dinner. This home is definitely worth your 
inspection. Offered at $244,800. Hurry, hurry, don't be sbw. 
This home will surely, quickly go. Call Mary today.
Cal! MARY MERCER 652-0800
This spacious one level, one 
bedroom townhouse has 
excellent recreation facilities, 
plenty of storage, blinds, 
drapes and dishwasher in­
cluded. Yours for only $78,900.
Cal! SNGRID WILLIAMS for appt. 
656-5651 or 656-5584 (24 hrs.)
Water views, mountain views, 
island views, 2 bedrooms up, 2 
bedrooms down in this 
interesting 1955 property. 
Charming courtyard and patio, 
many extras including security 
system. Viewing by 
appointment only. Asking 
$300,000 MLS.
Call CLAYTON HOLT 656-2S48
KIDS & PETS NEED HOMES TOO!
This immaculate 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath townhome is 
just right for the young family. Good size living and 
dining area with sliding doors to sunny south facing 
deck. Nice private yard with room for a garden. An 
excellent value offered at $83,500. Call Mary today.
YOU’LL DISCOVER... I IMMACUUTE SIDNEY HOME
A bright and spacious 1987 2 
bedroom townhome close to 
shops, professional services 
and the waterfront. Located in 
a well maintained 8 unit adult 
complex and offering 5 
appliances and enclosed
Call MARY MERCER 652-0800 
BLOCK BROS. 656-5584
garage. Price reduced to $127,500 MLS. Call today.
Call INGRID WILLIAMS 
656-5651 or 656-5584 (24 hrs.)
First time offering of this 5 year old split level home on a quiet cul de sac with 
views of Robert’s Bay and lovely sunsets behind Landsend. Set in the 
fashionable Beaufort Rd. area of Sidn^ by the Sea, this property is beautifully 
landscaped with a fenced back yard including garden shed and private patio. 
The home features a formal living room with corner brick fireplace, large family 
room with woodstove and a spadous kitchen with built-in nook. Leading off the 
family room is a laundry room with adjacent 2 pee. bath and exterior doors to 
back yard. The upper floor contains a large master bedroom with 3 piece 
ensuite and double clothes closet plus 2 smaller bedrooms. This perfect home 
has all the amenities for raising a family and yet is perfectly suitable for 
retirement Just a 10 minute walk to Sidney and a few steps to the beach.
Call MICHAEL EMERSON 656-5584
FORMULA FOR FINE LIVING
This home is conveniently 
located close to all facilities on 
a healthy 78x177 foot lot. A 
comfortable and well kept 
rancher, newly decorated 
' inside, with hardwood floors, 
fireplace, kitchen eating area
OPEN HOUSE 
SUNDAY 24 P.M. $97,400
and large rooms. Fenced backyard with privacy hedge, 
garden and fruit trees. Priced at $124,900. ML 6472. 
MARTEN HOLST 656-7887 
MARY MERCER 652-0800
New listing! A great Sidney starter located at 2193 
Malaview. Two plus bedrooms, double garage, new 
roof, gutters, downspouts, draintiles and hot water tank. 
This is a cute house. Don’t miss it.
BRENTWOOD BUNGALOW
DOUG CAMPBELL 655-1556 
CATHY EARL 656-5584
.Located within walking 
distance to Brentwood Village 
and all amenities. This is an 
ideal retirement home. Easy to 
care for landscaped lot with 
established hedge and 
I fencing. Presently a 2 
bedroom home but could easily be 3 or 2 plus family room. 
Bathroom has been remodelled. To view call today. 
$109,500.
Call MICHAEL EMERSON 656-5584
WATERFRONT
Cozy waterfront cottage on quiet crescent in Deep 
Cove. Offering 3 bedrooms, detached studio, 
boathouse and a private beach. Needs your 
imagination, your finishing touches and you could have 
a beauty. Now asking $186,000. ML 4570.
MARTEN HOLST 656-7887 
MARY MERCER 652-0800
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
This is a home built in 1932 and totally renovated over the 
past 15 years by very creative people. Here are a few exciting 
features: outdoor pool; Jacuzzi with cedar decks; 16x12 
sundeck through the french doors from the breakfast room; 
17’6”x18' dining room with fireplace; views out to Brentwood 
Bay; games room with wet bar and sliding doors out to pool; 
outdoor lighting and underground sprinklers. Listen ... this 
house is really a must see. Call Doug or Cathy very quickly. 
Just reduced to $219,900.




Imagine sipping your coffee as you sit on your private sundeck 
watching herons stalking the waters of Roberts Bay while boats sail 
by. This 1/2 acre landscaped lot has ample room for boat, camper 
and extra parking. This super family home features bright suriroom 
with woodstove overlooking Roberts Bay, vaulted cedar ceiling in 
living room with floor to ceiling fireplace and 3 bedrooms plus 2 baths 
on the main floor. Downstairs features a 1 bedroom in-law suite plus 
den and access to a double enclosed garage. This home is located ,, 
on the municipal bus route and is within walking distance to schools, | 




Watch tho boats go by from many 
of ttio rooms in this executive stylo 
homo. Upper level offers 3 
spacious bedrooms, plus 2 full 
bath, Tho country stylo kitchen is 
every cook's dream witli solid oak 
cupboards, eating area and sliding 
doors to wrap-around dock, Down you will find a profossionally 
ftnisIvKl ono bodroom suite just right tor Mom or family. This homo is 




There havo only been 2 owners of this 1939 2+ bedroom 
home on Wascana. Close to the Gorge for those long walks, 
or take a dip in your above ground pool. The home is well 
insulated, thermo windows, vinyl siding with inlaid oak floors 
under w/w carpet. Call today!
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS!
Ocean view lots starting from $79,900.
One acre building lots starling from $64,900. Call rno for lot 
information for your now homo.
DOUG CAMPBELL 656-5584
REALISTICALLY PRICED
If visiting racoons, deer and 
birds do something for you, 
look at this new custom 3 
bedroom on 1 acre next to a 
^ park. The full basement is 
unfinished awaiting your own 
ideas. Located in an area of prestigious homos. Listed at 
$187,500. MLS.
■ !/f-
Call CLAYTON HOLT 656-2848
WHY RENT?
OPEN HOUSE SAT. 2-4 
2286 AMELIA AVE. 
$106,900
Ono level, 3 bodroom home, 
central location, nice corner, 
fully fenced lot, 7 fruit trees, 
Shed, deck, bright sunroom. 
Good condition, idoal lor 
starling family or newly 
retired, Coll John Tote. 
656-S584 or 656*6466
OPEN HOUSE SUN. 2-4 
7205 TANTALON, BRENTWOOD 
Ideal family homo, 5 bed­
room, 2 1/2 baths, quiet safrj 
cul'do-sac for tho kids, walk 
to shops, Fireplace, sun* 
dock, dining room, largo 
fenced lot, very suitable tar 
inlaw arxommodation,
Call John Tfjlo 
656*5584 or 656-6466 I
This has lo bo tho lowest 
priced condominium in Sid­
noy. Ground floor unit, one 
bedroom, south facing, 
owners havo already moved 
so possession is immediate. 
Price rocontly reduced to:
$61,500
Waste no timo to son ttiis unit, 
drive by 2427 Amherst then 
call John Tata
656-5584 or 656-6466
SUPER SIDNEY RANCHER 
Groat ono level rancliof In quiet 
residential area. Throo bedrooms, 
wo balhrooms, dining area, fire­
place, carport, large gaiden shed, 
Rocenl price reduction to
$124,000
includes Iridgo and slovo. Over 
1,250 sq.ft, Possession immed- 
ialo. Not many ol those 










SUN. AUG. 13 2-4 P.M. 
2008 White Birch Rd.
Sidnoy Special — Capo Cod 
beauty — $138,500, Lot mo 
show you insido thia 5
........ ........ . bodroom, 3 bath homo.
TsstofiJlIy decorated, quality conslrudirjn, 2 firoplacos, vacu- 
flow, ovor’2,400 sq.ft, possible "inlaw," A rare find! For 
Hp(ioinfment to view call:





i Ocean view -- oxcollont conffition 
nnd location doscribo this 
todroom modular homo fiorloctly. 
Sot in an adult park wiiti ocoan 
! view and nlai landscaping tills is 
an idoal roiiromoni homo. Just 
$150 per month pad rental 
includtjs all nervicos, Foalutos 
incluck) Or.borno wood stovo, all appliances ovcopt Iridgo, most 
dixifiof. and curtiins, built-in cjiia.i cablnot, onclooc'd sun porcli and 
outdoor storago shod. Vury good value lot $09,900.
656-558^1Call MICHAEL EMERSON
■WWW
S250/month, S70./wk. Furnished 
j^oom, share kitchen and bath. Parking 
jVand utilities included, welfare welcome. 
655-3820.
COMMERCIAL WATERFRONT office/ 
retail space for rent. Two spaces 320’ 
and 600’. Harbour Rd., Sidney at 
Bosun's Landing. 656-6644.
$250/MONTH, $70/wk, furnished room. 
Share kitchen and bath. Parking and 
utilities inciuded. Weifare welcome. 
655-3820.
URGENT! FEMALE TO share house. 
N/S, N/D. 2 bdrm. house, near ocean & 





RETAIL, LIGHT MANUFACTURING, 
Third St., 500 sq. ft. $375./mth. 656- 
1459.
SMALL TIDY 2 BDRM. lor Sept. 1, 
$650 plus utilities. Car phone 361- 
7409. Leave message.
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN WISHES a 
mature couple to live in fully furnished 
cottage by the sea ... share half of food 
bill only. Must bo able to drive a car if 
necessary. References necessary. 
Apply Box 405, 9781 Second St. Sid­
ney. B.C. V8L 4P8.
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1, OLDER 3 bdrm. 
apt. above garage. $580. per month 
plus utilities. References required. John 
Tate. 656-6466.
280 SO. FT. GROUND lloor lobby in 
Sidnoy Professional Bldg., 9775 Fourth 
St. Suitable lor store or olfice. 652- 
3379.
MILLS ROAD, light industrial space lor 
lease. 1800 sq. ft. to 5400 sq. ft. Good 
exposure, one year old building. Com­
petitive rates. Castle Properties. 656- 
0747. ask for Freddy or Joe.
ROOMMATE WANTED. SPACIOUS 
modern house, microwave, washer, 
dryor, male or female, tennis courts. 
Available immediately. $310 plus utili­
ties, Phone 655-4511.
FOR RENT: UPPER part of house, 2 
bdrm. F/P, sundeck. New carpets and 
paint. Suitable lor retired or profes­
sional couple. $695/mth, plus utilities. 
Share laundry room. Available now. 
Castle Properties (1982) Ltd. 656-0747.
ROOMMATE WANTED, in Sidney. 
$250. Employed or student. No smok­
ers or bacon-eaters. Jim, 356-6411 
days.
WOMAN, N/S, TO share 2-bdrm. 
house. References. 655-3589.
STORE FOR RENT, 9768 Third St.. 
Sidney, as of Sept. 1, 1989. $450/mth. 
656-6656; 656-6655.
NEW MODERN EXECUTIVE bunga­
low, 1 yr. lease, references, N/S adults, 
Keating area. 656-9931 after 6 p.m.
2 BDRM. HOUSE in Sidney. Sept. 1, 
$750. 656-1907.
LOVELY SIDNEY HOME - available 
Nov. 15 - Mar. 15 lor retired couple. N/S. 
No pets. $400+ utilities. 656-2395,
TO SUBLET: studio/office space, wired 
lor kiln. 3 individual rooms, 1 large 
common, $95 mo. plus shared utilities, 
or complete (1000 sq. ft.), $250. mo. 
plus utilities. 9783 Third St. upstairs 
front. 1-745-6640.
THE LANDMARK, $635. Available 
Sept. 1, 1 bdrm. spacious apt., large 
balcony, 5 major appl., underground 
parking, sound resistant concrete build­
ing. /Cdults only. No pets. Ideal for 
seniors. Ed Besser. 656-5251.
NEEDED: Christian family desire to 
rent a four bdrm. home in the Bren- 
twood/Saanichton/Keating areas for 
Sept. 1. References. 652-9228.
WANTED TO RENT: Covered garage 
space tall enough for a VW camper for 
three months. 656-3350 after 6 p.m.
RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE 
with excellent references and small 
clean dog require house to rent lor Oct. 












Finally, o homo wilh lots of space, a quiet 
street and oarjy walk to downtown Sid­
ney. Throe bedrooms on main, 2 baths, 
easy to in-law, easy-care lot and good 
parking, Watch tho loriios and enjoy tho 
views o( Mt. Bakor,
VALLEY VIEWS 
GREAT FINANCING
locatod off E, Saanich Rd. in the Stelly's 
Ridejo area, thio 9 mo. old homo is botlor 
than nowl Loaded wilh all tho goodios: 
air oxchangor, valu-flow, DW, oak cabin­
ets, all v/mdow covotings otc, Assumablo 
1st niortgago $93,300 at 11.625% Duo 
1993. Totafaroa ol 2,140 sq.ft. Excollont
TOP FLOOR — SEAVIEWS 1 LEVEL TOWNHOUSE
Ono of Iho most sought alter condomin­
iums in Sidney just slops away from 
Boacon Avo. Absolutely immaculato 
building witli manicured grounds. Two 
bedrooms, hugo sundeck, fabulous 
views, mako this a must to view, Now 
listing.
SIDNEY — Cornor of 3id and Honry ono 
of the best locations you’ll find, 2 bed­
rooms, 1 1/2 baths. 2 patios, 5 appli- 
ancos, lloxiblo possession dales, This is 





*116,900 (MLS) *124,500 (MLS)







"'1988 Platinum Award Winner Victoria Real Estate Board 
Mornbor BrokerPHH Homequity Referral Nolwork iJ
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QUIET MIDDLE-AGED Gulf Island 
business couple would like small suite 
or light housekeeping room for part of 
the week occupancy. 655-1108.
QUIET COUPLE, N/S, no children/pets 
require ASAP bright, clean ground 
level, self-contained basement suite on 
Saanich Peninsula in quiet area. Prefer­
ably with patio. $350. - $450. 652-6802.
SINGLE, N/S WOMAN requires fur­
nished 1 bdrm. suite, or self-contained 
housekeeping unit in Sidney (near bus 
route) by Sept. 1st. Approx. $300. 
655-1177. Contact Arlene.
KITTY CAUGHT IN A SQUEEZE is captured in this photograph.
N/S FAMILY OF 4 with well-behaved 
pets requires 3 bdrm. home. Sept. 1, 
Sidney to Royal Oak area. Please call 
652-3603.
VANCOUVER ISLAND EQUESTRIAN ASSOCIATION 
IN CO-OPERATION WITH TOM HARRIS CHEV OLDS 
AND ISLAND PUBLISHERS LTD. 
PROUDLY PRESENTS
HORSES
A 1989 SPECTACULAR • EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE 
* HEAVY HORSE HITCHES* MINATURE HORSES 
* LIGHT CARRIAGES * PACK HORSES 





NUMBER OF TICKETS REQUESTED ($6 EACH)
AUQ. 10, 7 P.M............... AUG It). 2 P.M ........ ...AUG. 20. 2 P.M
TOTAL AMOUNTS........................... ....... ...
rPrido includOB ncfaniiision to Vancouvor Island Exhibition)
PAYMENT BY VISA. MASTER CARD OR MONEY ORDER ONLY 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER...................... ...................EXPIRY DATE........
AVAILABLE AT NANAIMO CREDIT UNION OFFICES 
OR MAIL TO; HORSE SPECTACULAR TICKETS, 
BEBAN PARK, 2300 BOWEN ROAD, NANAIMO, B.C. 







Saturday, 2 p.m., Surtday, 2 p.m.
LIMITED SEATING, ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW
ALL SEATS $6
HOME OF THE 
WEDQIE FRIES
TAKE OUT FOODS
ARB YOU GBUING 
TOW REVIEW 
BACH WEEK?
LET US KNOW ABOUT 
YOUR CARRIER
REVIEW CARRIER APPLICATION •
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O Cll»t*« HOMM o Mt)in*ra*lclMtl«( P>yUip»a<rt> o CoMKMrctsI OmH^ 
o ^fvMAlatlon Drawing o PrajMt HaMagaaiMl
NORM FRIESEN Studio: 2'07a4 Fifth St Sidnoy B.a
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CORNER OF GORGE & DAVID (JUST BEHIND MlDAsf 389-0088
FORMS FUR I HE RUB build­
ing at fhe Port of Sidney 
were poured last week, 
after extensive work was 
done, drilling dov/n to the 
rock bed below fill and 
clay. Because the build­
ing is being constructed 
on reclaimed land, extra­
ordinary structural engi­
neering was required. 
Above, it takes time bu 
the marina at the Port of 
Sidney is taking shape. 
The harbour master 
reports it is weli-used on 
weekends and generally 
fills up late in the day, 
emptying out again in 
morning.
Answers are in sight for small 
and medium-sized business opera­
tors looking for ways to take 
advantage of the free trade agree­
ment.
And these answers can be found 
in a new publication called the 
Free Trade Handbook, published 
t by the Federal Business Develop- 
I ment Bank.
L As the only guidebook on the 
Wyhiarket today to feature all federal 
^HLand provincial trade assistance 
K^Pirograms, the handbook is an 
indispensable reference source for 
anyone considering expansion or 
'export to tlie United Slates.
As well as providing data on 
assisutnee preprams, the 30.5-pagc 
document contains valuable 
t sources of information and key
I trade contacts for entrepreneurs.
It lists information on Canadian 
trade representatives in Uie U.S. 
and the U.S. Consulate General 
Service in Canada, export/import 
associations, a glossary of trade 
and export terminology and a free 
trade tariff removal schedule on 80 
key industrial sectors.
According to Claude LcBon, 
FBDB vice-president, manage­
ment services, “There are over 
250 assistance programs available 
to business people wanting to trade 
wilh the United States. It would be 
impossible for any one entrepren­
eur to research all of these pro­
grams.
“So, as part of our mandate to 
promote the growth of Canadian
small businesses, we gathered all 
this information into one easy-to- 
use reference book.
I SHARPENING SERVICE
Knives, Shears, Scissors 
Rotary Lawnmower, Blades 
IVe repair:
Small Elec. Hand Tools 
Small Appliances
arsr $iQ95














Mon. Tues. Sat. 9-5:30 












BACK TO SCHOOL WEAR 









Washor.s.... ............ $259 & $299
Convortiiblo
High Chair Reg. $119....Now $99 




We ofler professional, easy-care 
service to keep your septic 
systeiT) in super shape! So it 
system hasn't been serviced in the 




St'PTiC TftMK SERVICE LTD.
‘Households havo pretorrocl our sorvico 
for over 35 years
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JUST FILL IN THE 
PRODUCT OF YOUR CHOICE !
Coupon vakie oR item of your choice. Excluding tobacco products 8 magazines. 
Ono coupon per item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise. 





.y; vPRlCES .ErFc.CT-l/E.TUcS, mUc^.^ A^ru -wsatcv tttM **naa- »k*si isma it-yj.s.« w»,t« •■*«»»<» fwitM araa* ^WKS; tSKffl Staat taiS« aSfSJ ws3»r.«»ssH ssant*grocery order of $25.00 or more. One coupon strip per customer. iai* ',*i« sa isss* «3
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Prices Effective ★ Sidney Customers ^Welcome 'A' We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities 
While Stocks LastTuesday - Monday Aug. 8th - Aug. 14th Mon. - Sat
fElS E. Saanicli Roaii
8:00 a.m. - i:O0 p.m. Sunday 9:00 a.m. - f:0O p.m.'
P ■





1.29 kg %# %# lb.
White Spine
OLOJTteS
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C'3 '%3 Each^74 kg
3 EachjU.39kg 545 ’t...5.f|4'"S-#lb.Cut From Grade A Beef ^
New York Strip Loin
From our Full Service Deli ^FreshHalf Pork Loin
Steak
\ ■ ■■: r / 5$ tXr i '•'A., ■■-.5. 4
Red Potato Salad 39* 100g Cut into Chops
Sausage Rolls 69* Each
Chicken Loaf 66* lOOg • • ■ kf'i; , ■' ;
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I Island Farm's Velvet
Ice Cream tobi
Inwood Canada f/1 Grado 













.Jy\. S S' Hfe#' '%>f0 500 g







E.D. Smith's 6 Var.
J60,., Assorted Jams





v.fe/ 250ml Oocktoi! •• 
Mrs. Cubbison's
4 If)
iJ s S 1 L
A<
I )l■ j'' '.'*•,. tS-
A';,;, f, v,J vii^./ 796 ml
G'.
J-'i jT').
41 Cheddar Cheese=5 4tlJ jjf 4,1
t-“. Ii ■•■',.
1kg
Unicx) Plum & Crushed .
2u Tomatoes $ .4
y,„i, Texana Extra Fancy Long Grain
2 lb. OiA^fk'. Anf' A
454a niCtJ WhitoBrown 4 Wa
Pamper 1049 Tii-V 7009
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J.. 1 25 kg
\
*'*' 1,4 1 kg
Soft Cider
,fir 4 f " it? .u
C'S''Glilk . ... i,.,, J|4 .li$'' .A,
Mayonnaise
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Diapers
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$ 340 g }y
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"V" Festival
Serviettes
4(4
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%4|
200'e
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ado Dishwashing A
Detergent
1. Wink»r, V
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